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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
MATRIX DECOMPOSITION FOR DATA DISCLOSURE CONTROL
AND DATA MINING APPLICATIONS
Access to huge amounts of various data with private information brings out a dual demand
for preservation of data privacy and correctness of knowledge iscovery, which are two
apparently contradictory tasks. Low-rank approximationsgenerated by matrix decomposi-
tions are a fundamental element in this dissertation for theprivacy preserving data mining
(PPDM) applications. Two categories of PPDM are studied: data v lue hiding (DVH) and
data pattern hiding (DPH). A matrix-decomposition-based framework is designed to in-
corporate matrix decomposition techniques into data preprocessing to distort original data
sets. With respect to the challenge in the DVH, how to protects nsitive/confidential at-
tribute values without jeopardizing underlying data patterns, we propose singular value
decomposition (SVD)-based and nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF)-based models.
Some discussion on data distortion and data utility metricsis presented. Our experimen-
tal results on benchmark data sets demonstrate that our proposed models have potential
for outperforming standard data perturbation models regarding the balance between data
privacy and data utility.
Based on an equivalence between the NMF andK-means clustering, a simultaneous
data value and pattern hiding strategy is developed for datamining activities usingK-
means clustering. Three schemes are designed to make a slight alteration on submatrices
such that user-specified cluster properties of data subjects are hidden. Performance evalu-
ation demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed strategy since ome optimal solutions can
be computed with zero side effects on nonconfidential memberships. Accordingly, the pro-
tection of privacy is simplified by one modified data set with en anced performance by this
dual privacy protection.
In addition, an improved incremental SVD-updating algorithm is applied to speed up
the real-time performance of the SVD-based model for frequent data updates. The perfor-
mance and effectiveness of the improved algorithm have beenexamined on synthetic and
real data sets. Experimental results indicate that the introduction of the incremental matrix
decomposition produces a significant speedup. It also provides potential support for the
use of the SVD technique in the On-Line Analytical Processing for business data analysis.
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A classification of data use can be made on the basis of five aspects: data distribution,
data modification, data mining algorithm, data or rule hiding, and privacy preservation
[76]. Data miningis the principle of sorting through large amounts of data andpicking out
relevant useful information. It is usually used by businessintelligence organizations, and
financial analysts, but it is increasingly used in sciences to extract information from the
enormous data sets generated by modern experimental and observational methods. It has
been described as “the nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and poten-
tially useful information from data” [31] and “the science of extracting useful information
from large data sets or databases” [35].
The last aspect,privacy preservation, is becoming increasingly critical for future de-
velopment of data mining techniques with greater potentialaccess to datasets containing
personal, sensitive, or confidential information. Extracting valid data mining results while
preserving privacy of certain data sets is a major challengefor xisting data mining algo-
rithms.
Traditionally, data mining techniques have been considered as a useful tool in com-
mercial, industrial and government business for various purposes, ranging from increasing
profitability to enhancing national security. For example,inter-organizational collaboration
significantly improves supply chains and enables more rapidnd less costly transactions
among partners. Data mining techniques can be utilized to discover valuable knowledge in
1
private or shared public data. Given the large collections of person-specific information,
service providers can mine data to learn patterns, models and tre ds that can be used to
provide more effective personalized services. It can be used to do purchase recommenda-
tions on what product to buy, do text or document searching, assist in diagnosis of diseases
and so on.
The potential benefits of data mining are certainly substantial, but the collection and
analysis of sensitive personal data or secure data leads to concerns about individual pri-
vacy, data security and intellectual property rights. For example, National Security Agency
(NSA) has a huge amount of databases on Americans’ phone calls, using the data provided
by ATT, Verizon and Bellsouth. The spying agency is using thedata to analyze the call
patterns in order to detect terrorist activities. In 2002, concerns over government collection
of data led to street protests in Japan [75]. In 2003, concerns over the US Total Informa-
tion Awareness program (TIA) even led to the introduction ofa bill in the US Senate that
would have stopped any US Department of Defense data mining program [75]. Such public
reactions show a lack of understanding of data mining from the general public.
This misunderstanding creates several obstacles on the smooth development of data
mining techniques and their applications. Among them is that e applicability of data
mining techniques is problematic without an acceptable levl of privacy of sensitive infor-
mation [86, 49]. Furthermore, the quality of collected datam y be questionable under the
public concerns on privacy. In [23], it was shown that73% of the respondents in a survey
were not willing to provide their personal data without the protection of privacy.
Therefore, in recent years, data mining has been viewed as a thre t to privacy by some
people. There seem to be a pair of contradictory concepts. Ifwe emphasize the data privacy,
it may reduce the benefits of data mining; if we focus on knowledge discovery, there may be
no guarantee on the data privacy. Privacy aspects of data mining have an important impact
on many data analysis applications. In particular, due to the growth of electronic services,
privacy protection has attracted a lot of attention recently. In these electronic services,
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privacy issues arise because many users have concerns abouthow and where their personal
data and information will be used. Even though many nations have developed privacy
protection laws and regulations to guard against improper us of personal information, the
existing laws and their conceptual foundations have becomeoutdated because of the rapid
changes in data collection and data analysis technologies.
1.1 Privacy-Preserving Data Mining
Let us take a look at the sources of the possible threats on data privacy. It was reported
in Wall Street Journal in February 2006 that companies were finding that insiders pose as
great a risk to computer security as outside attackers [72].For the attacks from outside
the companies, access control mechanism can be used to assign different levels of rights
to different users in order to control data disclosure. For the public access, only the non-
confidential part of the date is published to the partners or the public. However, when the
threat comes from inside the companies, the problem becomesmore complicated. In order
to use data analysis tools including data mining methods, some access rights have to be
given to some employees for conducting analysis of the data.At this stage, the data privacy
would be out of control without any data preprocessing. Thus, in the absence of adequate
safeguards, the use of data mining can jeopardize the privacy and autonomy of individu-
als. Obtaining the potential benefits of data mining with privacy-aware technologies can
enable a wider social acceptance of a multitude of new services and applications based on
knowledge discovery.
A practical requirement from the above described privacy concerns is a trade-off be-
tween sharing confidential information for analysis and keeping individual, corporate and
national privacy. For this requirement, organizations ande terprises must fulfill two seem-
ingly contradictory missions. One is to share data or information within the companies, or
with other partners or the public. The other is to protect confide tial data and privacy of
the data subjects.
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This challenge, between data sharing and privacy preserving, has captured the attention
of many researchers and administrators from many differentcommunities, and motivated
a great amount of research aimed to answer the questions sucha : How can data be ex-
changed securely for cooperative analysis or outsourcing analysis? How can important
structure and underlying patterns be found within a large data set without jeopardizing pri-
vacy? How and when can hidden structure be extracted from missing data or transformed
data that is imprecise or partially incorrect?
By incorporating privacy protection mechanism, algorithms can be developed to hide
sensitive data before executing data mining algorithms so that data mining activities will not
breach privacy. As a result, the increasing concerns on privacy and related research brings
out a new branch in data mining, known asprivacy preserving data mining (PPDM).
Since the primary task in data mining is the development of models for decision making,
developing accurate models without access to precise information in the original data is a
natural objective for PPDM.
With the consideration on a number of different methods of PPDM from different com-
munities, PPDM can be categorized from different view points. For example, they can
be divided by different data set types (numerical-valued data vs. categorical-valued data
or mixed-type data), or data location (centralized data vs.di tributed data), or data min-
ing methods (classification, clustering, association rulemining and so on). In our work
in the dissertation, data disclosure control is emphasized, an “data” here is understood
as an abstract word for a combination of “attribute” value inthe “data” and “knowledge
underlying data”. In the dissertation, the following two categories are used to describe the
characteristics of our privacy-preserving methods:
• Data Value Hiding (DVH): Data value hiding is to protect sensitive data values but
maintain data patterns in order to prevent improper use of data. A graphical repre-
sentation is shown in Figure 5.6. Our goal is to maximize the diff rence between an
original data setA and its modified data set̃A and minimize the different between
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the data mining results onA andÃ. The classical purpose of PPDM belongs to the
category of DVH, where attribute values are typically modified so that disclosure risk
of sensitive/ confidential attributes is minimized and the associated negative impact
of data modification on data mining results is minimized [24,9, 20, 77]. Consider a
datasetT of customer profile having attributes of{name, sex, birth date,
city, purchased items, purchase values, salary}. {name} is a
direct identifier of the individual and{salary, purchased items} are sen-
sitive variables containing sensitive information of the individual. The subset of
{sex, birth date, city} can provide inference on individual identification.
If assuming that the release of the entireT is required for some purpose; no access
to sensitive variables is allowed; no inference on identification is allowed; and users
are allowed to perform various data mining tools over a released data versioñT , such
as frequent items mining, regression, classification and clustering, then data modi-
fication (perturbation) is a commonly recommended practiceto computeT̃ [21]. A
large amount of existing PPDM methods, roughly over 90%, fall into this category.
A crucial problem in data value hiding is a trade-off betweendata privacy anddata
utility/information loss. Data utility is that data patterns are maintained so that the
mining accuracy is kept at a satisfied level on the modified data se . Since modifi-
cation on data values is supposed to degrade data mining accuracy, how to achieve a
balance between these two contradictory ends is a primary goal for this research line.
• Data Pattern Hiding (DPH): In many cases, the results of data mining activities
can compromise the privacy too. The second category of PPDM,data pattern hid-
ing, is another security concern growing out of the context of collaboration where
sharing data is required among partners. It draws attentionto disguise of confidential
knowledge hidden in databases. For individual members in a coll borative project,
preventing other partners from discovering some business-s n itive knowledge is vi-
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Figure 1.1: Data value hiding
tal when competitors or partners can use data mining algorithms to extract valuable
(but potentially damaging to the data owners) knowledge from the shared data. It
was indicated as another threat to database security by O’Leary in [62] and later by
Clifton and Marks in [20]. A well designed scenario is provided in [20] and Verykios
et al. analyzed it to indicate the need not only to hide data attribute values, but also
to prevent data mining techniques from discovering sensitive knowledge [78].
To make an analysis of the assertion that the data mining technology has potential to
jeopardize the profit of data owners, an example is illustrated in Figure 1.2. Assume
that Alice and Bob are two manufacturers of the same products. Alice builds her
customer profile database with the same structure asT described above. Due to
some negotiation between Alice and Bob, Alice grants Bob theright of access to
T . Bob carries out some data clustering technique to group theexisting customers
of Alice into two clusters: high potential valued customersand low potential valued
customers; or a ranking algorithm is performed and a rankingof customer value is
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generated. In either case, Bob can take advantage of the outcome of data mining
and design a marketing strategy to win over the customers having high possibility of
future purchasing behavior. Probably, Alice will lose her customers and her business
as well. In that case, it is highly recommended that Alice modify the original T
before its release so that Bob has little chance of discovering the valuable customers.
Figure 1.2: An example of data pattern hiding.
However, there are quite few published research works in this line, the existing re-
search works are mainly limited to protect sensitive association rules in connection
with some association rule mining algorithms [10, 25, 78, 84].
1.2 General Survey of Privacy-Preserving Data Mining
In this section, we will provide a general survey of PPDM models and methods, which
are grouped into two categories as defined previously: data value hiding and data pattern
hiding.
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1.2.1 Current Status of Data Value Hiding Techniques
Before we start explaining the techniques that we have developed, let us take a look at
what has been done in the field of PPDM, and what techniques areav ilable. A number of
techniques such as randomization andk-anonymity have been proposed in recent years in
order to perform privacy-preserving data mining. Furthermore, the problem has been dis-
cussed in multiple communities such as the database community, the statistical disclosure
control community and the cryptography community. In some cases, some different meth-
ods from different communities are quite similar, and theredo s not seem to be sufficient
information exchange between these communities.
Bertino et al. [14] defined privacy in the context of data mining as the rightof an
entity to be secure from unauthorized disclosure of sensitive information about oneself that
is contained in an electronic repository or that can be derived as aggregate and complex
information from data stored in an electronic repository.
Intuitively there are three approaches to hiding sensitivedata values. One is to transform
the original data into protected, publishable data by usingdata perturbation. An alternative
to data perturbation is to generate a new dataset (syntheticdataset), not from the original
data, but from random values that are adjusted in order to have the same feature patterns as
the original data. A third possibility is to build a hybrid dataset as a mixture of a distorted
one and a synthetic one [39]. Most methods in literature for hiding sensitive data are based
on element-wise random perturbation.
Most privacy control methods are developed specifically to target one of the follow-
ing data types: statistical data/microdata, biological data/microarray, quantitative data, or-
dinal data, nominal data and categorical data. Statisticaldisclosure control (SDC) may
be one of the earliest fields in data privacy preservation. Several reconstruction-based or
randomization-based methods adding some noise to the original data have been widely
used for privacy protection [30, 58]. Random projection approaches, most of which are
multiplicative perturbations in the context of computing inner product matrix, have also
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been studied. The more recent approach in data distortion isbased on the data matrix
decomposition strategies [88].
In addition to these methods based on distorting the original data values, Cliftonet al.
proposed another class of approaches to modify data mining algorithms so that they allow
data mining operations on distributed datasets without knowi g the exact values of the data
or without directly accessing the original data [19].
A condensation approach aiming at general cases was proposed in [3] to preserve data
correlation that is the basis of many data mining algorithmslike decision trees. However,
data reduction or multiparty computations are not considere . It is more concerned with
hiding the identities of objects.
Statistical Disclosure Control (SDC)
Statistical database (SDB) system is a database system thatenables its users to retrieve only
aggregate statistics for a subset of the entities representd i the database. The topic of
PPDM has often been studied extensively by the data mining community without sufficient
attention to the conventional work done by the statistical disclosure control community.
Some work has been presented in parallel with similar work done in the area of database
and data mining, such ask-anonymity, swapping, randomization, micro-aggregationand
synthetic data generation.
The problem of protecting sensitive information in a database while allowing statistical
queries has been studied extensively since the late 1970’s [5, 69]. Early in 1989, Adam and
Wortmann [5] conducted a comprehensive survey on security-control methods for statisti-
cal disclosure control. The methods are classified under four general approaches: concep-
tual, query restriction, data perturbation, and output perurbation. The survey introduced
probability-distribution perturbation and fixed-data perturbation approaches.
Within the probability-distribution approach, Reiss [67,8] suggested approximate data
swapping to deal with multicategorical attributes. The original database is replaced with a
randomly generated database having approximately the samet-ord r statistics as the origi-
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nal database. Liewet al. [50] proposed data distortion by probability distributionin 1985.
Its operating principle is to obtain a protected dataset by randomly drawing from the un-
derlying distribution of the original dataset. For fixed-data perturbation approach, Traubet
al. [74] developed an additive-perturbation method for numerical attributes by adding or
multiplying a random variable to a true value. It might be thefirst randomization scheme
in privacy protection. The randomization for PPDM proposedby Agrawal and Srikant [9]
in 2000 is the same as that by Traubet al. [74] and Abul-Elaet al. [3]; these proposals
reduced multiple-value categorical attributes to two values, which results in a considerable
information loss.
Data Perturbation
Data perturbation techniques are one of the most popular models. Before data owners pub-
lish their data, they modify the data in a statistical way to disguise confidential information
by adding random noise to numerical attributes.
A large fraction of them use randomized data distortion techniques to mask the data
by randomly modifying the data values. The simplest versionis oise-additive approach
[45, 7, 16, 30].
Noise-Additive Model: The modification is element-wise. The owner of a data set
returns a valueai + v, whereai is the original data andv is a random value drawn from
a certain distribution. The most commonly used distributions are the uniform distribution
over an interval[−α, α] and Gaussian distribution with the meanµ = 0 and standard
deviationσ. Then original data valuesa1, a2, . . . , an are realizations ofn independent and
identically distributed(i.i.d) random variables.n independent noises,v1, v2, . . . , vn, are
drawn from a distribution. Using the matrix format,this process can be written as
Ã = A+ V, (1.1)
whereA is the original data matrix,̃A is the perturbed data matrix andV is the noise
matrix. The approach is intuitive and easy to understand. However, this model does not
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preserve Euclidean distances between the subjects. They are not suitable for widely used
distance-based data mining algorithms such as thek-means clustering and thek-nearest
neighbor classification. Furthermore, the element-wise data perturbation techniques do not
reduce the data rank.
Given an assumption that an attacker has prior knowledge on the zero mean,µ, and
the variance of the added noise,σ2, it has been recently claimed that this model has pri-
vacy breaches, and some privacy intrusion techniques can beused to reconstruct private
data from the randomized data [44, 45, 89]. The spectral properties of randomized matrix
could help the attacker separate noise,V , from the perturbed data,̃A. In particular, a spec-
tral filtering-based method is proposed based on random matrix theory to reconstruct the
original data from the randomized data [44, 45]. Two other data reconstruction methods,
Principal Component Analysis-based and Bayes Estimate-bas d, are proposed in [36] to
restore the original data from the perturbed data. It is suggested that the amount of original
information that can be revealed is related to data correlation, and the more the correlation
of noises resembles that of the original data, the better privacy preservation can be achieved
[36].
Random Projection / Matrix Multiplication Model: It directly uses the concept of
random mapping, a dimensionality reduction method, to reduc the data dimensionality and
preserve enough structure of the original data set. It is mostly multiplicative perturbation in
the context of computing inner product matrix [43, 57]. Thismodel is based on the Johnson
Lindenstrauss Lemma [41], which places bounds on Euclideanistance distortion due to
any dimensionality reduction transform. The lemma states that a small set of points in a
high-dimensional space can be embedded into a space of much lower dimension in such
a way that distances between the points are nearly preserved. It is proved in the Johnson
Lindenstrauss Lemma that, for a set of points of sizen in ap-dimensional Euclidean space,
there exists a linear transformation of the data into aq-dimensional space,




that preserves distances up to a factor(1 + ǫ), ǫ ∈ (0, 1) [41].
LetR ∈ Rm×k be a matrix generated with entries randomly chosen from a given distri-
butionN (0, σr) with zero mean,µ = 0 and varianceσ2r , across columns, we have
Ã = AR (1.2)
for right multiplication. For left multiplication, it becomes
Ã = RA. (1.3)
In the random projection-based method, letk = m, since the dimension size should be
maintained.
If R is nonorthogonal, according to the Johnson Lindenstrauss Lemma [41], the Eu-
clidean distance is approximated on expectations up to a constant factor, and the random
projection methods may suffer from the loss of Euclidean distances due to the nonorthog-
onal matrixR. We denote this method asArp andrpA. The computational complexity is
due to a matrix multiplication and is of the orderO(nmm), and ifA is sparse with aboutc
nonzero entries per row, the complexity is of the orderO(cnm).
If R is orthogonal, then the projection exactly preserves the inn r product ofA, which
is the squared Euclidean distance,
ÃÃT = ARRTAT = AAT . (1.4)
We denote this byArpo andrpoA. The complexity will be increased with the cost incurred
by orthogonalizingR, which is in the order ofO(n3). Arpo is of the orderO(nm2 + n3)
and is always computationally expensive.
It is claimed that because this model preserves Euclidean distance with either small or
no error, it allows many important data mining algorithms tobe applied to the perturbed
data and produce results very similar to, or exactly the sames those produced by the
original data,e.g., k-means clustering,k-nearest neighbor classification, and hierarchical
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clustering [43].
However, the issue of how wellA is hidden is not clear and deserves more study. It
might not be able to provide enough privacy protection. Therefore, a balance between data
privacy and data utility is not guaranteed with this model. Another issue is that orthogonal-
izingR is unfortunately computationally expensive.
As with the noise-additive model, several researchers haveinvestigated the vulnerabil-
ities of the random projection model using various forms of prior knowledge [17]. The
assumptions on prior knowledge include thatR is orthogonal, or some samples are known.
The covariance matrix may also be used to estimate the original d stribution.
Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC)
The Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC) approach consider the problem of evaluating
a function of two or more parties’ secret inputs, such that each party finally gets the de-
signed function output and nothing else is revealed, exceptwha is implied by the party’s
own inputs and outputs. Duet al. gave a comprehensive review on SMC [28]. SMC and
cryptography techniques can be combined for distributed data mining. Without generality,
numerous distributed algorithms are task-specific. These ta ks include privacy preserving
information retrieval, geometric computation, statistical analysis and scientific computa-
tions.
1.2.2 Current Status of Data Pattern Hiding
For association rule hiding, two approaches based on heuristic modification have been pro-
posed to prevent association rules from being generated [25]. One is to hide the frequent
sets from which rules are derived. The second is to reduce their importance by setting their
confidence below a user-specified threshold. Verykioset al. [78] presented five algorithms
to hide sensitive association rules by insertion or removalf records. Three of them belong
to the first approach that decreases either the confidence or th support of a set of sensitive
rules until the rules are hidden. The other two use the secondapproach to decrease the
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support of a set of large itemsets until they are below a user-sp cified threshold so that no
rule can be derived from the selected itemsets. However, theapproaches make a strong
assumption of no overlapping, i.e., all the items in a sensitive rule do not appear in any
other sensitive rule. Some undesirable side effects may notbe avoided, such as lost rules
(nonsensitive rules falsely hidden) and ghost rules (spurious rules falsely generated). In
order to limit side effects, Wuet al. [84] proposed heuristic methods for increasing the
number of hidden sensitive rules and reducing the number of modified entries. Atallahet
al. [10] used an itemset graph to hide sensitive itemsets referred to as data sanitization.
For classification rule hiding, a reconstruction-based framework for categorical datasets
is proposed by Natwichaiet al. [59, 60]. After extracting sensitive rules, a new decision
tree is built on nonsensitive subset of rules. A new dataset is generated from the decision
tree. It is claimed that even though the difference in representation between the new and
original datasets can be found, the approach can maintain high level data usability.
1.3 Applications of Privacy-Preserving Data Mining
The problem of privacy-preserving data mining has numerousapplications in homeland
security, medical database mining, bio-terrorism and customer transaction analysis [8].
• Homeland Security Applications: A number of applications for homeland security
are inherently intrusive because of the very nature of surveillance. In [71], a broad
overview is provided on how privacy-preserving techniquesmay be used in order to
deploy these applications effectively without violating user privacy. Some examples
of such applications are as follows:
1. Credential Validation Problem: This is to make a match between the subject
of credential and the person presenting the credential. Forexample, the theft
of social security number presents a serious threat to homeland security. The
credential validation approach tries to exploit the semantics associated with the
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social security number to determine whether the person presenting the social
security number credential truly owns it.
2. Web Camera Surveillance: Web camera is widely used for surveillance to
detect unusual activities. It has been hypothesized in [71]that unusual activities
can be detected only in terms of facial count rather than using more specific
information about particular individuals.
• Video Surveillance. There has been a tremendous proliferation of video surveil-
lance cameras in public locations such as stores, ATMs, schools, subway stations,
and airports. When sharing video-surveillance data, facial recognition software can
match the facial images in videos to the facial images in a driver l cense database.
If each face is blacked out, then all facial information willbe wiped out. In [61],
selective downgrading is used on facial information in order to limit the ability of
facial recognition software to reliably identify faces, while maintaining facial details
in images.k-Same algorithm is designed for this purpose [61]. The idea is to cre-
ate new synthesized data by identifying faces which are somewhat similar, and then
to construct new faces which generate combinations of featur s from these similar
faces. Thus, the identity of the underlying individuals is protected to a certain extent,
but the video continues to be useful.
• Genomic Privacy. DNA data is considered extremely sensitive since it contains
almost uniquely identifying information about an individual. As in the case of multi-
dimensional data, simple removal of directly identifying data such as social security
number is not sufficient to prevent re-identification. A softwareCleanGenecan de-
termine the identifiability of DNA entries independent of any other demographic or
identifiable information [55]. The software relies on publicly available medical data
and knowledge of particular diseases in order to assign identifications to DNA en-
tries. In [55], it was shown that98 − 100% of the individuals are identifiable using
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the approach. The identification is done by taking the DNA sequence of an individual
and then constructing a genetic profile corresponding to thesex, genetic diseases, the
location where the DNA was collected. One way to protect the anonymity of the se-
quence is with the use ofgeneralization latticeswhich are constructed in such a way
that an entry in the modified database cannot be distinguished from at least(k − 1)
other entries.
1.4 Data Privacy and Data Perturbation
1.4.1 High-Accuracy Data Hiding
As seen from the previous section, most privacy-preservingmethods apply a transforma-
tion which reduces the effectiveness of the underlying datawhen the data mining methods
or algorithms are applied to the transformed data. The process of privacy-preservation may
lead to loss of input information for data mining purposes. This loss of input informa-
tion can also be considered as loss of utility for the data mining purposes. Considering
the numerical data sets, we found that noise-additive modelis easy to implement by two
steps, random matrix generation and matrix addition operation. The complexity is of or-
derO(nm). Its disadvantage is that the addition of external noise leads to the information
loss and it might significantly degrade the data mining results. For the random projection
model, it is claimed that it can perform quite well for Euclidean distance-based data min-
ing algorithms. But for other kinds of data mining algorithms, there is no work to show its
accuracy-maintenance. Also its complexity is much higher tan the noise-additive model.
The problem of utility-based privacy-preserving data mining was first studied formally
in [46] for the method ofk-anonymous on categorical data sets. In fact, there is a natural
tradeoff between privacy and data mining accuracy, though this tradeoff is affected by
the particular algorithm which is used for privacy-preservation. A key issue in PPDM
is to maintain maximum utility of the data without compromising the underlying privacy
constraints.
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Therefore, we intend to design a new privacy preservation model for numerical data
sets, which can achieve a better balance between data value protection and data pattern
maintenance (i.e., data mining accuracy). Here we call ithigh-accuracy data hiding.
The real-world data sets are unavoidably perturbed by the noises from different sources.
It is generally acknowledged that most of the information gathering devices or methods at
present have only finite bandwidth. One thus cannot avoid thefact that the data collected
often are not exact. For example, signals received by antenna arrays often are contami-
nated by instrumental noises; astronomical images acquired by telescopes often are blurred
by atmospheric turbulence; database prepared by document indexing often are biased by
subjective judgment; and even empirical data obtained in labor tories often do not sat-
isfy intrinsic physical constraints. Furthermore, in manysituations the data observed from
complex phenomena represent the integrated result of several interrelated variables acting
together. When these variables are less precisely defined, th ac ual information contained
in the original data matrix might be overlapping, fuzzy and no longer clear cut. Assume
that the original data set,A, is the result from an unknown functionf of the inherent data,
Å, and the inherent noise,̇N , as
A = f(Å, Ṅ). (1.5)
An implementation of the PPDM model, a modification strategyL, is applied onA
Ã = L(A); (1.6)
so that our idea can be roughly described in terms of the following three characteristics:
1. L should be able to modify the original data value so that the diff rence,‖A − Ã‖,
is significant, and the original data values are protected ata sufficient level.
2. At the same time,L should remove the inherent noise dataṄ from the original data
A so that the data utility is improved, sometimes, and it even produces a better data
mining accuracy because of the removal of the inherent noise.
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3. L should have a reasonable computational complexity for high-d mensional data sets.
Thus, a low-rank approximation is one of the candidates forÃ in order to realize the above
characteristics of the model. Matrix decomposition or factorization techniques can reduce
the data rank,i.e., extract the significant variances from the data; and ignorethe nonsignif-
icant variances so that the inherent noise can be removed. These unique characteristics of
the matrix decomposition forms a basis for the models we willdescribe in the chapters of
§3, §4 and§5.
1.4.2 Dual Privacy Protection
Moreover, many research works are focused on either one of thse two categories of PPDM.
Since the mechanism of most PPDM algorithms is distortion ortransformation of original
datasets by different algorithms, it is common that the finalversion of the distorted datasets
may not satisfy both data value hiding and data pattern hiding. This suggests that two
different modified versions of the original dataset may be neded for these two disparate
subtasks. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no effort made on achieving both
data value hiding and data pattern hiding by using the same modified dataset.
We design a method which tends to preserve the privacy of someensitive end results
of the applications (here we call itdual privacy protection). In the§5 of the dissertation,
a matrix decomposition-based method is designed to the applic tion wherek-means clus-
tering is conducted on centralized numerical data sets. Next, a simple introduction of two
matrix decompositions is given since they construct the corof our proposed model and
methods.
1.4.3 Two Matrix Decomposition Techniques
Conventionally, matrix decomposition in numerical linearalgebra is used as a computation-
ally convenient means to obtain the solution to the originalli ear system or to understand
certain properties of the matrix. Within the field of data mining, its major purpose is to
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obtain some form of simplified low-rank or low-dimensional approximations to original
dataset for understanding the structure of data, particularly the relationship within the ob-
jects and within the attributes and how the objects relate tothe attributes [37]. Low-rank
factorization techniques not only enable users to work withreduced-rank models, they also
often facilitate more efficient statistical classification, clustering and organization of data,
and lead to faster searches and queries for patterns or trends.
Many of the existing data distortion methods inevitably fall into the context of matrix
computation. For instance, having the longest history in privacy protection area and adding
random noise to the data, additive noise method can be viewedas a random matrix method
and therefore its properties may be understood by studying the properties of random matri-
ces [54, 4].
Matrix decomposition renders a compact representation with reduced-rank while pre-
serving dominant data patterns. These characteristics motivate us to utilize it to achieve
the seemingly contradictory tasks: high data value protection and high data mining accu-
racy. The goals of this Ph.D. dissertation study are to use matrix decomposition techniques
to achieve high-accuracy data disclosure control, and dualprivacy protection. Singular
value decomposition and nonnegative matrix factorizationare two techniques used in the
dissertation.
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
Based on eigenvalue and eigenvector analysis, singular value decomposition of a matrix
is probably the most well-known member of the family of matrix decomposition methods.
Given a matrix,A ∈ Rn×m, with rankr, the singular value decomposition, the SVD ofA,
is defined as
A = UΣV T , (1.7)
whereU ∈ Rn×n, Σ is a diagonal matrix of sizen×m, having onlyr nonzero entries (the
singular values ofA) as its diagonal entries in the descending order, andV ∈ Rm×m. U
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andV consists of orthonormal eigenvectors associated with ther nonzero eigenvalues of
AAT andATA. Hence, ther columns ofU corresponding to the nonzero singular values
span thecolumn space, and ther columns ofV span therow spaceof the matrixA. U and
V contain theleft and theright singular vectors, respectively.
The popularity of the SVD covers a wide range of areas. In datamining, SVD inspires
web search techniques such as the latent semantic indexing (LSI) technique for text min-
ing to find similarities among documents or clustering documents [32]. In [32], Gao and
Zhang proposed a sparsified SVD (SSVD) to reduce storage requirements in SVD based
text mining applications.
Despite the large number of attributes, most datasets arising n practical application
result in a representation having a good low-dimensional approximation. SVD is a popular
method of dimension reduction in data mining and information retrieval [66], since it has
a mathematical feature to find a rank-k approximation of a matrix with minimal change
on its pattern to that matrix for a given value ofk [29]. It is mainly used to reduce the
dimensionality of the original dataset.
Its promise on the minimal change on data patterns makes it part cul rly interesting
for our application. In§3, an SVD-based data hiding model is designed for numerical
data sets. It is experimentally demonstrated that SVD is of great worth in constructing a
decision model insensitive to distorted data values, therefore high accuracy data hiding can
be achieved.
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
Another matrix decomposition we use in the dissertation is the Nonnegative Matrix Fac-
torization (NMF). Given a nonnegative valued matrix,A ∈ Rn×m+ , there exists some
K ≤ min {n,m}, s.t.
A ≈ HW, (1.8)
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that minimizes the objective functionf(H,W ) = 1
2
‖A − HW‖2F whereH ∈ Rn×K+ and
W ∈ RK×m+ . ‖A−HW‖2F is the Frobenius norm of(A−HW ).
The idea of positive matrix factorization is developed by Paatero, and later become pop-
ular in the computational science community [42]. Interestin positive matrix factorization
increased when a fast algorithm for nonnegative matrix factorization, based on iterative
updates, was developed by Lee and Seung [48] (refer to§4.2.1). They were able to show
that it produced intuitively reasonable factorizations for a face recognition problem. They
showed that NMF facilitates the analysis and classificationof data from image or sensor ar-
ticulation databases made up of images showing a composite object in many articulations,
poses, or observation views. They also found NMF to be a useful tool in text data mining
[64]. In the past few years, several papers have discussed NMF techniques and successful
applications to various databases where the data values arenonnegative [27].
NMF has recently been shown to be a very useful technique in approximating high di-
mensional data where the data are comprised of nonnegative components [38, 34, 65, 53,
83, 85]. Xuet al. [85] demonstrated that NMF-based indexing outperforms traditional vec-
tor space approaches in information retrieval such as latent semantic indexing for document
clustering on a few benchmark test collections.
1.4.4 Real-time Performance
Besides the efficiency and accuracy, a good data modificationmethod should be practically
robust for different data sources. Usually, it should be scalable to large size data and com-
putationally applicable to high-dimensional data. Secondly, it should be adaptive to the
external perturbations, including the addition of new data, removal of old data and so on.
Considering that the data streaming is more and more popularin the network and online
environment, it is desirable that a good PPDM method can be imple ented in real time.
How to improve the real-time performance of our proposed models with respect to these
properties, is one of the topics in this dissertation.
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Computational cost has not traditionally been emphasized in previous work on PPDM.
The data source may change or new data elements may be added, like in situations of
financial transaction streams and network activity streams. Another scenario is that the data
source is in an online setting where data must be incorporated in o the data value hiding
model as it arrives. The data value hiding model is required to be updated in real-time. We
know that matrix operations are the core of implementation in the random projection model
and the matrix-decomposition-based model. Eventually, the computational performance of
these two models are subjected to the size of the data sets. Ifthe data is frequently updated
with increasing size, the computation of new models at each time would incur a sizable
delay. It is important to figure out how to adjust the models dynamically for a real-time
response when dealing with changes to the data matrix.
Our proposed models consist of matrix computations primarily from the matrix com-
putation community. For the SVD-based models, there are many SVD computation soft-
ware packages available, such asL nczos SVDin MATLAB . First we want to mention that
the algorithm is extremely stable. However, fundamentally, computing a full SVD is an
O(nmm) time problem. The SVD is usually computed by a batchO(nm2 + n2m + m3)
time algorithm, meaning that all the data must be processed at once, and computing the
SVD of very large data sets is essentially infeasible. Therefore, in order to make our model
scalable, for large sized data sets, we consider the SVD of the complete data as a SVD
updating problem. An initial SVD of a selected basis from theoriginal data is computed by
the usual stable algorithm, then this original SVD is updateon adding new data subjects
by an incremental SVD algorithm.
Therefore, we will explore the computational needs of PPDM algorithms so as to handle
growth and change in data sources. The work in§6 focuses upon improving the real-
time performance of the SVD-based data value hiding model ona frequently-updated data
source.
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1.5 The Contributions of the Dissertation
Our research work in this dissertation is focused on studying the privacy aspects of data
mining and designing methods to protect privacy in the process of data mining. Our main
attention is the use of matrix decomposition techniques in data istortion for data value
hiding and data pattern hiding in databases. In terms of the contributions of the dissertation,
our research work can be broadly divided intofour parts.
1. For the first part (§2), the objective is to make an attempt on designing some quanti-
tative metrics to measure the distortion level of PPDM models. Up to now, there is
no commonly accepted and uniformly applied metric in the field of PPDM. It is not
an easy task since the privacy or distortion is an abstract concept. For a clear descrip-
tion of our research work in this dissertation, we divide PPDM into two classes: data
value hiding and data pattern hiding. With respect to the data v lue modification and
the data pattern modification, two classes of metrics are design d with their efficacy
experimentally examined in our work. We call this part of ourwork data distortion
measurement.
2. For the second part (§3 and§4), our goal is to develop techniques to hide to the out-
side world sensitive data, and simultaneously preserve theund rlying data patterns
and semantics of a data set, so that a decision model on the disorted data can be con-
structed. This decision model should be equivalent to or even better than the model
using the original data from the viewpoint of decision accura y [79]. A desirable
solution must consider not only privacy safeguards, but also ccurate data mining
results. We call this part of our workhigh-accuracy data hiding.
3. For the third part (§5), our goal is to simultaneously hide data values and user-
specified confidential patterns without undesirable side eff cts on nonconfidential
patterns. The difficulty of data security increases considerably if we aim to achieve
the goal of sensitive attribute value hiding and confidential pattern hiding at the same
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time in data mining applications. With carefully designed data distortion techniques,
we can make sure that, with the distorted datasets, when using certain data min-
ing tools, confidential patterns will be incorrectly extracted while nonconfidential
patterns will be correctly extracted. We call this part of our work dual privacy pro-
tection.
4. For the fourth part (§6), we focus on solving computation cost problem of the SVD-
based model in a dynamic environment. The computation cost is very expensive if
the SVD of the data set is repeatedly computed on the full sizeof the data set. In order
to improve performance of the SVD-based model in a situationwith dynamical and
frequent addition of new records, an SVD updating algorithmis designed based on
an incremental algorithm in [87, 73]. We call this part of ourwork model dynamics
enhancement.
Specifically, we have done the following studies in the course of this research work.
1. We defined two classes of evaluation measures for evaluating data distortion level.
The class of data value distortion evaluation measures consists of five metrics, and
the class of data pattern distortion measures includes five metrics.
2. We have designed matrix decomposition-based methods fordata hiding in high-
accuracy data disclosure control. Even though the application of matrix computation
in data mining field is not a new concept, the use of such techniques in privacy-
preserving data mining has just recently started.
3. We studied basic procedures for matrix decomposition-based PPDM methods. The
basic idea is to generate a distorted low-rank version of an original dataset by con-
ducting NMF or SVD or their variants. Truncation and sparsification strategies are
designed to adjust the level of data distortion. Selective sparsified SVD can be used
for distributed datasets or for reducing computation cost fr centralized datasets [79].
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4. We designed matrix decomposition-based PPDM methods fordata distortion in high-
accuracy data hiding.
• Singular value decomposition-based data hiding model.
– thin SVD-based data hiding method.
– sparsified SVD-based data hiding method.
– selective sparsified SVD-based data hiding method.
• Nonnegative matrix factorization-based data hiding model.
5. We proposed a novel approach to achieving the goal of dual priv cy protection with
one single perturbed dataset. We demonstrated the equivalence between nonneg-
ative matrix factorization andK-means clustering technique. On the basis of this
equivalence theorem, factor swapping schemes are designedfor simultaneously hid-
ing data values and data patterns in datasets. In addition, our experimental results
demonstrate that, by imposing certain restrictions on the computation of the NMF
iterations, it is possible to compute an optimal solution for a particular dataset with
particular security requirements, in which the user-specified confidential member-
ships or relationships are hidden without undesirable alterations on nonconfidential
memberships [80].
6. We examined the efficiency of all the proposed data hiding methods on synthetic and
real-world data sets. This was achieved by comparing our techniques with similar
techniques developed by other researchers, noise-additive methods and random pro-
jection methods. By the extensive experiments, some properties of noise-additive
methods and random projection methods were found.
7. We improved the dynamics of the matrix-based data hiding models by introducing an
SVD updating algorithm. This performance improvement makes th proposed data
hiding model adaptable to the real time or online environment. At the same time, the
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algorithm is able to reduce the computation cost of the SVD-based data hiding model




Our study will be focused on data distortion as a means to provide privacy protection for
datasets. Our target dataset is defined as a centralized database that contains records with
several numerical attributes from some continuous real domain and a single categorical
attribute (class label).
We consider a datasetT consisting ofn subjects or data points, each of which has
m features/attributes. For supervised learning, class labels ar assigned to subjects prior
to data processing. For unsupervised learning, class labels ar unknown. Unsupervised
learning methods can be used to find the cluster property of the data with a prior assumption
of the number of clustersk. T is partitioned intok subsets which are referred to as clusters
or classes. Each subject is a member of a particular cluster or subset. We can define a
binary relationR over the membership of the subjects in§ 5.
This chapter describes basic concepts that will be used in the dissertation, including
definitions, basic data preprocessing steps, distortion and accuracy metrics and four real
data sets for our experiments.
2.1 Definitions




Given a datasetT consisting ofn independent subjects in anm-dimensional feature
space, with each subject havingm numerical features. If we denote theith subject ofT as
Ti, then
1. T = {Ti}ni=1
2. Ti = {ti1, ti2, . . . , tij , . . . , tim}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Vector Space Data ModelA
Given a data modelT , which can be represented by a matrixA, A ∈ Rn×m, with the
rows corresponding to then subjects and the columns to them features. If theith row is










 , or A = [ A.1 A.2 . . . A.m ] .
Data ClusterC
Given a dataset of sizen from anm-dimensional feature space,{T1, T2, . . . , Tn}, de-
noted byT , the number of clustersK and a learning algorithmI, C1, C2,. . . ,CK areK




2. |Ci| = the number of data subjects inCi,
3. ci = 1|Ci|(
∑
Tj∈Ci Tj),
4. ∀p, q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, Cp ∩ Cq = Φ, p 6= q,
5. ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ∃p, 1 ≤ p ≤ K, Ti ∈ Cp.
Data Modification
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Given two datasetsT and T̃ with the matrix models ofA andÃ, and a modification
schemeM , a sequence of modifications is a functionΨ to transformA into Ã, whereF
indicates the subjects to be modified.
Ψ : (A,F,M) −→ Ã.
Data Value Hiding (DVH)
Given a data modelA, the subjects to be modifiedF and a learning algorithmI, a
data distortion schemeM is selected to execute data modification and computeÃ: Ψ :
(A,F,M) → Ã. Two sets of learning resultsO and Õ are created by performingI on
A andÃ, respectively.F is considered to be hidden iñA if the following conditions are
satisfied:
1. In Ã, disclosure ofF is controlled without unauthorized access.
2. The difference ofO andÕ is limited to a user-defined threshold level.
Data Pattern Hiding (DPH)
Given a data modelA, user-defined confidential knowledgeP and a learning algorithm
I, a data distortion method is selected to execute data modification and computẽA: Ψ :
(A,F,M) → Ã. Two sets of learning resultsO andÕ are created by performingI onA
andÃ, respectively.P will be considered to be hidden iñA if the following conditions are
satisfied:
1. P * Õ;
2. P ⊆ O.
Pairwise AssociationR
Given a data setT , letT 2 denoteT ×T , the set of all possible ordered pairs of elements
of T , an associationR is a binary functionΨ : (T 2, I, C) → {true, false}. ∀(x, y) ∈
T 2, ∃p, q, 1 ≤ p, q ≤ K, suchthat, Tx ∈ Cp, Ty ∈ Cq,
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1. p = q → xRy = true,
2. p 6= q → xRy = false.
Lemma 2.1.1.R is an equivalence relation.
Proof. First,R is reflexive as∀Ti ∈ T, TiRTi. Second, it is symmetric, as∀i, j, 1 ≤ i ≤
n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, TiRTj means thatTi andTj are in the same cluster which impliesTjRTi.
Third, it is transitive, as wheneverTi is in the same cluster asTj andTj is the same cluster
asTt, thenTi is in the same cluster asTt, thereforeTiRTt.
Confidential Association Hiding
Let T̃ be the dataset after applying a sequence of modifications onT and a pair(x, y) ∈
T 2. xRy will be hidden if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. l = xRy in T ,
2. g = xRy in T̃ ,
3. g = ¬ l.
2.2 Data Preprocessing
2.2.1 Normalization
In the context of data mining, normalization refers to scaling the data to fall within a small,
specified range, thus allowing underlying characteristicsof the data sets to be compared.
There are several different normalization techniques and the choice is problem-specific.
Assuming that the data modelA has the mean vector−→µ and the standard deviation vector





And−→σ is the square root of an unbiased estimator of the variance ofthe distribution from
















wherediag is to form the diagonal elements of a matrix as a row vector, and Z is a vector
or a matrix with all the elements being 1.
Centering. It is usual to center the data,i.e., shifting the data and making its column
means zero.
C = A− 1
n
Zn×nA. (2.3)
Z-score normalization. It is also known asdata standardization. The standardization
of A is conducted on each attribute as
A.j ←−
A.j ⊖−→µ (j)
−→σ (j) , (2.4)
where⊖ is an element-wise operation.
Range adjustment. It is common that the attributes have different value ranges. We
can normalize their value ranges to a unit range. Each attribute is normalized by its value
range as












where‖A.j‖ is the length ofA.j, i.e., the2-norm ofA.j.
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2.2.2 Whitening
Whitening is to remove correlation between attributes or comp nents, which transformsA
intoD with mutually uncorrelated components,
D = CW (2.7)
whereC is defined in (2.3) andW is the whitening matrix ofA. UsuallyW can be taken
as (E(CTC))−
1
2 , whereE(CTC) is the expected value ofCTC. After whitening, the
covariance matrixcôv(D) = I. I is an identity matrix. Each column ofD has the zero
mean and unit variance. The covariance for any pair of columns is zero.
Proof.
E(D) = E(CW ) = E(C(E(CTC))−
1
2 ) = E(C)(E(CTC))−
1
2 = 0n×m.





















2.3 Data Value Distortion Metrics
We need to define some metrics to evaluate our proposed data distortion methods. The
evaluation will be on two aspects: data distortion and data utility. Our data value distortion
measurement will be used to evaluate dissimilarity betweenth original and the distorted
datasets. It should indicate how closely the original valueof an item can be estimated
from the distorted data. We will use a few data distortion metrics to assess the level of
data distortion which only depends on the original matrixA and its distorted counterpart
Ã. Two kinds of metrics are designed for data value distortionand data pattern distortion,
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respectively.
This section will discuss data value distortion metrics. In§3, the usefulness of these
metrics will be examined.
2.3.1 Relative Error (RE)
After a data matrix is distorted, the values of its elements change. The value difference
of the datasets is represented by the relative value differenc in the Frobenius norm. Thus
RE is the ratio of the Frobenius norm of the difference ofÃ fromA to the Frobenius norm
of A:
RE =
‖ A− Ã ‖F
‖ A ‖F
. (2.8)
For example, for the following datasetAe, its distorted data matrix̃Ae is obtained by
applying the SVD method withk = 2. Then theRE value computed for this distortion is




1 2.5 5 0.3
2 3.9 2 1.1
4 1.8 8 0.5
1 3.3 6 1.2

 , Ãe =


1.8093 2.2060 4.7910 0.6064
1.2923 1.5757 3.4219 0.4331
2.8661 3.4947 7.5896 0.9606
2.2176 2.7040 5.8724 0.7433

 .
2.3.2 Rank Position (RP)
After a data distortion process, the ranks of the magnitudesof the data elements changes,
too. We use several metrics to measure the rank difference ofthe data elements.
We useRP to denote the average change of rank for all the elements within their respec-
tive attributes. After the elements of an attribute are distorted, the rank of the magnitude
of each element changes. Assume that the datasetA hasn data objects andm attributes.
Rankij denotes the rank in the ascending order of thejth element in the attributei, and
Rankij
∗ denotes the rank in ascending order of the distorted elementAji. If two elements
have the same value, we define the element with the smaller rowindex to have the higher
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In the datasetAe, the rank vector for the1st attribute can be represented asRank1 =
[2 3 4 1]T . After the distortion,Rank1
∗
= [2 1 4 3]T . The total change of rank for this
attribute is4. The average change of rank of the1st attribute is1. We can calculate the
total change of rank for the other attributes and getRP = 0.8760.
2.3.3 Rank Maintenance (RK)
RK represents the percentage of elements that keep their ranksof magnitude in each column













whereRkij indicates whether an element keeps its rank during the data distortion process:
Rkij =
{







For example, the rank vector of2nd attribute inAe is [2 4 1 3]T . After the distortion, it is
[2 1 4 3]T in Ãe. Thus all the elements in the2nd attribute keep their original rank.RK for
this example is0.5625.
2.3.4 Attribute Rank Change (CP)
One may infer the content of an attribute from its relative value difference compared with
the other attributes. Thus it is desirable that the rank of the average value of each attribute
varies after the data distortion. Here we use the metricCP to define the change of rank of
the average value of the attributes:
CP =
∑m




whereRAVi is the rank in the ascending order of the average value of theith attribute,
whileRAV i
∗ denotes its rank in the ascending order after the distortion. F r instance, the
rank vector of all attributes in matrixAe is: [4 1 2 3]T . The rank vector for the distorted
matrix Ãe is: [4 1 2 3]T . Then the total change of rank is0, soCP is equal to0.
2.3.5 Attribute Rank Maintenance (CK)
Similarly to RK, we defineCK to measure the percentage of the attributes that keep their







whereCki is computed as:
Cki =
{




In the previous example,CK= 1.
2.3.6 Summary
For any data modification method, the higher the value ofRP andCP, and the lower the
value ofRK andCK, the more the original data matrixA is distorted, which implies that the
data distortion method is better in preserving privacy.
For instance, we apply the SVD-based method with a differentr duced rank,k = 1 on




1.8093 2.2060 4.7910 0.6064
1.2923 1.5757 3.4219 0.4331
2.8661 3.4947 7.5896 0.9606
2.2176 2.7040 5.8724 0.7433

 .
The comparison of data value distortion metrics betweenÃe andÃ∗e is shown in Table 2.1.
Ã∗e distorts the element values more thañAe since it has a greaterRE value. It changes
the magnitude rank of data elements more thanÃe too, because of greaterRP value and
smallerRK value. The fact thatCP= 0 andCK= 1 indicates that both of these two modified
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datasets do not change the attribute rank.
Table 2.1: Data value distortion metrics
Modified Dataset RE RP RK CP CK
Ãe 0.1540 0.5000 0.5625 0 1
Ã∗e 0.2891 1.0000 0.4375 0 1
2.4 Data Pattern Distortion Metrics
Data quality is an old problem that was largely a scientific issue, with roots in measurement
error and survey uncertainty. But for today’s world of massive electronic data sets and dif-
ficult policy decisions, data quality problems can create significant economic and political
inefficiencies. They should always be embedded in a decision-theoretic context [6]. We
begin with a definition
Data quality is the capability of data to be used effectively, conomically
and rapidly to inform and evaluate decisions. Necessarily,data quality is multi-
dimensional, going beyond record-level accuracy to include such factors as
accessibility, relevance, timelines, metadata, documentatio , user capabilities
and expectations, cost and context-specific domain knowledge [6].
In our study, data pattern distortion metrics indicate the accuracy of data mining algorithms
possibly achieved on distorted data. Therefore, data quality, in the dissertation, is measured
by the following defined data pattern metrics. In§3, the usefulness of these metrics is
examined.
2.4.1 Subject Distance Distortion Metrics
In subject spaces, the similarity of subjects is measured bybetween-pair distances. For
distance-based data mining algorithms, each object that ismapped to the same class may
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be thought of as more similar or closer to the objects in that class than to the objects in other
classes. Distance measure is mostly used to identify the “alikeness” of different objects in
the data sets.K-nearest neighbors (KNN) classification andK-means clustering are two
popular data mining algorithms based on distances. Therefor , their mining accuracy on the
distorted datasets depends on the level of maintenance ofdissimilarityor distancebefore
and after the data distortion.
The Dissimilarity Matrix P . We define a symmetric matrixP ∈ Rn×n+ as a dissimilarity




0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
p(2, 1) 0 . . . . . . . . .










where the diagonal elements are self-distances and they areequal to zero. Each element
p(i, j) corresponds to the distance or dissimilarity between subjects i andj. In general,
p(i, j) is a nonnegative value that is close to zero when the subjectsi andj are very similar
to each other, and becomes larger the more they differ. We usethe most popular distance
measure, the Euclidean distance, to calculateP ,
Pij = ‖Ai − Aj‖F
=
(











if i 6= j.
, (2.16)
whereAi andAj arem-dimensional data subjects. Euclidean distancep(i, j) satisfies the
following constraints:
• p(i, j) ≥ 0;
• p(i, i) = 0: the distance of an object to itself is zero;
• p(i, j) = p(j, i): distance is a symmetric function;
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• p(i, j) ≤ p(i, k) + p(k, j): distance satisfies the triangular inequality.
An interesting observation onP is that it demonstrates block patterns if we arrange the
subjects from the same cluster together [11]. The heat map ofP of the IRIS data set, in
Figure 2.1, shows 9 blocks since IRIS is partitioned into 3 classes. The darkness in the heat
map shows the smaller within-class dissimilarity. The darkest part forms a straight line on



























Figure 2.1: The dissimilarity matrix of the IRIS data set.
Pair-wise Distance Distortion (DistVal)
We defineDistVal as the relative error of the difference between dissimilarity matrices of
A andÃ, in Frobenius norm as
DistVal =
‖ P − P̃ ‖F
‖ P ‖F
. (2.17)
In our experiments, the redundant information inP is removed and only the lower tri-









Pair-wise Distance Maintenance Rate (DistMaintain).
We defineDistMaintain as the percentage of distances that maintain their ranks in all





n× (n− 1)/2 × 100%, (2.19)
whereRpdisti indicates whether a distance keeps its rank in all the pair-wise distances
during the data distortion process:
Rpdisti =
{
1, if PRanki = ˜PRanki,
0, otherwise.
(2.20)
PRanki is the rank ofp(i) in the pdist ∈ R1×
n×(n−1)
2 , andP̃Ranki denotes the rank of
p(i) in the p̃dist ∈ R1×n×(n−1)2 . The larger the value ofDistMaintain is, the better the
pair-wise distance is kept in the distortion strategy. The distortion strategies with better
maintenance of pair-wise distances are supposed to achieveigh r accuracy in distance-
based mining.
2.4.2 Attribute Correlation Distortion Metrics
Attribute correlations affect the data mining results. With the zero mean, lets be the cor-
relation of an attribute pair(x, y), s is defined as a standard inner products =< x, y >=
xTy =
∑
k(xkyk). s can be used as the measure of how much two attributes vary together.
If two attributes(x, y) tend to vary together, thens is positive. The zero value means an
orthogonal relation,i.e., uncorrelated. Otherwise,s is negative ifx andy vary oppositely.
The Correlation Matrix S. We define a linear matrixS ∈ Rm×m+ where the correlation
of an attribute pair(A.i, A.j), is defined as a standard inner productSij =< A.i, A.j >=
AT.iA.j =
∑
k(AkiAkj). All the pair-wise correlations are represented byS as
S = (Sij)i∈[1,m], j∈[1,m] = A
TA. (2.21)
By the above definition ofS, S is a positive semidefinite symmetric matrix. Similar toP , S
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also shows some pattern among attributes. Figure 2.2 shows two correlation matrices of the
WDBC data set (refer to§2.7). In Figure 2.2(b), the correlation matrix is computed after
each attribute is normalized to unit length by using unit-length normalization in§2.2.1.
Therefore, the diagonal exhibits the darkest color which corresponds to the value of1. In
Figure 2.2(a), the correlation matrix is computed after each ttribute is normalized by the
range adjustment in§2.2.1. Even though two different normalizations are used, both of the
figures display a similar pattern of a cross in the area covered by the middle10 attributes




































































(b) normalc(A)T × normalc(A).
Figure 2.2: Correlation matrices of the WDBC data set.
Two metrics are designed to measure the difference of pair-wise attribute correlations
after the data modification.
Correlation Distortion Metric ( CorrVal)
We defineCorrVal as the relative error of the value difference betweenS and S̃, the
correlation matrices ofA andÃ, in Frobenius norm as
CorrVal =




Pair-wise Correlation Maintenance Rate (CorrMaintain).
We defineCorrMaintain as the percentage of pair-wise correlations that maintain their






m× (m− 1)/2 × 100%, (2.23)
whereRankij indicates whether a correlation keeps its rank in all the pair-wise correlations
during the data distortion process:
Rankij =
{
1, if SRankij = ˜SRankij ,
0, otherwise.
(2.24)
SRankij is the rank ofSij in S, and ˜SRankij denotes the rank of̃Sij in S̃. The larger
the value ofCorrMaintain is, the better the pair-wise correlation is kept in the distortion
strategy. The distortion strategies with better maintenance of correlation are able to achieve
higher mining accuracy.
2.4.3 Variance Preserving Rate (VarP)
For the SVD-based data modification methods, the amount of inf rmation preserved is
quantified by the percentage of variance preserved in the distorted data. The metric of the
variance preserving rate, denoted byVarP, is defined as a ratio of the sum of the preserved








λi(ATA), if both of singular valuesσ and eigenvaluesλ are sorted by
magnitude in the same order, usually, the descending order.
2.4.4 Summary
According to the definitions of these five pattern distortionmetrics, the intuition on their
relationship with data pattern distortion is that the higher the value ofDistMaintain,
CorrMaintain andVarP, and the lower those ofDistVal andCorrVal, the more the
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original data pattern inA is maintained or the underlying information is less distorted.
It should lead to better mining accuracy oñA. Next, the efficacy of the five metrics is
examined on a small real data set, IRIS with150 instances and4 real attributes. (For a
description of the IRIS data set, refer to§2.7).
From the experimental data in Table 2.2, an obvious trend is that with the increment of
the rankk in the SVD, the relative error of data value (RE), dissimilarity matrix (DistVal)
and correlation matrix (CorrVal) are decreasing; two maintenance percentages (DistMaintainand
CorrMaintain) are increasing. The variance maintained becomes larger with the incre-
ment ofk. Therefore, It experimentally turns out that these patterndistortion measures can
practically evaluate the distortion level.
Table 2.2: Pattern distortion metrics of the rank-k SVD on the IRIS data set(150× 4).
ThinSVD Data Pattern Distortion
rank RE VarP DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr
Maintain Maintain
1 0.18593 0.80616 0.23399 0.02685 0.23318 0
2 0.04040 0.95507 0.10320 0.13423 0.02131 16.66667
3 0.01924 0.98421 0.05320 0.18792 0.02179 66.66667
4 0.00000 1 0.00000 72.49217 0 100
The singular values of IRIS are[95.95, 17.72, 3.47, 1.88]. Figure 2.3 shows a cumula-
tive percentage line and singular value bars.
2.5 Experiments on Metrics
We conduct some experiments by using two data modification strategies, the thin SVD and
noise-additive on one real data set YEAST (refer to§2.7.4) to examine the usefulness of
the data value and data pattern metrics designed in§2.3 and§2.4. By observing Figure
2.4, when using the SVD to modify the YEAST data, for data value distortion metrics, it is
found thatRE, RK andRP show some nicely monotonically decreasing or increasing rela-
tionship with the decreasing of the ranks of approximation;while CP andCK do not show
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Figure 2.4: Distortion metrics of the rank-k SVD-based datadistortion on YEAST.
clear trends. For data pattern distortion metrics,DistVal andCorrValmonotonically in-
crease with the decrement of the ranks in the SVD;CorrMaintain almost monotonically
decreases, whileDistMaintain is almost zero for a rank range from7 to 1.
Figure 2.5 shows the results of data value distortion metrics by adding two kinds of
noise to the YEAST data, whereRE andRK seem to be two suitable metrics for evaluating
the value distortion by noise-additive methods.RE is almost linearly related to the mag-
nitudes of the added noise, andRK is roughly negatively related to the magnitudes with
frequent oscillations.
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Figure 2.5: Distortion metrics of noise-additive data distortion on YEAST.
2.6 Mining Accuracy Metrics
By using data pattern distortion metrics, a relationship might be developed between the
distortion level on characteristics of subjects or attributes, and the relatively accurate es-
timation on the final mining. This relationship provides possible recommendations on
choosing data value distortion level in an attempt at achieving a balance between value
protection and mining accuracy. Another way to assess the data pattern maintenance level
is to compare the mining accuracy change after data modification. In our experiments, two
popular mining techniques are used:K-means clustering and the support vector machine
(SVM) classification. It should be noted that the purpose here is tocompare the accuracy
difference after the data distortion, rather than to improve the mining accuracy.
For data clustering,Silhouette Value is a measure of how similar a subject is to subjects
in its own cluster compared to subjects in other clusters. Itranges from−1 to +1. It is
defined byMATLAB code as
s(i) = (min(b(i, :), 2)− a(i))./max(a(i), min(b(i, :), 2)), (2.26)
wherea(i) is the average distance from theith subject to the other subjects in its cluster,
andb(i, k) is the average distance from theith subject to subjects in another clusterk.
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For data classification,N-fold Cross-validation is used to calculate the classification
accuracy. It can be achieved by the steps described in Algorithm 1 in Table 2.3. For
Table 2.3: Algorithm 1: N-fold cross-validation.
Algorithm 1 N-fold cross-validation.
Input: a data set S, class truth C, a positive integer N, a
classification algorithm L.
Output: classification accuracy ACC.
begin
define an N-dimensional column vector, sum = zeros(N, 1);
partition the dataset into N subsets, S1, S2, . . . , SN;
for i← 1 to N do
leave out one part of the data set, Si, as the test data;
train a prediction rule or model on the remaining (N − 1)
subsets;
sum(i) ← the classification accuracy on Si;
end
take the average of the N accuracy values as the final mining
accuracy. ACC ← mean(sum);
end
small datasets, thel ave-one-outvalidation procedure is often used andN is the number
of subjects.SVM classification is chosen as the classification accuracy metric by building
a classifier on distorted dataset and applyingN-fold cross-validation method to compute
classification accuracy.
2.7 Four Real Data Sets
Four real data sets from UCI machine learning repository areused in our experiments [1].
Their names and dimension sizes are listed in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4: Four real data sets.
Name Number of subjects Number of attributes Class number
IRIS 150 4 3
WDBC 569 30 2
YEAST 1484 8 10
WBC 699 9 2
2.7.1 Iris Plant Database (IRIS)
IRIS is a very simple data set with150 instances in a4-dimensional attribute space. The
four attributes are sepal length, sepal width, petal lengthand petal width. The data set
contains 3 classes of 50 instances each, where each class refers to a type of iris plant: Iris
Setosa, Iris Versicolour and Iris Virginica. Iris Setosa islinearly separable from the other
two; the latter two are not linearly separable from each other. The misclassification rate for
the Iris Setosa is0%. The boxplots of four attributes grouped by three classes, in Figure 2.6,
clearly demonstrate the3rd or 4th attributes are highly related to the class labels; either
one can accurately filter the Iris Setosa out. The reason is that there is no overlap of the
value range of the3rd and4th attributes between the Iris Setosa and the other two classes.
2.7.2 Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Cancer Database (WDBC)
WDBC is used for the purpose of diagnosis. Each of569 instances has30 real attributes.
Two classes refer to two type of cancer: benign and malignant. 357 instances are in the
group of benign and212 are in the malignant group. It does not have missing values.
The boxplot of the30 attributes is shown in Figure 2.7. In the profile at UCI machine




































































Figure 2.6: Boxplots of4 attributes of the IRIS data set grouped by3 classes.
2.7.3 Wisconsin Breast Cancer Database (WBC)
The original version is used here, which consists of699 instances,10 integer-valued at-
tributes and one class attribute [1]. There are16 missing attribute values for Bare Nuclei.
Table 2.5 is a description of WBC original version. Some modifications on the original
WBC dataset are performed. The missing values of Bare Nucleiare filled using the follow-
ing rule:
The missing value of Bare Nuclei =
{
1, if class label is benign;
8, if class label is malignant.
The target WBC dataset is a matrix of size(699× 10) with the 10th column representing
the class label.
2.7.4 YEAST Database
The YEAST is a real-valued data set having1484 instances and8 attributes. It is used to
predict the localization site of protein, which has10 predications in Table 2.6. The boxplot
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attribute number of WDBC
Figure 2.7: Boxplots of30 attributes of the WDBC data set.
of each attribute grouped by10 classes is in Figure 2.8.
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Table 2.5: Attribute description of the WBC data set.
Number Attribute Domain
1 Sample Code Number Id Number
2 Clump Thickness 1-10
3 Uniformity of Cell Size 1-10
4 Uniformity of Cell Shape 1-10
5 Marginal Adhesion 1-10
6 Single Epithelial Cell Size 1-10
7 Bare Nuclei 1-10
8 Bland Chromatin 1-10
9 Bare Nucleoli 1-10
10 Mitoses 1-10
11 Class 2 for benign, 4 for malignant
Class distribution: Benign: 458 (65.5%), Malignant: 241 (34.5%)
Table 2.6: Class distribution of the YEAST data set.
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Class Name CYT NUC MIT ME3 ME2 ME1 EXC VAC POX ERL
Class Size 463 429 244 163 51 44 35 30 20 5
49


















































































Figure 2.8: Boxplots of8 attributes of the YEAST data set grouped by10 classes.
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Chapter 3
SVD-based Data Hiding Strategy
In abstract linear algebra terms, a matrix represents a liner transformation from one vector
space, the domain, to another, the range. The singular valuedecomposition (SVD) implies
that for any linear transformation, it is possible to choosean orthonormal basis for the
domain and a possibly different orthonormal basis for the range.
The rank of a matrix is the number of linearly independent rows, hich is the same as
the number of linearly independent columns. The rank of a diagon l matrix is clearly the
number of nonzero diagonal elements. Since orthogonal transformations preserve linear
independence, the rank of any matrix is the number of nonzerosingular values.
The Complete SVD. Referring to Definition 2. in§ 2.1, them columns of the data
matrixA correspond to the attributes, and then rows correspond to the subjects. Here, we
assume the singular values are simple;i. ., they are not repeated; and the rank ofA isK,

















whereA ∈ Rn×m, (n > m); U ∈ Rn×n, V ∈ Rm×m, U andV are orthonormal.Σ =
diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σm) with σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σm > 0.
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where the matrixU.(1:m) is produced by removing the last(n−m) columns fromU .
The Compact SVD. The further simplification can be done. Setting
ΣK = diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σK),

















The SVD ofA produces two orthonormal bases, one defined by the right singular vec-
tors inV and the other by the left singular vectors inU . The right singular vectors, con-
tained inV , span the row space ofA and the left singular vectors, contained inU , span
the column space ofA. These three matrices,U , Σ, andV , reflect a transform of original
relationship into linearly independent vectors.





.i . The rank-k thin / truncatedSVD is generated if restricting
this sum to thek triplets having the largest-magnitude singular values. That is the basis of
our proposed SVD-based model.




UirΣrVr, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (3.7)
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which is a linear combination of the right singular vectorsVr. Theith row ofU ,Ui, contains
the coordinates of theith subjectAi in the coordinate system (basis) of the scaled right
singular vectors,ΣrVr. If k < m, the subjects may be reasonably well represented with
fewer attributes usingUi rather thanAi. This property of the SVD is sometimes referred to
asdimensionality reduction.
3.1 Theoretical Analysis of the SVD-Based Model
Due to the arrangement of the singular values in the matrixΣ (in a descending order),
the SVD transformation has the property that the maximal variation among the objects is
captured in the first singular value, asσ1 > σi, for i ≥ 2. Similarly much of the remaining
variations is captured in the second dimension, and so on. Thus, a transformed matrix with
a much lower dimension can be constructed to represent the original matrix faithfully. This
property makes the SVD particularly interesting for our application of high accuracy data
hiding.
It is possible, forΣK in (3.6), to retain only the firstk, k ≪ K, singular values by
discarding other(K − k) singular values. We term this reduced matrixΣk. SettingΣk =































Truncating the sum after firstk triplets in (3.9), called thetruncated / thinSVD in [33],
the result is a rank-approximation to the original matrix.
The Thin / Truncated SVD. Let A(k) be the rank-k approximation toA, andEk be
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the error of this approximation, by (3.9), we know that


















Here,U.(1:k) andV.(1:k) represent the firstk columns ofU andV . A graphical depiction of

































































Figure 3.1: Graphical depiction of the singular value decomp sition of a matrixA.






= σ2k+1 + σ
2
k+2 + · · ·+ σ2K .
(3.11)
Therefore, the error,Ek in this approximation depends upon the magnitude of the neglected
singular values. By the Schmidt (later Eckart-Young-Mirsky) theorem, the thin SVD is
the optimal rank-k approximation ofA under any unitarily invariant norm, including the
Frobenius norm [56]. The proof is shown below.







We usẽσi andσEi to denote the singular values of̃A andE.
The basic perturbation bounds for the SVD of a matrix are due to the following two
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theorems [70]. It is proven in theWeyltheorem that the singular values of a matrix are per-
fectly conditioned, and no singular value can move more thane norm of the perturbation,
|σ̃i − σi| ≤ ‖E‖2 = σEmax. (3.13)
whereσEmax is the greatest singular value ofE. In theMirsky theorem, it is proven that
for any matrixB, produced by adding any perturbation,E, onA, there is a lower bound on
the Frobenius norm ofE,
√∑
i




By using the above two theorems, it has been proven that the distance betweenA and a
rank-k approximation is minimized by the approximationA(k) in the sense of the Frobenius
norm [29]. LetB be any matrix of rank not greater thank, and let the singular values ofB












≥ σ2k+1 + σ2k+2 + · · ·+ σ2m,
(3.15)
By (3.11),‖B−A‖2F ≥ ‖A−A(k)‖2F . Therefore, the matrixA(k) is a matrix of rankk that
is nearest toA in the Frobenius norm [29].
Thin SVD for Data Hiding: The best rank-k approximation gives the additional in-
terpretation of the thin SVD as a form ofnoise suppression, whereA is presumed to be
a low-rank data matrix containing attributes contaminatedwith additive Gaussian noise.
Therefore, we may considerEk in (3.11) as the additive noise in the original matrixA.
Given the descending order of the singular values inΣK , in A(k), the firstk most signifi-
cant patterns are kept, and the(K−k) less significant patterns are removed. Therefore, for
extracting useful knowledge from data, it is pointed out thae low-rank approximation of
the original space may be better than the original space itself du to the filtering out of the
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small singular values that represent noise [13].
Hence, usingA(k) instead ofA may yield better data mining accuracy. Simultaneously
due to the value difference betweenA andA(k), the distorted dataA(k) can preserve privacy,
as it is difficult to figure out the exact values ofA from those ofA(k) without the knowledge
of Ek. Hence,A(k) can be seen as both a distorted copy ofA and a faithful representation
of the original data. The significance of the truncated SVD for PPDM is reflected by the
following three facts:
1. Value Difference: The data values are modified inA(k) and they are different from
those inA.
2. Pattern Maintenance: The dominant data pattern inA is preserved inA(k).
3. Noise Removal: The noise represented by the small-magnitude singular values is
filtered out inA(k).
The value difference can be utilized to protect data value disclosure. The pattern main-
tenance can be used to ensure the data mining accuracy and preserve data utility of the
modified dataset. The noise removal may improve data mining accur cy.
3.2 Thin SVD-based Data Modification Method
If a certain value ofk is determined by some privacy and accuracy metrics,A(k) =svds(A,
k), can be directly used as the final modified dataset. We call it the basic or thin SVD-based
data modification method as described in Algorithm 2 in Table3.1.
3.3 Performance Comparison of Thin SVD, Noise-Additive
and Random Projection
In this section, three series of experiments are conducted on the WDBC data set to examine
three data distortion methods, theK-means clustering accuracy and the classification ac-
curacy of the support vector machine. The thin SVD, two noise-additive and four random
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Table 3.1: Algorithm 2: Basic/thin SVD-based data modification method.
Algorithm 2 Basic/thin SVD-based data modification method.
Input: a data set S with its vector-space model A, a learning
algorithm L.
Output: a modified data set Ã.
begin
do SVD decomposition on A to compute U, Σ and V .
r← the number of nonzero diagonal elements of Σ.
for k ← 1 to r − 1 do
compute a modified data matrix: A(k) = U.(1:k)ΣkV.(1:k);
calculate data modification metrics on A(k);
examine the mining accuracy of A(k);
end
choose one A(k) as the final modified dataset Ã.
end
projection methods are used to distort the original data, respectively.K-means clustering
and the support vector machine classification are used here to examine the utilities of the
distorted data. For the same database, in order to make a faircomparison, the same param-
eter configuration of data mining algorithms are used for allthe generated distorted data
versions from the original data set.
For a simple introduction of WDBC, please refer to§2.7.2. The normal noise matrix is
generated for100 times, where each entry is generated from a distribution,N (0, σ2), where
σ is some value from a linear space of[0.2, 15, 100]. The100 upper limits of the uniformly
noise matrix is drawn from a linear space of[0.5, 20, 100]. The four random projection
matrices are generated for100 times from an unknown distribution,N (0, σ2r), whereσr is
some value from a linear space of[0.01, 10, 100].
For theK-means clustering, the initial starting cluster centers are fixed on the first2 data
points. For the SVMlight [40], the smallest value of each attribute is normalized to zero.
Radial basis function is chosen as the kernel function andγ = 1. The original accuracies
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are92.7944% for theK-means clustering and96.4912% for the SVMlight. The mean of
accuracies is the average over all the29 distorted data sets for the thin SVD-based method,
the average over30 samples for two noise-additive methods, an average over10 samples
for each of the four random projection methods.
3.3.1 Experimental Analysis of Thin SVD-based Data Modification
The29 distorted data versions are generated bysvds(WDBC,k), wherek is the rank of
approximation from1 to 29, which is the column size of the WDBC. On these rank-k dis-
torted data sets, we examine data distortion and pattern distortion level. The experimental
data is in Appendix A. The performance is shown in Figure 3.2.
( 1 ). Relationship ofRE vs. approximation rank k. Figure 3.2(a) shows the relative
errorRE as a function of the rank of approximation.
Whenk is 4, the order is10−3. Whenk is 7, the error is in the order of10−4. The lowest
error is6× 10−7 when the approximation rank is29. The shape-preserving data fitting by
the black line in Figure 3.3 displays thatlog10(RE) has a roughly linear relationship with





























































































































Figure 3.2: Performance evaluation of the thin SVD-based data istortion on WDBC.
( 2 ). Relationship of mining accuracies vs. approximation rank k. The mining
accuracies as a function of approximation rank are plotted in Figure 3.2(b), where the


















Figure 3.3: The log plot ofRE as a function of approximation rank in the thin SVD-based
data modification on WDBC.
with non-faced circles is theK-means clustering accuracy. The individual plots of mining
accuracy for the two methods are shown in Figure 3.4(a) and Figure 3.4(b). A general
common pattern is displayed that the accuracy deteriorateswi h the decreasing rank in the
thin SVD, and the distorted data versions mostly have lower accuracy but very comparable
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thinSVD on WDBC
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(b) SVMlight classification accuracy vs.k
Figure 3.4: The mining accuracy vs. approximation rank in WDBC.
Some distorted data versions perform quite well and achievethe same or better accura-
cies: 11 in SVMlight and10 in K-means. That means38 percent of all the distorted data
sets perform better on classification and35 percent of them perform better on clustering.
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A simple statistic analysis can be found in Table 3.2. It shows that the average accuracy of
classification is95.61 percent, which is99.09 percent as good as the results over the origi-
nal WDBC; the average accuracy of clustering is91.29 percent, which is98.38 percent as
good as the results over the original WDBC.
Table 3.2: Basic statistic analysis of the mining accuracies of the thin SVD-based data
modification on WDBC.
Mining algorithms RE Accuracy (%)
Name Mean Original Max. Min. Mean Std Max.rel.err
K-means clustering 0.0052 92.79 93.32 83.83 91.29 2.36 9.65
SVMlight classification 96.49 96.84 91.04 95.61 1.29 5.65
( 3 ). Relationship of mining accuracies vs.RE and DistVal. The mining accuracies
as a function oflog(RE) andlog(DistVal) are plotted in Figure 3.2(c) and Figure 3.2(e),
where the black line with green squares denotes theK-means clustering and the gray line
with non-faced squares is the SVM classification accuracy. The leftmost point represents
the original accuracy. Compared to Figure 3.2(b), it is found that the plots in these three
figures demonstrate similar changing patterns. Generally,the accuracies are negatively
related toRE andDistVal.
( 4 ). Relationship of mining accuracies vs. DistMaintain and CorrMaintain.
The mining accuracies as a function ofDistMaintain andCorrMaintain are plotted
in Figure 3.2(d) and Figure 3.2(e), where the black line withgreen squares denotes the
K-means clustering and the gray line with non-faced squares is the SVM classification ac-
curacy. The leftmost point represents the original accuracy. Compared to Figure 3.2(b), it is
found that the plots in these three figures demonstrate similar changing patterns. Generally,
the accuracies are negatively related toRE andDistVal.
Figure 3.5(a) and Figure 3.5(b) show the SVMlight classification accuracy as a function
of DistMaintain andCorrMaintain, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: SVM classification accuracy vs.DistMaintain andCorrMaintain for the
thin SVD-based data modification in WDBC.
3.3.2 Experimental Analysis of Noise-additive Data Modification
Two kinds of noise are added to the WDBC data. One is generatedfrom uniform distri-
bution with a range starting from0 to some real-valued upper limit. The other is from some
normal distribution with zero mean and some variance. The exp riment is repeated for100
times with the value of standard deviationσ taken from a linear space linspace(0.2,15,100),
and the value of upper limit taken from a linear space linspace(0.5,20,100).
( 1 ). Relationship ofRE vs. noise magnitudes (σ and upper limit). Figure 3.6 shows
the relative errorRE as a function of the noise magnitudes.
















Figure 3.6:RE as a function of noise magnitude in noise-additive data distort on on WDBC.
The blue solid line represents the uniformly distributed noise and the green dash line is
for the normal distributed noise. Obviously, both of them display a linear positive relation-
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ship between theRE and the standard deviationσ or the upper limit. TheRE of the normal
noise has a steeper rise than that of the uniformly noise withthe same increment ofσ and
the upper limit.
( 2 ). Relationship ofDistMaintain and CorrMaintain with the noise magnitudes.
The effects of the noise magnitudes on theDistMaintain andCorrMaintain are ex-
amined here and the results are shown in Figure 3.7. As in Figure 3.7(b) and Figure 3.7(e),
the relationships betweenDistMaintain and the noise magnitudes are monotonically
decreasing functions. For theCorrMaintain vs. the noise magnitudes, the plots demon-
strate very rough and approximately decreasing functions as in Figure 3.7(c) and Figure
3.7(f). Therefore, in general, both ofDistMaintain andCorrMaintain are negatively
related to the magnitude of the added noise, andDistMaintain has a much smoother
variation thanCorrMaintain.


































(e) DistMaintain vs. std





(f) CorrMaintain vs. std
























Figure 3.7: Performance evaluation of noise-additive dataistortion on WDBC.
( 3 ). Relationship ofK-means clustering accuracy andRE. Referring to Figure 3.7(a)
and Figure 3.7(d), a reasonable result is shown that for noise-additive methods, the accu-
racy also decreases with the increasing ofRE. However, the addition of noise degrades the
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clustering accuracy and it is found that all the distorted data versions have lower accuracies
than the original one. A basic statistic analysis is shown inTable 3.3. The average accu-
racy of the uniform noise-additive method is84.31%, which is90.86 percent as good as the
original accuracy. The average accuracy of the normal noise-additive method is87.05%,
which is93.61 percent as good as the original accuracy. Furthermore, the accuracy of the
uniform noise-additive method is not as stable as that of thenormal noise-additive method
and it has a largerσ = 11.21.
Table 3.3: Basic statistic analysis ofK-means accuracy of the noise-additive data modifi-
cation on WDBC.
Noise Mean K-means Accuracy (%)
Name (upper limit/std) RE Original Max. Min. Mean Std Max.rel.err
Uniformly 10.25 0.0250 92.79 90.51 33.74 84.31 11.21 63.63
Normal 7.6 0.0321 92.79 89.98 84.71 87.05 0.94 9.65
3.3.3 Experimental Analysis of Random Projection Data Modification
The projection matrix,R, is created by randomly sampling from some distribution with
zero mean and some varianceσ2r . Computationally, it is a matrix multiplication. Two cases
exist here,left multiplicationandright multiplication. The size ofR ism×m for the right
multiplication andn × n for the left multiplication, since in our study, the dimensions of
the original and the perturbed matrices are kept to be the same. For each case, there are
two differentR, nonorthonormal and orthonormal. Four short names as describ d in Table
3.4 are used here:Arp,Arpo, rpA andrpoA.
The 100 distorted data versions are generated by choosing the standard deviationσr
from a linear space ranging from0.01 to 10.
( 1 ). Relationship of RE and σr. Referring to Figure 3.8, we can find the non-
orthonormal projections bring out the largeRE. The left multiplication method,rpA, dis-
torts the data values more than the right multiplication method,Arp. Orthonormal projec-
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Table 3.4: The notation of four random projection methods.
Method Name Method
Arp Ã = AR, R ∈ Rm×m.
Arpo Ã = AR, R ∈ Rm×m, RRT = I.
rpA Ã = RA, R ∈ Rn×n.
rpoA Ã = RA, R ∈ Rn×n,RTR = I.
tions have a stableRE with an increasingσr, since the orthonormalization makes columns
or rows unit length. Figure 3.8(b) shows thatrpoA has a smaller magnitude ofRE than
Arpo. A basic statistic analysis is in Table 3.5.

















(a) RE vs. σr .













(b) RE vs. σr.
Figure 3.8:RE as a function ofσr in random projection data modification on WDBC.
( 2 ). DistMaintain and CorrMaintain in four methods. Arpo maintains the dis-
similarity matrix andDistMaintain is always100%. rpoA maintains the correlation
matrix andCorrMaintain is always100%. The left multiplication methods have very
low DistMaintain which is in the order of10−3, that might be the reason for their poor
performance on theK-means clustering.
( 3 ). K-means accuracies of four methods. All the four methods perform worse than
the original data inK-means clustering. It seems no obvious effect ofσr on the accuracy,
shown in Figure 3.9. Due to the fact that the left multiplicaton methods,rpA andrpoA,
change the dissimilarity matrix almost as large as100%, the experimental results show
that their accuracies inK-means clustering are very low with the average accuracies being
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50.01% and50.31%. The right multiplication methods,Arp andArpo, have much better
accuracies whose mean values are84.97% and85.06%. More detailed results can be found
in Table 3.5.






































Figure 3.9:K-means accuracy vs.σr in WDBC.
Table 3.5: Basic statistic analysis of random projection data modification on WDBC.
Methods σr [0.01, 10]
RE Mean Std Max. Min.
Arp 27.4554 17.0362 73.6637 0.9721
Arpo 1.3896 0.1386 1.6994 1.0927
rpA 119.7492 70.5045 254.9169 1.0255
rpoA 1.4157 0.0306 1.4801 1.3417
K-means Mean Std Max. Min. Max.rel.err.
Arp original 84.9717 0.4866 85.5888 83.6555 9.84
Arpo 92.79% 85.0615 0.4391 85.4130 83.8313 9.65
rpA 50.0141 2.2544 55.0088 42.7065 53.98
rpoA 50.3146 2.2066 55.7118 44.6397 51.89
SVMlight Mean Std Max. Min. Max.rel.err.
Arp original 94.2296 0.4847 95.0791 93.4974 3.45
Arpo 96.49% 94.1711 0.4423 94.9033 93.4974 3.45
rpA 52.7387 1.8256 56.0633 50.7909 47.55
rpoA 53.8079 2.0887 56.7663 49.7364 48.64
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3.3.4 Summary
Based on the foregoing experimental results on the WDBC data, firstly, the average values
of several metrics are combined in Table 3.7 so that a clear comparison can be observed.
Secondly, one distorted data version is selected from each of t e seven methods. The
selection rule is to make theRE value of them as close as possible. The combination of the
metrics of these seven data versions can be found in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6: Accuracy comparison of seven methods on WDBC.
Methods Metrics
Parameter RE RP RK
thinSVD rank= 4 0.0054 171.5687 0.0800
uniformNoise 2.1850 0.0054 175.4101 0.0664
normalNoise σ = 1.2700 0.0054 181.5627 0.0456
Arp σr = 0.1109 0.9721 187.8826 0.0076
Arpo σr = 5.8627 1.0727 188.3002 0.0060
rpA σr = 0.0100 1.0255 188.9100 0.0019
rpoA σr = 1.4227 1.3417 189.3051 0.0015
( - % - % ) DistVal DistMaintain CorrVal CorrMaintain
thinSVD 0.0007 12.8134 0.0000 53.3333
uniformNoise 0.0009 1.1597 0.0059 0.9195
normalNoise 0.0019 0.6355 0.0003 5.7471
Arp 0.4036 0.1714 1.0186 0.0000
Arpo 0.0000 100.0000 1.2769 0.2299
rpA 0.8226 0.0012 0.9442 67.3563









At this moment, some conclusions can be drawn from these experiments as follows:
1. The thin SVD-based method has the highest average accuracies both in SVMlight and
K-means. It is even possible for some distorted data to achieve a better performance
on data mining than the original data. On the other hand, its data value distortion level
is relatively lower than the other methods since there is no external noise introduced
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into the original data.
2. The two left-multiplication-based methods have very poor performance on mining.
On the other hand, the non-orthonomal left multiplication method can realize the
greatest data value distortion among the seven methods. Therefor , if the mainte-
nance of mining accuracy is considered valuable in real world applications, then
these two methods can be removed from the candidate list.
3. For the maintenance of subject-pair-wise Euclidean distances, the orthonormal right-
multiplicative random projection can keep the distances asgood as100%.
4. For the maintenance of attribute-pair-wise dot product,the orthonormal left-multiplicative
random projection maintains the original dot product matrix.
5. For noise-additive methods, the normal-noise-based method has a more stable per-
formance than the uniform-noise-based method.
6. Orthonormalization of projection matrices is capable ofc ntrolling the magnitude
of the data value distortion level and making it independentof the magnitude of the
external noise added into the original data.
7. Refer to the seven data versions of each of seven methods inTable 3.6, the random
projection methods have the better data value distortion capability than the other
three methods; the thin SVD-based method has the better accuacies than the other
six methods.
8. A possible advantage of the thin SVD-based method over other methods, is that its
accuracies are traceable from the approximation rank of theSVD, unlike the other6
methods whose accuracies are unpredictable with the characteristi of randomization.
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Table 3.7: A comparison of thin SVD, noise-additive and random projection data modifi-
cation strategies on WDBC.
Methods
RE Mean Std Max. Min.
thin SVD 0.0052 0.0173 0.0872 0.0000
normalNoise 0.0321 0.0183 0.0635 0.0008
uniformNoise 0.0250 0.0140 0.0492 0.0012
Arp 27.4554 17.0362 73.6637 0.9721
Arpo 1.3896 0.1386 1.6994 1.0727
rpA 119.7492 70.5045 254.9169 1.0255
rpoA 1.4157 0.0306 1.4801 1.3417
DistMaintain (%) Mean Std Max. Min.
thin SVD 80.9701 34.8996 100.0000 0.0978
normalNoise 0.2573 0.4310 3.3850 0.0545
uniformNoise 0.5158 0.6251 4.1461 0.1355
Arp 0.1223 0.0787 0.4437 0.0316
Arpo 100 0 100 100
rpA 0.0005 0.0006 0.0025 0
rpoA 0.0005 0.0006 0.0019 0
CorrMaintain (%) Mean Std Max. Min.
thin SVD 79.8652 24.6604 100.000 17.4713
normalNoise 2.3103 2.3057 13.5632 0
uniformNoise 1.1061 0.6210 2.9885 0
Arp 0.2161 0.2441 1.1494 0
Arpo 0.1885 0.2050 0.9195 0
rpA 55.9747 9.0325 74.2529 29.8851
rpoA 100 0 100 100
K-means (%) Mean Std Max. Min. Max.rel.err.
thin SVD 91.2914 2.3605 93.3216 83.8313 9.65
normalNoise 87.0492 0.9419 89.9824 84.7100 8.71
uniformNoise 84.3058 11.2116 90.5097 33.7434 63.63
original Arp 84.9719 0.4866 85.5888 83.6555 9.84
92.79% Arpo 85.0615 0.4391 85.4130 83.8313 9.65
rpA 50.0141 2.2544 55.0088 42.7065 53.98
rpoA 50.3146 2.2066 55.7118 44.6397 51.89
SVMlight (%) Mean Std Max. Min. Max.rel.err.
10-fold thin SVD 95.61 1.29 96.84 91.04 5.65
rbf kernel normalNoise 89.49 92.95 86.01 10.86
γ = 1 uniformNoise 91.27 94.29 88.16 8.63
original Arp 94.23 0.48 95.07 93.49 3.1
96.49% Arpo 94.17 0.44 94.90 93.49 3.1
rpA 52.74 1.83 56.06 50.79 47.36
rpoA 53.81 2.09 56.76 49.73 48.46
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3.4 Sparsified Strategies
On the basis of the thin SVD-based data modification model, inorder to do further distor-
tion on the data values, sparsification is introduced to makea variant of the thin SVD. Three
SVD sparsification strategies, which aresingle threshold strategy (STS), column threshold
strategy (CTS)andexponential threshold strategy (ETS), have been proposed by Gao and
Zhang for reducing the storage cost and enhancing the performance of the SVD in the area
of information retrieval [32]. All these three strategies are used in our study to perform
sparsification onU.(1:k) andV.(1:k) to further distort data values after the rank reduction by
the thin SVD.
3.4.1 Three Sparsified methods
Let U.(1:k) andV.(1:k) denote the new matrices created after performing sparsification on






Obviously the degree of perturbation ofA(k) is larger than that ofA(k) and the protection
on data privacy is improved.
• Single Threshold Strategy (STS)
The basic idea of STS-based sparsification is that, given a cert in threshold value
ǫ > 0, for anyuij in Uk, if |uij| < ǫ, we setuij = 0. The same operation is conducted
onV Tk . We uses-SVDto denote an SVD-based data modification method using STS
sparsification strategy.
• Column Threshold Strategy (CTS)
Given a scaling parameterǫ > 0, the threshold value for each column ofUk andVk
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|uij|, j = 1, 2, . . . , m, (3.17)
We usec-SVD to denote an SVD-based data modification method using CTS sparsi-
fication strategy.
• Exponential Threshold Strategy (ETS)








, j = 1, 2, . . . , m (3.18)
whereα > 0 is a parameter, which should be on the order of1/k. It can be seen that
a column with a larger index has a larger threshold value and more entries will be
removed for this column [32]. We usee-SVD to denote an SVD-based data modifi-
cation method using ETS sparsification strategy.
3.4.2 Experimental Evaluation
1. Magnifying data value distortion on WDBC. Several threshold values are examined
and it turns out that it is appropriate that two different threshold values,ǫu and ǫv, are
applied to sparsifyU.(1:k) andV.(1:k), respectively. Here,ǫv = 0.02 andǫu changes from
0.02 to 0.06 with a step size of0.002. Nine different approximation ranks of the thin SVD
are tested,1, 3, 4, 7, 20, 22, 23, 25, 27. The experimental data can be found in Appendices
H1-H9. Obviously, all the data value distortion metrics areimproved by the introduction
of the sparsification.
In Figure 3.10, the lower nine plots are functions ofRE with ǫu, and the upper nine
plots are functions ofK-means accuracy withǫu. We first note that the lower nine plots are
almost completely overlapped, except that the plot for the rank of1 has a little bit higher
RE. That leads totwo possible implications, for some data:
1. s-SVD may be able to makeRE and the approximation rank independent of each
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other. It might provide an answer for the choice of the approximation rank when
doing thin SVD.
2. RE is dependent on the sparsification threshold values, which implies that adjustment
on the sparsification level could control the data value distortion level in s-SVD.
The second point to note in Figure 3.10, is that the accuracies of K-means clustering,
although using different ranks in s-SVD, are approximatelyequal whenǫu is larger than
0.028. Further, the plots suggest a possible appropriate value for ǫu, and it is the peak
point associated withǫu = 0.036, the best accuracy of90.8612% andRE= 0.4886. Then
the distorted data under different ranks are tested for the SVMlight classification accuracy.
The lowest is91.2127% at the rank of4. The best is92.4429% at the rank of22.
If comparing this peak point to the average results for the thin SVD, theRE is increased
by 9257.69%, theK-means clustering accuracy is decreased by0.47% and the SVMlight















































Figure 3.10:K-means accuracy andRE as functions of threshold valueǫu by s-SVD on
WDBC.
2. Comparison of sparsified SVD with thin SVD and noise-additve methods on WBC.
A comparison is conducted on the WBC data set. In order to be fair in comparing the
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privacy metrics, parameters are set to makeRE values as close as possible. The rank of thin
SVD is7. The results of performance evaluation on six methods are provided in Table 3.8.
Under the premise on the same level of value dissimilarity, the fact thatCP value of
uniform noise method and normal noise method is 0 andCK value is 1 indicates that both
methods do not change any rank of the attributes. Experimental da a in Table 3.8 supports
the previous conclusions that SVD-based strategies achieve igher-level privacy protection
than noise-additive methods. And sparsified-SVD-based methods are better than the thin
SVD-based method on data distortion level without any significant degradation on classifi-
cation accuracy.
Table 3.8: Comparison of three sparsified-SVD-based methods with other methods on
WBC.
Methods Data Value Distortion Accuracy%
RE RP RK CP CK SVMlight
WBC 96.4
uniformNoise 0.1085 219.6993 0.0130 0 1 96.4
normalNoise 0.1098 224.8148 0.0084 0 1 96.3
thinSVD 0.1222 228.8972 0.0114 0.2222 0.7778 96.4
s-SVD 1.2662 228.1370 0.0013 3.3333 0 96.6
c-SVD 1.2702 230.1561 0.0021 3.3333 0 96.4
e-SVD 1.2704 228.0744 0.0014 3.3333 0 96.4
Among the three sparsification strategies, no significant difference exists on distortion
level and data utility. Especially it shows that they have thsame effect on changing rank
of attributes with the sameCP andCK values. It is obvious that sparsification increases data
privacy level by making all the attributes change their rankin average value because the
CK value is 0. As to the SVMlight classification accuracy, five methods achieve a level not
worse than that attained with the original dataset, normal noise-additive method is slightly
worse.
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3.5 Sparsified SVD-based Structural Partition Schemes
Instead of conducting the thin SVD and the proposed sparsification strategies on the whole
data matrix, structural matrix partition is used here to divide the original matrix into sev-
eral submatrices, and we perform the sparsified SVD on one selected submatrix. Three
kinds of matrix partition schemes are proposed here, which are denoted by P1, P2, and P3,
respectively.
3.5.1 Three partition schemes
1. Subject-based Partition Scheme (P1). We denote the subject-based partition







The whole dataset is divided into two groups,A(1) andA(2). We perform the spar-








Here, all attribute values of the first group are distorted.
2. Attribute-based Partition Scheme (P2). We use P2 to denote the attribute-based
partition scheme.
Let
A = [ A(1) A(2) ] (3.21)
A(1) contains the first part of the attribute items andA(2) the second part. We
perform the sparsified SVD onA(1) to getB(1) =s-SVD(A(1)). Then the new
distorted matrix is
Ã = [ B(1) A(2) ] (3.22)
In this case, only one part of the attribute values is distorted by SSVD.
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3. Two-dimensional Partition Scheme (P3). The two-dimensional partition scheme
is denoted by P3.







We perform sparsified SVD onA(1) to getB(1) =s-SVD(A(1)). Then, the selec-







Here, a part of the attribute values for one part of the subjects is selected for distortion
operation.
The levels of the data value and pattern distortion are dependent on the partition scheme
in use. Depending on specific goals of the various applications, ne of the above three
schemes can be chosen. The analysis of the proposed strategies will be performed in the
next sections.
SVD computation incurs a significant computational cost forlarge scale data matrices.
The cost of computing the SVD of a sparse matrixA using a Lanczos-type procedure can
be expressed:
Total cost = I × cost(ATAx) + k × cost(Ax),
whereI is the number of iterations required by a Lanczos-type procedure to approximate
the eigensystem ofATA, x is a vector andk is the number of computed singular values
and their corresponding number of nonzero entries in the sparse matrixA. The dominant
computational cost of the Lanczos method is related to the number and complexity of the
matrix multiplications byA andAT .
Computing SVD only on one part of the original matrix would lead to a reduction on
the computational cost and an improvement on the efficiency of data mining algorithms by
removing unnecessary data distortion. This is because thatthe matrix multiplication is now
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performed with respect to the submatrixA(1), not to the full matrixA.
3.5.2 Experimental Evaluation
A synthetic dataset, called ORG, a[2000× 100] matrix is generated to represent a dataset
with 2000 subjects and 100 attributes. Its entries are randomly and independently generated
from a uniform distribution on the interval[1, 10]. We classify all the subjects into two





1 if | sin(ORG(i, 1)) - ORG(i, 88)| ∗ | cos(ORG(i, 45))|
*ORG(i, 78) > 15;
−1 otherwise.
The class labels are+1 and−1. SVM classification is used to learn from the synthetic
dataset and build a classifier model. The classification results are obtained by a 5-fold
cross validation.
1. Sensitivity of classification accuracy to threshold valueǫ in s-SVD. Here we
examine the influence of the threshold value,ǫ, in the STS of s-SVD. Figure 3.11
illustrates the classification accuracy underǫ in the interval from0 to 0.1. In the ex-
periment, the approximation rank of the thin SVD is40. With the increment ofǫ in
s-SVD, it exhibits no observable trend in data utility for all three distortion schemes.
This implies that the sparsification parameterǫ does not affect the classification ac-
curacy sensitively in this study.
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Figure 3.11: The effect of the threshold valueǫ in s-SVD on SVMlight accuracy
2. Comparison of the five modification methods. The five data modification meth-
ods, uniformly distributed noise (UD), normally distributed noise (ND), SVD, s-
SVD, s-SVD with matrix partition, are implemented on ORG to compare the perfor-
mances. Table 3.9 shows the comparison among these five data modification meth-
ods. The rankk in the SVD is 20. SVM classification is used to learn from ORG
dataset and build a classifier model. The classification results are obtained by a 5-fold
cross validation.
Table 3.9: Comparison of five modification methods on ORG.
Methods Level of Distortion Accuracy%
RE RP RK CP CK
ORG 76.15
UD 0.0760 664.0489 0.0062 0 1 76.20
ND 0.0758 665.1643 0.0043 0 1 75.80
SVD 0.3665 666.9214 0.0007 21.28 0.39 76.60
s-SVD 0.7464 664.0129 0.0005 36.42 0 76.50
s-SVD[P1] 0.5059 667.5759 0.0011 34.02 0.02 66.75
s-SVD[P2] 0.4866 332.7783 0.5002 35.48 0 77.35
s-SVD[P3] 0.3655 333.8874 0.5007 34.44 0 76.70
Based on the comparison results in Table 3.9, a conclusion can be made that, com-
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pared to the randomization-based data distortion methods such as UD and ND, thin
SVD-based strategies achieve a higher level of distortion and c n provide better pro-
tection on privacy. Sparsified SVD is better than thin SVD on three of the five met-
rics. TheCK value for the s-SVD-based methods is near or equal to0, which means
all the attributes change their ranks in average value afterperforming certain data
transformations.
Among the three proposed matrix partition strategies, for s-SVD[P1] and s-SVD[P2],
the selected submatrices for sparsified SVD have the same size. s-SVD[P2] and s-
SVD[P3] are comparable on the distortion level with the largestRK value and the
lowestRP value. All these three methods greatly affect attribute ranks.
As to mining accuracy, the accuracies of the three new schemes are66.75%, 77.35%
and76.7%. Naturally s-SVD[P1] is worst on data mining accuracy, due to its best
preservation of privacy. s-SVD[P2] supplies the best data utility with a higher accu-
racy than the original dataset. From the above analysis, we can make a reasonable
conclusion that, considering a trade-off between privacy preservation and data utility,
the performance of s-SVD[P2] is the best among these three matrix p rtition strate-
gies.
3. Sensitivity of data value distortion to the choice of approximation rank of SVD.
To examine the change of data quality of the three partition schemes with the increas-
ing rank of SVD, we conduct more experiments on ORG. Figure 3.12 illustrates the
influence of rank of SVD on classification accuracy. P2 and P3 show similar graphs
of accuracy. The accuracy tends to decrease withk till k is larger than a half of the
number of attributes,50 in our experiment. For anyk > 50, the accuracy of P1 and
P2 is equal to that of the original dataset. The highest accury is obtained with the
rank of 1/10 of the number of attributes.
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Figure 3.12: Accuracy by using s-SVD ( s-SVD:ǫ = 1E − 3, SVM: g = 0.001, 5-fold
cross validation).
P1 shows worse performance on data utility than P2 and P3 and its accuracy is lower
than that of the original dataset. It also demonstrates a different trend of change. The
accuracy of P1 increases withk whenk < 60 and decreases withk for k > 60.
How to choose the rank of SVD is still unsolved and empirical tests are required. Our
experiment implies one possible good choice of the rank of SVD for our distortion
strategies if only considering data utility. If P1 scheme isused, 3/5 of the number of
attributes is a good choice fork. For P2 and P3, we can choose1/10 of the number
of attributes as the rank of SVD.
4. Attribute size sensitivity in attribute-based partition. The previous experi-
ments on the synthetic dataset demonstrate that attribute-bas d partition scheme can
provide a high mining accuracy with an acceptable level of data istortion. The fur-
ther test on this partition scheme is implemented from the viewpoint of both data
distortion and data utility. It shows an intuitive result tha the level of distortion in-
creases with the number of attributes inA(1). Figure 3.13 exhibits a critical point
with the highest accuracy when the number of columns inA(1) is 70, which means
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A(1) contains 70 percent of the attributes.





























Figure 3.13: The effect of the number of attributes on accuracy of attribute-based partition.
5. Computation Time. The CPU time used to compute the SVD and partial SVD of
the data set on a SunBlade 150 workstation is 46.12 seconds for s-SVD, 13.27 sec-
onds for s-SVD[P1], 22.95 seconds for s-SVD[P2], and 5.07 seconds for s-SVD[P3].
6. Comparison of three partition schemes on WBC. We choose three target sub-
matrices as467 by 9 in P1, 699 by 6 in P2, and600 by 7 in P3. Therefore, the
number of entries in each submatrix is almost the same as4200 in order to make our
evaluation fair on three schemes. The rankk of SVD is 3. Table 3.10 summarizes a
performance evaluation on three sparsified SVD methods.
For data value distortion, P1 has the highestRE andRP with the smallestRK, which
means that P1 supplies the best protection on elements. P3 has the best protection on
average values of attributes with the highestCP and lowestCK. For the WBC data
set, P2 does not perform very well on privacy protection.
For data mining accuracy, all three schemes are better than the original dataset. P3
achieves the highest accuracy up to97%. P2 is better than P1.
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Table 3.10: Comparison of three partition schemes on WBC
Methods Level of Distortion Accuracy%
RE RP RK CP CK
WBC - - - - - 96.4
SVD 0.2846 238.1218 0.0052 1.5556 0.5556 96.6
s-SVD 1.2556 230.8523 0.0021 0.3283 0 96.7
Ps-SVD 1.1443 214.4181 0.0296 96.4
P1 Pc-SVD 1.1468 212.7525 0.0299 1.7778 0.2222 96.6
Pe-SVD 1.1470 213.7399 0.0297 96.6
Ps-SVD 0.9632 152.7821 0.3351 96.9
P2 Pc-SVD 0.9738 150.6559 0.3357 2.8889 0.2222 96.7
Pe-SVD 0.9632 152.6759 0.3352 96.9
Ps-SVD 1.0492 180.2636 0.2287 97.0
P3 Pc-SVD 1.0574 181.4964 0.2291 3.1111 0 97.0
Pe-SVD 1.0492 180.1682 0.2287 97.0
Parameters:k = 3; Submatrix size: P1:[467 ∗ 9] P2:[699 ∗ 6] P3:[600 ∗ 7]
7. Sensitivity of mining accuracy to the approximation rank of SVD. As stated
earlier, the optimal value of rank of SVD is dependent on specific applications and
chosen mostly by empirical tests. But a general impact tendency of rank on data qual-
ity would provide good recommendations on rank determinatio . Figures 3.14(a), 3.14(b)
and 3.14(c) indicate the existence of such a general tendency and a critical point,
which is consistent with the result from Experiment 3 on the synthetic dataset.
Data quality level in the descending order is P3, P2 and P1. P2and P3 behave
similarly on accuracy and the highest level accuracy can be obtained at somek less
than or equal to1/3 of the number of attributes. After this peak point, accuracy
decreases withk.
P1 shows worse performance on data utility than P2 and P3, andwhenk = 2, its
accuracy is lower than the original. It also demonstrates a different trend of change.
Its accuracy increases withk whenk is greater than a turning point which is close
to a half of the number of attributes,4 or 5 in WBC. No observable impact of dif-
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ferent sparsification strategies on accuracy is exhibited in this experiment. Taking
computational cost into consideration, STS is a better choice for P3.





















Sensitivity of Accuracy on Rank of STS−based SSVD
WBC[699*9]
P1  − [469*9]
P2  − [699*6]
P3  − [600*7]
(a) Sensitivity of accuracy to approxima-
tion rank of thin SVD by selective s-SVD



















Sensitivity of Accuracy on Rank of CTS−based SSVD
WBC[699*9]
P1  − [469*9]
P2  − [699*6]
P3  − [600*7]
(b) Sensitivity of accuracy to approxima-
tion rank of thin SVD by selective c-SVD


























(c) Sensitivity of accuracy to approxima-
tion rank of thin SVD by selective e-SVD
Figure 3.14: Sensitivity of mining accuracy to the approximation rank of thin SVD for
selective sparsified SVD-based Methods.
3.6 Summary
The foregoing experimental evaluation reveals that the proposed hybrid approach provides
better performance both on data distortion and data utility. Some important conclusions
can be drawn from these experiments:
1. The overall performance of the SVD-based distortion approaches is better than the
data perturbation approaches.
2. Most of the SVD-based approaches can achieve a higher accuacy on classification
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than the original data.
3. Sparsified SVD-based approaches are better than SVD-based ones on data distortion
level without any loss of data utility, along with a further improvement on reducing
computational cost due to the SVD manipulation.
4. Three sparsification strategies have nearly identical effects on data distortion and
utility level in our experiments. Compared to all the other methods in the study, all
of the three exhibit much better privacy protection on averag values of attributes.
With respect to the computational cost, STS is a desirable choice.
5. For attribute-based partition and two-dimensional partition distortion strategies, the
classification accuracy decreases with the increment of therank of SVD after reach-
ing a peak value at certain rank less than or equal to 1/3 of thenumber of attributes.
This inherent property lends itself well for achieving a high accuracy with a signifi-
cant reduction on computational cost due to the use of a smallrank value.
6. The overall performance of the three structural partition strategies is as follows:
• Object-based partition has the highest distortion level onelements of datasets.
• Two-dimensional partition provides the most satisfactoryprotection on average
values of attributes.
• All three schemes provide a satisfactory level of data utility.
• Attribute-based and two-dimensional based schemes display quite comparable
classification accuracy. Object-based scheme has the lowest data utility level
among the three.
Of course, which partition strategy to use in a particular application is dependent on
the circumstances of that application such as the nature of the database. With respect to
the specific requirements of data administrators and characteristics of target datasets, we
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believe that the above conclusions from our experiments would provide data miners with
a good recommendation on finding a desirable solution with a reasonable compromise on
privacy protection, utility of data and computational cost.
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Chapter 4
NMF-based Data Hiding Strategy
The previous section shows that SVD is a good solution for data privacy protection with
competitive data mining accuracy. However, a drawback is associated with the extraction
of singular vectors of orthogonal decompositions. If the underlying data only consists
of nonoverlapping,i.e., orthogonal patterns, SVD performs very well. If patterns with
similar strengths overlap, attributes contained in some ofthe previously discovered patterns
are extracted from each pattern. In orthogonalizing the second vector with respect to the
first vector, SVD introduces negative values into the secondvector. Since most real-world
databases have nonnegative attribute values, there is no easy interpretation of these negative
values in the context of most data mining activities, and negative components contradict
physical realities.
Considering the nonnegative-valued characteristic of most datasets, a nonorthogonal
decomposition that does not introduce negative values intothe vector components may be
desirable. In this section, nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) will be used to distort
the original datasetA.
NMF is a matrix decomposition method to obtain a representation of data using non-
negative constraints. These constraints can lead to a part-based representation because they
allow only additive, not subtractive, combinations of the original data. This is in contrast
to techniques for finding a reduced rank representation based on SVD. As an unsupervised
learning method for uncovering latent features in high-dimensional data, NMF can be used
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to preserve natural data nonnegativity and avoid subtractive basis vector and encoding in-
teractions. The overall performance of NMF on distortion leve and data mining accuracy
will be compared to our previously proposed SVD-based data hiding strategies and other
existing popular data perturbation methods.
4.1 Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
Given a nonnegative matrixA ∈ Rn×m+ with Aij ≥ 0 and a pre-specified positive integer
K < min{n,m}, NMF finds two nonnegative matricesH ∈ Rn×K+ with Hik ≥ 0 and





The usual way to findH andW is by the following least-squares optimization, which










(Aij − (HW )ij)2 (4.2)
subject to Hia ≥ 0,
Wbj ≥ 0, ∀ i, a, b, j.
In optimization, upper- and lower-bounding variables is refe red to as imposing bound
constraints. Hence (4.2) is a standard bound-constrained optimization problem. There
are several methods to solve (4.2) in the literature. Algorithms designed to approximate
A generally begin with initial estimates of the matricesH andW , followed by alternating
iterations to improve these estimates.
In our NMF-based data hiding methods, let the original dataset T be encoded by a
vector space data modelA. Using some NMF algorithm,A can be decomposed into two
nonnegative factor matrices. It can be stated as a transformation fromA to Ã defined
as follows: Given a nonnegative data modelA(n × m), find two nonnegative matrices
H ∈ Rn×K+ andW ∈ RK×m+ withK being the number of clusters inA, that minimizesQ,
whereQ is an objective function defining the nearness between the matricesA andHW .
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The modified version ofA is denoted as̃A = HW .
The choice of the objective functionQ affects the solution of̃A. Here, the Euclidean





Q = ‖A−HW‖2F . (4.3)
Now we do reduction onQ
Q = ‖A−HW‖2F
= tr((A−HW )T (A−HW ))
= tr(ATA− ATHW −W THTA+W THTHW )
= tr(ATA)− 2tr(ATHW ) + tr(W THTHW )
. (4.4)
4.2 Algorithms of Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
NMF can be viewed as a minimization problem with bound constrain s. There are several
algorithms to compute submatricesH andW . In our study, since we use the transposed
form of the general NMF, these algorithms are modified according to our definition of
matrix model of the data set in which the rows ofA represent the data points. Therefore,
H here is equal toHT in general NMFs andW here is equal toW T as well. We also
modify the formal description of the following algorithms,however, the basic idea of these
algorithms is maintained.
In (4.4), the objective function is
Q = tr(ATA)− 2tr(ATHW ) + tr(W THTHW ).
Taking the gradients ofQ consists of two parts which are the partial derivatives withrespect
























The optimal solution(H,W) makes∂Q/∂H = 0 and∂Q/∂W = 0. Hence,
AWT ⊘ HWWT = I, (4.7)
H
TA ⊘ HTHW = I, (4.8)
where⊘ denotes element-wise division,I denotes an identity matrix.
4.2.1 Multiplicative Update Algorithm
The most popular approach is multiplicative updates proposed by Lee and Seung [47][48].
At each iteration of this method, the elements ofH andW are multiplied by certain factors









In the matrix notation, the above updates become:
H ← H ⊙ AW T ⊘HWW T , (4.11)
W ← W ⊙HTA⊘HTHW, (4.12)
where⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication. The nonnegativity of H andW is main-
tained in the updates. Lee and Seung proved that under the abov update rules the Frobe-
nius norm of(A−HW ) is monotonically non-increasing [48].
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Table 4.1: Algorithm 3: Multiplicative update algorithm (transposed version:A = HW).
Algorithm 3 Multiplicative Update (Transposed Version:A = HW)
Input: A ∈ Rn×m+ , 0 < K ≪ min (n,m), and maxIter.
Output: H ∈ Rn×K+ , W ∈ RK×m+ .
Randomly create the initial estimates for H and W:
H
(0)
ij ⇐ nonnegative value, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ K.
W
(0)
ij ⇐ nonnegative value, 1 ≤ i ≤ K, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Scale rows of W to unit length.
for p = 1 to maxIter do
for k = 1 to K do
Hik ← Hik
[AW T ]ik
[HWW T ]ik + 10−9
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
Wkj ← Wkj
[HT A]kj
[HT HW ]kj + 10−9
, 1 ≤ j ≤ m;
Scale rows of W to unit length
end
if converge then




After updating a column ofH, we update the corresponding row ofW . A small positive
value is added into the denominators of the updates to prevent a division by zero, for which
we use10−9. At each iteration, the rows ofW are normalized to sum to one. It is simple
to implement. The nonnegativity ofW andH is guaranteed in the iterations, since at each
iteration, the entries of the two matrices are multiplied bynonnegative factors. For the zero
entries in the initial estimates, there is no update and theyremain zero. That brings out one
drawback of the multiplicative algorithm, which is that once an entry inW orH becomes
0, it must remain0. This locking of0 entries is restrictive, meaning that once the algorithm
starts heading down a path towards a fixed point, even if it is apoor fixed point, it must
continue in that direction [12].
As far as the computational cost, each iteration requires six O(nmK) matrix-matrix
multiplications and sixO(n2) element-wise operations. Due to the fact that the multiplica-
tive update is the first well-known NMF algorithm, it has become a baseline against which
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the newer algorithms are compared. This algorithm is notoriusly slow to converge [12]. It
requires many more iterations than alternatives methods describ d below.
4.2.2 Alternating Nonnegative Least-squares Using Projected Gradi-
ents
One class of NMF algorithms is thealternating least-squares(ALS) methods. We refer to
this class of algorithms simply by ALS. A least-squares stepis followed by another least-
squares step in an alternating way. ALS algorithms were firstused by Paatero in [63]. ALS
algorithms exploit the fact that, while the optimization problem of (4.3) is not convex in
bothW orH, it is convex in eitherW andH. Thus, given one matrix, another matrix can be
found with the simple least-squares computations. An elementary ALS algorithm follows
in Algorithm 4 of Table 4.2. The least-squares computation might generate negative entries
in W andH. A simple strategy is used to set all negative entries to0, r set all entries,
which are less than a predefined positive numberǫ, to ǫ. This strategy adds sparsity and
additional flexibility not available in the multiplicativeupdate method.
Depending on the implementation as in Algorithm 4, ALS algorithm can be very fast. It
requires slightly less work than an SVD implementation. Improvements to the basic ALS
algorithm include incorporation of sparsity and nonnegativity constraints such as those
described later.
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Table 4.2: Algorithm 4: Basic ALS algorithm for NMF (transpose version:A = HW).
Algorithm 4 Basic ALS algorithm for NMF (Transpose Version:A = HW)
Input: A ∈ Rn×m+ , 0 < K ≪ min (n,m), maxIter, and a very small
positive number ǫ.
Output: H ∈ Rn×K+ , W ∈ RK×m+ .
begin
randomly create an initial estimate for H:
H
(0)
ij ⇐ nonnegative value, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ K.
for p = 0 to maxIter do
# solve W (p+1) in matrix equation HT HW = HT A with H(p)
W (p+1) ←− arg min
W∈RK×m+
(HT HW −HT A).
scale rows of W to unit length.
# set all entries Wkj in W to max(ǫ,Wkj).
for each entry inW,Wkj do
Wkj ←− max(ǫ,Wkj)
end
# solve H(p+1) in matrix equation HWW T = AW T with W (p+1)
H(p+1) ←− arg min
H∈Rn×K+
(HWW T −AW T ).
# set all entries Hik in H to max(ǫ,Hik).









Lin [51] proposed a method for NMF by applying a projected gradient method to solve





subject to li ≤ xi ≤ ui, i = 1, . . . , n,
wheref(x) : Rn → R is a continuously differentiable function, andli andui are lower
and upper bounds, respectively. Assumek is the index of iterations. Projected gradient
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methods update the current solutionx(k) to x(k+1) by the following rule:






xi if li ≤ xi ≤ ui,
ui if xi ≥ ui,
li if xi ≤ li,
maps a point back to the bounded feasible region. Variants ofprojected gradient methods
differ on selecting the step sizeαk. The most used condition in projected gradient methods
is
f(x(k+1))− f(x(k)) ≤ σ∇f(x(k))(x(k+1) − x(k)), (4.13)
which ensures the sufficient decrease of the function value per iteration. An improved
projected gradient method as Algorithm 5 is described in Table 4.3. The common choice
of σ is 0.01, and we considerβ = 0.1 here.
Searchingαk = βtk is the most time consuming operation in Algorithm 5, so one
should check as few step sizes as possible. Sinceα(k−1) andαk may be similar,α(k−1) is
used as the initial guess and then either increases or decreas s it in order to find the largest
βtk satisfying the condition (4.13).
This method leads to faster convergence than the popular multiplicative update method,
and the overall computational cost is
iter× (O(nmk) + subIter×O(tmk2 + tnk2)),
where subIter is the number of sub-problem iterations,k i the rank of NMF.
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Table 4.3: Algorithm 5: An improved projected gradient method.
Algorithm 5 An improved projected gradient method.
Input: 0 < β < 1, 0 < σ < 1, f, ∇f.
begin
initialize any feasible x(1) and set α0 = 1
for k = 1, 2, . . . , do
assign αk ← αk−1
x(k+1) = P [x(k) − αk∇f(x(k))]
if f(x(k+1))− f(x(k)) ≤ σ∇f(x(k))(x(k+1) − x(k)) then









Set x(k+1) = P [x(k) − αk∇f(x(k))].
end
end
4.2.3 Incorporating Additional Constraints
The objective functionQ in (4.3) is sometimes extended to include auxiliary constraints
on H and/orW . This is often done to compensate for uncertainties in the data, to en-
force desired characteristics in the computed solution, orto impose prior knowledge about
the application at hand.Penalty termsare usually used to enforce auxiliary constraints,





Q = ‖A−HW‖2F + αJ1(H) + βJ2(W ). (4.14)
Hereα andβ are small positive regularization parameters that balancethe trade-off be-
tween the approximation error and the constraints. The functio sJ1(H) andJ2(W ) are
nonnegative penalty terms to enforce certain constraints.
The regularization termsJ1(H) andJ2(W ) can be defined in many ways. The usual
constraints aresparsityandsmoothness. Let us assume the following definition forLp-
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1. Sparse solution. The notion of sparsity refers sometimes to a representationwhere
only a few attributes are effectively used to represent data. Measures for sparsity
include, theLp norms for0 < p ≤ 1, and Hoyer’s measure.














∇WJ2(W ) = 1. (4.18)
By Hoyer’s measure, sparseness(x) =
√
n−‖x‖1/‖x‖2√
n−1 , wheren is the number of ele-
ments. The penalty term could be





nK − 1)γ and vec(.) is the vec operator that transforms a
matrix into a vector by stacking its columns. The desired sparseness inH is specified
by settingγ to a value from0 to 1 [12].
2. Smooth solution. Smoothness constraints are often enforced to regularize the com-
puted solutions in the presence of noise in the data. TheL2 norm penalizes the solu-
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H2ik = tr (HH
T ), (4.20)






W 2kj = tr (WW
T ), (4.22)
∇WJ2(W ) = 2W. (4.23)
4.3 NMF-based Data Modification Method
In this section, we describe a basic data factorization scheme that performs nonnegative
matrix factorization (NMF) on the original data set, which is the essential part for our
NMF-based data modification.
4.3.1 Basic Data Factorization Scheme
Alternating nonnegative least squares using projected graients for NMF is used in our
implementation. It generally begins with initial estimates of the matricesH andW , fol-
lowed by alternating iterations to improve these estimates. After performing basic data


















Hi = (hi1 hi2 . . . his . . . hiK), i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Wj = (wj1 wj2 . . . wjt . . . wjm), j = 1, 2, . . . , K.
4.3.2 Data Hiding Scheme
Based on the basic data factorization scheme, data hiding can be easily fulfilled with some
simple preprocessing procedure on the original data matrixA. The nonnegative property
of A needs to be validated by checking the nonnegativity of all entri s. Most real-world
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data sets have nonnegative entries. IfA has negative entries, its values can be shifted
column-wise and then normalized. After this process,Ã can be generated with the basic
data factorization scheme. The algorithm is illustrated asAlgorithm 6 in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Algorithm 6: Data hiding scheme.
Algorithm 6 Data hiding scheme.
Input: a data set A ∈ Rn×m, the number of classes K, 0 < K ≪
min (n,m).
Output: a modified version Ã, two factor matrices: H ∈ Rn×K+ and








if NonNeg == 0 then
do nonnegativity normalization on A;
Compute H and W;
Calculate Ã = HW.
end
end
Figure 4.1: A 2D synthetic dataset with 3 classes and its modified version from NMF are
in the upper two subfigures. The bottom two subfigures show modified data using the two
noise-additive methods.
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The performance of this scheme is illustrated in Figures 4.1and 4.2. Figure 4.1 shows
the data distributions of a dataset and its modified versionsfrom NMF and two noise-
additive methods. The dataset is synthetically created from three bivariate Gaussian distri-
butions and normalized to a nonnegative matrix. It has 100 subjects, each of which has 2
features. Three classes are depicted with three different symbols. The modified version in
the upper right subfigure is calculated from an NMF operationwith K = 3. The lower two
subfigures show modified datasets generated from adding normally distributed noise and
uniformly distributed noise, respectively. It is clearly observable that the data distributions
from NMF and the addition of uniformly distributed noise (lower right) are distorted more
than the one from the addition of normally distributed noise(lower left).























correct rate = 98%
correct rate = 98%
correct rate = 54%
Figure 4.2: Binary SVM classification on the original data (top), the modified data by NMF
(middle) and the modified data by adding uniformly distributed noise (bottom).
Minimizing the impact of data distortion on mining results is another requirement for
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good data hiding schemes. Our basic data modification schemeusing NMF can maintain
data patterns better than some classical noise-additive methods. The synthetic dataset in
Figure 4.1 is used as an example to demonstrate this claim. InFigure 4.2, three scatter plots
are used to illustrate the execution of a binary Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification
on the synthetic data, the modified version using NMF and the modified version using the
addition of uniformly distributed noise. A binary SVM classifier is trained to separate class
1 from class 2 and class 3. Using the same training set and testing set, the modified version
from NMF has the same correct classification rate as that of the original data which is 98%.
The addition of uniformly distributed noise deteriorates the classification accuracy and its
correct classification rate is reduced to only 54%.
4.3.3 NMF-based Data Modification
Our proposed NMF method for data distortion consists of three parts:initialization, data
factorizationandfurther distortion. Each part includes several steps detailed in Algorithm
7 in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Algorithm 7: NMF-based data modification.
Algorithm 7 NMF-based data modification.
Input: a data set A ∈ Rn×m, a learning algorithm L, an NMF
algorithm NMFAlgorithm, error and stopping condition tol,
0<K≪ min{n,m}.
Output: the final distorted dataset Ã.
begin
Initialization:
1. preprocess the original data set A
2. examine its nonnegative property and do normalization if
necessary
3. set up the objective function for NMF
Factorization:
for K = 2 to m do











6. approximation Ã(K) = Hn×KWK×m
7. save Ã(K)
end
Further Distortion & Comparison:
for K = 2 to m do
8. evaluate data distortion level of Ã(K)
9. compute mining accuracies
10. or do further distortion:
for r = K to 2 do
11. Ã(r) = Hn×rWr×m
12. evaluate data distortion level of Ã(r)




14. choose one Ã(K) or Ã(r) −→ B with satisfactory data
distortion level and accuracies
15. Publish the final modified data set, B
end
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4.4 Experiments and Results
4.4.1 Comparison of Two Iterative NMF Algorithms
Two NMF algorithms are implemented on the WBC dataset to compare their performances.
One ismultiplicative updatein Algorithm 3, denoted byNMFM . The other isalternating
projected gradientsfor each sub-problem, denoted byNMF . The problem size(n,K,m) =
(699, 7, 9). All tests share the same initial estimate of(H(0)699×7,W
(0)
7×9). The tolerance is set
to be10−3, 10−4, 10−5 and10−6 in order to examine convergence speed. We also impose
a time limit of 4000 seconds and a maximal number of 50000 iterations on each method.
Table 4.6 shows that when the tolerance is10−5, NMFM often exceeds the iteration limit of
50000. Obviously NMF is superior to NMFM. The data in the following experiments are
collected by using NMF algorithm only. Some notes for Table 4.6: NMF: alternating pro-
Table 4.6: Performance comparison of two NMF algorithms
Tolerance # of Iter. Time (seconds) Final Gradient Norm Objective Values
- NMF NMFM NMF NMFM NMF NMFM NMF NMFM
1e-3 17 3060 0.8 2.6 1.04 7.11 41.4 41.5
1e-4 94 20000 3.6 23.1 0.09 1.54 41.3 41.4
1e-5 386 50000 9.8 49.7 0.01 0.84 41.4 41.5
1e-6 2382 - 63.3 - 0.001 - 41.4 -
jected gradients method. NMFM: multiplicative updating method. initial objective value:
276.2; initial gradient norm: 7609.7; dimension:7. When tolerance is more stringent than
10−5, the number of iterations of NMFM exceeds the prescribed limit.
4.4.2 Performance of NMF Algorithm Using Projected Gradients
An initial random guess onW andH is the first step in the beginning of iteration. Different
starting values lead to different initial gradient norms. Therefore, the result and iteration
time are dependent on the initial guess. The computational costs are roughly examined on
dimension value from9 to 2 under the tolerance= 10−4. The result is shown in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7: Performance of NMF algorithm using projected gradients
dimension Initial Gradient Norm # of Iteration Run Time (seconds)
9 16525 83 12.41
8 11584 94 7.44
7 10648 80 7.38
6 7499 109 8.84
5 4816 117 7.85
4 5196 128 9.20
3 3265 76 4.65
2 4312 20 0.52
4.4.3 Sparseness Level ofW andH
NMF factorization yields two submatrices with higher sparseness than those obtained by






To measure the sparseness of a matrix, we stack columns of thematrix to form a vector. The
maximal sparseness ofx is 1 if x containsn − 1 zeros, and it reaches zero if the absolute
values of all coefficients ofx coincide.





























(b) Sparseness of factor vectorsH = 0.64.
Figure 4.3: Sparseness levels of basis and factor vectors created by NMF algorithm on the
WBC data withK = 7 and tolerance= 10−4.
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Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) illustrate the bar plots of W and H created by NMF algorithm
on the WBC data withK = 7 and tolerance= 10−4. The sparseness ofW andH are0.34
and0.64 respectively. More than50% of entries inH are zeros.
The algorithms to computeH andW used in our method make factor vectors sparser
in preference to basis vectors. When the basis vectors tend to be sparse, implicitly this
suggests that the basis will involve only some of the original attributes. While that basis
vectors are denser than the factor vectors implies the subjects are combinations of all of
bases.
4.4.4 Comparison of NMF-based Data Hiding Strategies with SVD,
UD and ND on WBC
The ten distortion methods, SVD-based, NMF-based, uniformly distributed noise (UD),
normally distributed noise (ND), sparsified SVD-based, andsparsified NMF-based are im-
plemented on the WBC data to compare their performances.
In order to be fair in comparing the data distortion metrics,parameters are set to such
values as to makeRE values of UD, ND, SVD and NMF as close as possible. The rank of
SVD is 7. The dimension size in NMF is7 and final dimension is also7. The results of
performance evaluation on the ten methods are provided in Table 4.8.
Under the premise on the same level of value difference, the fact thatCP value of UD
and ND is0 andCK value is1 indicate that additive noise methods are worse than matrix-
decomposition-based methods.
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Table 4.8: Comparison of different modification strategieson WBC
Methods Level of Distortion Accuracy
RE RP RK CP CK (SVM)%
WBC - - - - - 96.4
UD 0.1085 219.6993 0.0130 0 1 96.4
ND 0.1098 224.8148 0.0084 0 1 96.3
SVD 0.1222 228.8972 0.0114 0.2222 0.7778 96.4
NMF 0.1228 228.4295 0.0100 0.2222 0.7778 96.7
s-SVD 1.2662 228.1370 0.0013 3.3333 0 96.6
c-SVD 1.2702 230.1561 0.0021 3.3333 0 96.4
e-SVD 1.2704 228.0744 0.0014 3.3333 0 96.4
s-NMF 0.1228 228.4362 0.0076 0.2222 0.7778 96.4
c-NMF 0.1297 226.5042 0.0081 0.2222 0.7778 96.5
e-NMF 0.1234 228.2035 0.0089 1.1111 0.5556 96.5
Experimental data in Table 4.8 supports the following conclusions
1. NMF-based distortion strategy achieves a comparable performance with SVD-based
strategy. In particular, NMF achieves the highest classificat on accuracy.
2. No improvement on performance of NMF is obtained by applying sparsification
strategies. It is reasonable under the condition that NMF isa sparse factorization
and the two factors,W andH, have a deep level of sparseness. Thus, further sparsi-
fication does not provide any improvement.
3. Sparsified SVD performs best on privacy level without any degradation on data min-
ing accuracy. It is obvious that sparsification has a strong effect on data privacy level
of SVD by making all the attributes change their rank in averag value becauseCK
value is 0.
4. As to the mining accuracy, all the ten methods achieve a level comparable to or better
than the original dataset.
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4.4.5 Sensitivity of Performance on Dimension of NMF
To examine the effect of dimension size on data distortion level and data utility level in the
NMF approximation, we conduct an the experiment on the WBC data and Figure 4.4(a)
illustrates the influence of dimension size on distortion leve and classification accuracy.
HereW andH are solved under dimension ofK = 7. Then the final compressed approxi-
mation of the WBC data is computed by setting upr from 6 to 1.
Dimension size is a key element both for dimension reductionand distortion level.
The smaller the dimension size is, the higher the privacy level of the method is. However,
clearly, dimension size is negatively related to data utility level. Figure 4.4(a), Figure 4.4(b)
and Figure 4.4(c) illustrate the above relationship.
How to choose a dimension size in the proposed method is an empirical roblem. For
the WBC data, our experiments imply one possible good choicef r our distortion method
both considering data utility and data privacy. When the initial dimension size is7, we can
choose4 as a reasonable size.
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Sensitivity of Accuracy on NMF Dimension
(a) Sensitivity of accuracy on NMF dimension

































(b) Sensitivity of distortion level on NMF dimension

























Sensitivity of Distortion Level on NMF Dimension
RK*10
CK
(c) Sensitivity of distortion level on NMF dimension
Figure 4.4: Sensitivity of performance of NMF-based methodon NMF dimension.
4.5 Summary
Experimental results indicate that by a careful choice of iterative parameter settings, two
sparse nonnegative factors can be computed by some efficientiterative algorithms. Al-
ternating least-squares using projected gradients in computing NMF converges faster than
multiplicative update methods. The two matrices are not uniq e because they are dependent
on initial estimates at the beginning of the iterative procedur . This dependency provides
our method both with uncertainty and flexibility. For nonnegative-valued datasets, our
proposed method provides a possibility of simultaneously achieving satisfactory privacy,
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accuracy and efficiency. In our experiments, with the same level of data distortion as other
data distortion methods, the NMF method demonstrates the highest classification accuracy.
In particular, we foresee that using iterative factorization of the original data set can fulfill
all three goals can reach an above-average point.
For the first time, we have considered high accuracy privacy preserving of nonnegative-
valued datasets using NMF. The important properties of the NMF, nonnegativity and sparse-
ness, make it not only a good dimension reduction technique but also an efficient privacy
preserving tool. The promising performance of the proposedm thod with respect to data




Simultaneous Pattern and Data Hiding
We have discussed the data value hiding (DVH) in the previouschapters. Two matrix-
decomposition-based models have been proposed to achieve abalance between data pri-
vacy and data utility or information loss, where the attribute values are modified so that
disclosure risk on sensitive attributes is reduced and the influence of data distortion on the
mining results is small. In this chapter, the second category of PPDM, data pattern hiding
(DPH), is considered too.
Clifton et al. [20, 19] propose some possible approaches to pattern hiding, including
limiting access to the data, fuzzyfying data, eliminating unnecessary groupings and aug-
menting the data. Compared to a rich literature on attribute-value hiding, the published
work on pattern hiding is mainly limited to association rulehiding and classification rule
hiding [10, 25, 78, 84].
To our knowledge, no effort has been made on realizing both attribute-value hiding and
data pattern hiding by using one transformed version of the original data. The challenge is
that data transformation might lead to some undesirable side effect on the outcome of the
data mining process. It follows that two different modified data versions may be required
to fulfill these two disparate ends.
Experimental results of our previous work in§4 show that NMF can be used to dis-
tort sensitive data sets and it outperforms some traditional noise-additive methods in data
hiding [82]. It provides a feasible platform to achieve bothdata hiding and pattern hiding.
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NMF decomposes a nonnegative matrixA into two nonnegative matrices,A ≈ HW . It
was shown in [26] that when the Frobenius norm is used as a divergence metric, NMF is
equivalent to a relaxed form ofK-means clustering. Basis matrixW containsK cluster
centroids and factor matrixH is a cluster membership indicator. Based on this relation-
ship, we make an attempt on construction of one modified version of the original data set
for attribute-value distortion and data pattern protection. Accordingly, the protection of pri-
vacy is simplified with enhanced performance. Four schemes are introduced forK-means
clustering with some assumptions on numerical attribute values and that the data patterns
are limited to the pre-specified memberships or associations of data subjects. Under the
constraint of zero side effects on pattern protection, an optimal solution can be produced
for some data sets in our experiments to hide memberships or ass ci tions of data subjects.
In this Chapter, we make attempt on developing a simultaneous data and pattern hiding
strategy for data mining activities usingK-means clustering. We consider an unclassified or
unlabeled datasetT consisting ofn subjects or data points, each of which hasm attributes.
Data clustering methods can be used to find the cluster properties of the data under a prior
assumption of the number of clustersK. T is partitioned intoK subsets which are referred
to as clusters or classes. Each data subject is a member of a particular cluster or subset.
Vector space data model is used to representT by a matrixA (defined in§5.2).
In order to realize the dual privacy protection in one modifiedata set, a novel strategy
composed of four schemes is proposed. The strategy is based on NMF. One scheme is pro-
posed to achieve general attribute value hiding by way of thebasic NMF. The other three
schemes are designed for hiding specified cluster properties of data subjects. The basic
idea is an underlying correlation of factor vectors, which are computed by the NMF, with
cluster properties, which are produced byK-means clustering [26]. In the three schemes,
slight alterations are made through three kinds of factor swapping. A detailed performance
evaluation is also carried out in order to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed strat-
egy on the DVH and DPH. Under the constraint of zero side effects on pattern protection,
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our implementations can compute some optimal solutions that can protect attribute values
and user-specified confidential cluster properties, while nonconfidential patterns are main-
tained. Accordingly, the protection of privacy is simplified with enhanced performance.
5.1 Problem Description
Our approach targets the simultaneous realization of the DVH and the DPH in a central-
ized database with a numerical attribute set from some continuous real domain. A modi-
fied/distorted data set is computed to reduce a disclosure risk of data values and limit the
influence of data distortion on data cluster properties inK-means clustering. In the same
modified data set is reflected the realization of the DPH on thevariations of selected cluster
properties. The influence of data distortion on nonconfidential cluster properties should
be limited. This may be the first work to formally introduce the dual data hiding. It is
imperative therefore to define terms and common expressionsused in the paper.
Definition 5.1.1. Data ModelT . Given a data setT consisting ofn independent subjects
in anm-dimensional feature space. If we denote theith subject ofT asTi, then
1. T = {Ti}ni=1
2. Ti = {ti1, ti2, . . . , tij , . . . , tim}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Definition 5.1.2. Vector Space Data ModelA. Given a data modelT , T can be repre-
sented by a matrixA, A ∈ Rn×m, with the rows corresponding to then subjects and the
columns to them attributes. If theith row is denoted byAi, thenAi representsAi. Thejth
attribute is represented by thejth column ofA, denoted byA.j. In the paper, we useA to









 , or A = [ A.1 A.2 . . . A.m ] .
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Definition 5.1.3. Data ClusterC. Given a data setA, the number of clustersK and a
learning algorithmI, C1, C2,. . . ,CK areK subsets ofA, created byI; c1, c2,. . . ,cK areK




2. ∀p, q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, p 6= q, Cp ∩ Cq = Φ,
3. |Ci| = the number of data subjects inCi,
4. ci = 1|Ci|(
∑
Aj∈Ci Aj).
Definition 5.1.4. Data Modification. Given two data setsA and Ã with the matrix
modelsA andÃ, and a modification schemeM , a sequence of modifications is a function
Ψ to transformA into Ã, whereF indicates the attributes or data patterns to be modified.
Ψ : (A,F,M) −→ Ã.
Definition 5.1.5. Data Value Hiding (DVH). Given a data modelA, the attributes to be
modifiedF and a learning algorithmI, a data distortion schemeM is selected to execute
data modification and computẽA: Ω : (A, F,M) → Ã. The values ofF is considered to
be hidden inÃ if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. In Ã, the original values ofF is controlled without unauthorized access.
2. The mutual information between confidential attributes and their counterparts iñA is
limited to a user-defined threshold level.
Definition 5.1.6. Data Pattern Hiding (DPH). Given a data modelA, user-defined con-
fidential patternP and a learning algorithmI, a data distortion methodM is selected to
execute data modification and computeÃ: Ψ : (A, F,M)→ Ã. Two sets of learning results
PO andP̃O are created by performingI onA andÃ, respectively.P will be considered
to be hidden inÃ if P ⊆ PO, andP * P̃O.
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Definition 5.1.7. Pairwise AssociationR. Given a data setA, letA2 denoteA× A, the
set of all possible unordered pairs of subjects ofA, an associationR is a binary relation
over a functionΨ : (A2, I, C) → {true, false}. For all unordered pair(x, y) ∈ A2, there
existp, q, 1 ≤ p, q ≤ K, Ax ∈ Cp, Ay ∈ Cq.
1. If p = q, that is,Ax andAy are in the same cluster, thenxRy = true: p = q →
xRy = true;
2. if p 6= q, that is,Ax andAy are not in the same cluster, thenxRy = false: p 6= q →
xRy = false.
Lemma 5.1.1.R is an equivalence relation.
Proof. First, R is reflexive as∀Ai ∈ A,AiRAi. Second, it is symmetric, as for all
i, j, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n,AiRAj means thatAi andAj are in the same cluster which
impliesAjRAi. Third, it is transitive, as wheneverAi is in the same cluster asAj andAj
is the same cluster asAt, thenAi is in the same cluster asAt, thereforeAiRAt.
Definition 5.1.8. Confidential Association Hiding. Let Ã be the data set after applying
a sequence of modifications onA and an unordered pair(Ai, Aj) ∈ A2. AiRAj is hidden
if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. l = AiRAj in A,
2. g = ÃiRÃj in Ã,
3. g 6= l
Our purpose here is to do general value hiding as Definition 5.1.5 and user-defined
confidential association hiding as Definition 5.1.8. Particularly, we need to approximate
A with Ã in which the original values of sensitive attributes are generally distorted, and
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prespecified confidential cluster properties are protectedfrom being extracted byK-means
clustering. Either memberships of subjects are shifted into a new cluster different than their
original ones, or pairwise associations of subject pairs are negated. In the meantime, the
negative side effects of data modification on nonconfidential memberships are limited.
5.2 NMF andK-means Clustering
Clustering algorithms group a set of subjects into clusters. They are divided into two
groups: hard clustering and soft clustering. Hard clustering assigns one subject to ex-
actly one cluster. Soft clustering computes a distributionof a subject over all clusters, and
a subject has fractional membership in several clusters [15]. K-means clustering is a hard
clustering algorithm. SubjectAi is assigned to clusterCk if it is closest to the centroid,
ck, by some distance measure. Variation on its distances to theK c ntroids might incur a
shift ofAi from its old cluster to a new cluster. In [26], it shows there is some connection
betweenK-means clustering and NMF. Based on their relationship, a DVH approach is
proposed.
All the pairwise distances between the rows ofA can create a symmetric matrixP ∈
Rn×n+ that stores a collection of pairwise distances between eachp ir of subjects inA,
P =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
p21 0 . . . . . . . . .










where the diagonal elements are self-distances and they areequal to zero. Each element
pij corresponds to the distance or dissimilarity between subjectsi andj. In general,pij is
a nonnegative value that is close to zero when the subjectsi andj are very similar to each
other, and becomes larger the more they differ. We use the most popular distance measure,
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the Euclidean distance, to calculateP ,
Pij = ‖Ai − Aj‖F
=
(











if i 6= j.
(5.2)
whereAi andAj arem-dimensional data subjects.
Inner product of each row can produce the inner product similarity matrixS = AAT .
An interesting observation onP andS is that they demonstrate block patterns if we arrange
the subjects from the same cluster together [11]. The heat maps ofP andS of IRIS data set
[2] in Fig. 5.1(b) and 5.1(c) show 9 blocks each since IRIS is partitioned into3 clusters. The
darkness in dissimilarity matrix of IRIS in Fig. 5.1(b) shows the smaller within-cluster dis-
similarity. The solution of the clustering should either maximize within-cluster similarity
or minimize within-cluster dissimilarity.

































Figure 5.1: Cluster Distribution and Property Matrices of IRIS. (a) data distribution. (b)
dissimilarity matrix of IRIS:P . (c) similarity matrix: S. (d) DDT , D: cluster indicator
matrix.
The clustering solution can be represented by a nonnegativecluster indicator matrix





0 if Ai /∈ Ck,
1√
|Ck|
if Ai ∈ Ck. (5.3)
EachD.k is normalized to unit length so thatDTD = I.
One can easily see that the elements ofD are between0 and 1 and the sum of the
elements in each row ofD is equal to1. The significance ofDik is that it denotes the
membership ofAi or for the soft clustering, it reflects the degree to whichAi associates











We useC̃ to denoteDTA.
For thekth cluster, the sum of all the members inCk can be represented in terms of the








Now if we useD as a representation of the clustering solution, then the objctive func-
tion for seeking aD givenA can be encoded with asymmetric convex coding(SCC) model






J = ‖S −DBDT‖2. (5.6)
Here,S is defined as
S = (Sij)i∈[1,n],j∈[1,n] = AA
T .






The proof process in [11] is as follows:
J = ‖S −DBDT‖2
= tr[(S −DBDT )T (S −DBDT )]
= tr(STS − STDBDT −DBTDTS +DBTDTDBDT )
= tr(STS)− 2tr(DBDTS) + tr(DBTBDT )
= tr(STS)− 2tr(DTSDB) + tr(BB)
(5.8)
The above deduction uses the property of tracetr(XY ) = tr(Y X), ST = S, BT = B and









= −2DTSD + 2B = 0,
(5.9)
and setting it to zero, we obtain
B = DTSD = DTAATD = C̃C̃T . (5.10)
Now (5.8) becomestr(STS)− tr(BB). Sincetr(STS) is a constant, the minimization of
J is reduced to the maximization oftr(BB). The proof is completed.
Hence, theK by K symmetric matrixB can be viewed as a cluster-similarity ma-
trix such that its diagonal elementBii denotes within-cluster similarity ofCi and its off-
diagonal elementBij denotes the similarity between theith clusterCi and thejth cluster
Cj.
5.2.1 K-means Clustering
Next, we examine theK-means clustering. In theK-means clustering, the objective func-














In [26], it shows that the minimization (5.11) is equivalentto he maximization
max
DT D=I,D∈Rn×K+
L(D) = tr(DTSD). (5.12)
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TA)Tk = −tr((DTA)(DTA)T )
= −tr(DTAATD).
(5.17)
NowL in (5.13) becomes
L = tr(AAT )− tr(DTAATD)
= tr(S)− tr(DTSD). (5.18)
Sincetr(S) is a constant,minL becomesmaxL(D) = tr(DTSD). The proof is com-
pleted.
Considering (5.10),max tr(DTSD) is equivalent tomax tr(B) that is to maximize the
sum of the diagonal elements ofB which represent the within-cluster similarities.
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5.2.2 Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
Choosing one NMF algorithm, a data setA can be decomposed into two nonnegative factor
matrices. The transformation fromA to Ã can be defined as follows:Given a nonnegative
data modelA ∈ Rn×m+ , find two nonnegative matricesH ∈ Rn×K+ andW ∈ RK×m+ with
K being the number of clusters inA, that minimizeQ, whereQ is an objective function
defining the nearness between the matricesA andHW . The modified version ofA is
denoted as̃A = HW .
The choice of the objective functionQ affects the solution of̃A. Here, the Euclidean





Q = ‖A−HW‖2F . (5.19)
In [26], a proof on the equivalence betweenK-means clustering and NMF is presented,
which starts from doing some manipulations onQ
Q = ‖A−HW‖2F
= tr((A−HW )T (A−HW ))
= tr(ATA− ATHW −W THTA +W THTHW )
= tr(ATA)− 2tr(ATHW ) + tr(W THTHW )
(5.20)











We obtainHTA = HTHW . If we apply the orthogonality restriction into NMF such that
HTH = I, thenW = HTA. SubstitutingW with HTA in (5.20), we have
Q = tr(ATA)− tr(W TW )
= tr(ATA)− tr(ATHHTA). (5.21)
Comparing (5.21) with (5.18), ifH = D, thenQ = L, i.e., under the restriction of orthog-
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Therefore,H is cluster indicator matrix ofA andHTA is cluster centroid matrix, which
isW . Without the orthogonal restriction onH, the standard NMF is a kind of soft clustering
where one subject might belong to several clusters with different weights. The membership
of theith subject can therefore be assigned according to the largest weight inHi.
5.2.3 NMF-based Clustering
The equivalence between NMF andK-means clustering is the basis of NMF-based cluster-


















Hi = (hi1 hi2 . . . his . . . hik), i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Wj = (wj1 wj2 . . . wjt . . . wjm), j = 1, 2, . . . , K.
H represents the cluster indicator matrixD, andW represents the cluster center matrixC.
Each row ofW is a basis vector to represent one of theK clusters. Each row ofH is a
factor vector of one ofn subjects. Each of the subjects can be approximately represented





Each elementhij indicates to which degree the subjecti belongs to the clusterCj, while
each elementwij represents the weight of contribution of attributej to the clusterCi.
If the subjecti belongs to the clusterCx, thenhix will take on a larger value than the
rest of the elements inHi. NMF can be viewed as a kind of unsupervised learning that the
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Figure 5.2: The process of dual privacy protection.
membership of the subjects can be determined byH [85]. The NMF-based clustering rule
is described as: the subjectAx is placed in the clusterCp if hxp is the largest element in its
factor vectorHx, i.e.,
Ax ∈ Cp, if p = argmax
j
{hxj}.
This rule implies that any modification on factor vectors maychange the memberships of
the corresponding subjects. Based on this insight, we design three factor swapping schemes
(described in§5) based on modifyingHx andHy to change the membership of a single
subjectx or a pairwise relationshipxRy.
5.3 Proposed Approach
In this section, we describe the proposed dual privacy preserving approach consisting of
one data hiding scheme and three pattern hiding schemes. Allchemes are based on a basic
factorization scheme via an NMF on the original data set.
Fig. 5.2 is a process diagram of the dual privacy protection.A is created onT after data
collection. The steps are:
1. K-means clustering is run onA and its result of subject memberships is used astruth.
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2. NMF ofA generates two submatricesH andW .
3. Factor swapping schemes are used to transform the factor vectorsH to Ĥ.
4. Ĥ is combined withW to form a modified data set̃A.
5. K-means clustering is run on the modified dataÃ.
6. Confidential subject memberships are examined. Step 3 and4 are repeated until
confidential memberships and relationships are hidden.
7. OneÃ is outputted for release.
Four schemes in the diagram will be elaborated in the following part of this section, as well
as how they are adopted to hide values and memberships.
5.3.1 Basic Factorization Scheme
Given a prespecifiedK, the original data setA is decomposed intoH andW . A standard
way to findH andW is by the following least-squares optimization, which minimizes the










(Aij − (HW )ij)2. (5.23)
NMF algorithms generally begin by initial estimates of the matricesH andW , followed
by alternating iterations to improve these estimates. Projected gradient method proposed
by Lin [51] is used in our implementation to directly minimize (5.23).
The full factorization ofA amounts to the two nonnegative matricesH andW as well
as a residualU , such that:A = HW + U . The elements of the residual matrix can
either be negative or positive.̃A is taken asHW , an approximate ofA. Therefore, value
difference caused by removingU can hide original values. The non-uniqueness ofH and
W is advantageous to prevention of privacy breach.
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The transformation ofA to Ã leads to value distortion and the relative information loss.
To be more precise in talking about the amount of privacy protection, we need some scalar
measures. In information theory, the mutual information betwe n an attributeX of A and
its distorted counterpart̃X in Ã, denoted byI(X; X̃), measures how much informatioñX
tell us aboutX, that is, how much information went through the transformation from A
into Ã. I(X; X̃) is the reduction in uncertainty aboutX due to the knowledge of̃X











wherep(x, x̃) is the joint probability distribution of finding valuesx and x̃, andp1(x)
andp2(x̃) are the marginal probability distribution functions ofX andX̃. He(X) is the




p(xi) logb p(xi), (5.25)
where entropy is measured in bits whenb is2. WhenX andX̃ are independent,I(X; X̃)=0,
which impliesX̃ can provide no inference onX [22]. Therefore, both the privacy risk and
data utility loss can be measured as the mutual information of attributes. In the intuitive
sense, a smallerI(X; X̃) may lessen the disclosure risk of the original attributeX; and on
the other hand, it causes more information loss and more damaged data utility.
We define amutual information row vector M ∈ R1×m. Each element represents
mutual information between one attribute and its distortedcounterpart:
M = (I(A.j; Ã.j))j. (5.26)
The relative privacy risks among the attributes can be somehw quantified inM .







whereE is a row vector whose elements are attribute entropies defined in (5.25). ||.||F is
the Frobenius norm.ED shows how much the total distortion on the self-informationof
all the attributes.
5.3.2 Pattern Hiding Strategies
Given a data setA with K clusters,H andW are computed. Themax-min factor swap-
ping scheme, the factor index swapping schemeand thehybrid modification schemeare
described as follows.
Scheme 1: Max-Min Factor Swapping Scheme.Let x be the index of the selected
subject inA. The factor vector ofAx isHx = (hx1 hx2 . . . hxj . . . hxK). The largest factor




{hxj}, max = hx(IdYmax),
Idmin = argmin
j
{hxj}, min = hx(IdYmin).
then
hx(Idmax) ← min, hx(Idmin) ← max.
Scheme 2: Factor Index Swapping Scheme.Given(x, y) ∈ A2, x andy are the indices
of one selected subject pair inA. The factor vectors ofAx andAy are
Hx =(hx1 hx2 . . . hxj . . . hxK),









• If Ax andAy do not have the same index of the maximum factors,i.e., IdXmax 6=





• If Ax andAy have the same index of the maximum factors,i.e. IdXmax = IdYmax,
we swap the maximum factor ofAy with any factor not in the same index as the
maximum factor ofAx. There existst, 1 ≤ t ≤ k, t 6= IdXmax,
hy(IdYmax) ← h(y, t)
hyt ← maxy
Scheme 3: Hybrid Swapping Scheme.Given(x, y) ∈ A2, assume that the factor vectors
of Ax andAy are
Hx = (hx1 hx2 . . . hxj . . . hxk),




{hxj}, maxx = h(x, IdXmax),
IdXmin = argmax
j
{hxj}, minx = h(x, IdXmin).
The factor vector ofAy is modified based onAx by substituting its maximum and minimum
factors for those in the same indices ofAy, then swapping them,i.e.,
hy(IdXmax) ← minx
hy(IdXmin) ← maxx
5.3.3 Single Membership Hiding
To hide the membership of one subject, we can make a shift of the subject from its source
cluster to any other cluster. Since the hiding process is built on the basic data factoriza-
tion, the non-uniquesness of the NMF solution may lead to unpredictable results. Different
factor matricesH andW may cause a different shift of the subject even though the same
hiding scheme is adopted. In order to improve the predictabili y on results and take advan-
tage of the flexibility of NMF, we make use of the iterations inNMF to find an optimal
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Algorithm 8 Single membership hiding.
Input: a data set T with its vector space model A, cluster
truth C, the index x of the confidential subject, the old
membership of Ax, the new membership of Ax.
Output: Ã, H, W, Ĥ (one distorted version of H)
begin
Label←− the old membership of Ax;
while Label 6=the new membership ofAx or sideEffect6= 0 do
conduct basic factorization scheme to generate H and W;
conduct Scheme 1 on factor vector Hx to produce Ĥ;
compute Ã← Ĥ ∗W;
run clustering procedure on Ã to get new cluster labels;
Label ← the new cluster label of Ax;
check other subjects’ membership shifts;
update sideEffect.
end
output Ĥ, W and Ã.
end
Figure 5.3: Algorithm 1: Single membership hiding.
factorization that fulfills the requirement on value hidingand membership hiding simulta-
neously. Algorithm 8 in Fig. 5.3 is a single membership hiding scheme. The algorithm
repeatedly executes basic factorization ofA andmax-min factor swapping schemeon the
factor vector of confidential subject until the while condition meets, and a solution is found
with zero side effects on the nonconfidential memberships.
Measuring theundesirable side effects associated with the pattern hiding schemes is
a necessary part of the evaluation. An optimal hiding solutin should be the one where
only the user-specified pattern is hidden and all the rest of the patterns are kept intact,i.e.,
there are no extra changes or nonzero side effects. Because in our experiments, the initial
centroids are fixed for all the executions of theK-means algorithm, we can quantify the side
effects as a rate of the number of shifting subjects among thenumber of nonconfidential
subjects. Here, only the shift of memberships is taken into consideration.
For example, when hiding the membership of one subject in IRIS, if 5 other subjects are
shifted to clusters different from their original ones, theside effect rate can be calculated as
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Algorithm 9 Single-pair relationship changing.
Input: a data set T with its vector space model A, cluster truth
C, a pair (x, y) with a confidential relationship: (xRy)old.




while pairNOT == pairTruth or sideEffect6= 0 do
conduct basic factorization scheme to generate H and W;
modify the factor vectors:
Hx or Hy by Scheme 2 or Scheme 3 to
produce Ĥ;
compute Ã← Ĥ ∗W;
run clustering procedure on Ã to get new cluster labels;
pairNOT ← (xRy)new;
check other subjects’ membership shifts;
update sideEffect.
end
output Ĥ, W and Ã.
end
Figure 5.4: Algorithm 2: Single-pair relationship changing.
5/149, that is3.36%. Obviously, the lower the side effect rate, the better the data usability
following a hiding scheme.
5.3.4 Single-pair Relationship Changing
By Definition 3.7, the relationshipxRy represents whether subjectx and subjecty belong
to the same group. This relationship change onxRy is binary: from true to false or from
false to true. IfxRy is negated in the learning result from̃A, then we consider it as a
successful hiding. The membership shifts ofx andy are not limited and either one or both
can be shifted. However, changes on other subjects’ memberships are not expected. The
side effects should be avoided or limited.
Given a user-specified subject pair(x, y) in A, with the confidential relationship, the
problem can be formulated as
Ψ : (A, (x, y), Scheme)→ Ã.
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(a) Cluster distribution of IRIS.














K−means clustering on IRIS
(b) K-means clustering on IRIS.
Figure 5.5: IRIS dataset and cluster distribution.
Fig. 5.4 is the proposed procedure to change a single-pair rel tionship. Considering multi-
ple pair-wise relationship hiding, we can rewrite the iteraion condition in the algorithm to
change the pair relationships one by one.
5.4 Performance Evaluation
We conduct experiments on the IRIS data set to evaluate the performance of the proposed
four schemes. IRIS contains3 clusters of50 subjects each, where each cluster refers to a
type of iris plant and each subject has4 attributes. As Fig. 5.5(a) shows, one cluster in cross
marks is linearly separable from the other two in circle and square marks; the latter two
clusters are not linearly separable from each other. Even thoug the experiments are mainly
designed for an evaluation of three DPH schemes, the DVH by the basic factorization
scheme is also examined.K-means clustering is used as a learning tool. For the number of
clustersK, we simply use the known number of the clusters. Note that howto choose the
optimal number of clusters is a nontrivial model selection problem and beyond the scope
of this study [11].
To achieve a fair comparison of results, during theK-means clustering in all the ex-
periments, the initial cluster centroids are fixed as the first three data subjects in the IRIS.
First, theK-means algorithm is run on IRIS to produce3 clusters denoted byC1, C2, C3, 3
centroids denoted byc1, c2, c3 and the corresponding cluster labels. The cluster distribution
created from theK-means algorithm is shown in Figure 5.5(b).C3 marked in circle contains
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50 subjects.C2 marked in square andC1 in cross contain61 and39 subjects, respectively.
17 subjects are incorrectly grouped and the correct classification rate is88.7%. This cluster
distribution defined asC1, C2, C3 in Fig. 5.5(b) is considered as thetruth for estimating
clustering accuracy in the subsequent experiments. The following is a description of the
truth. To make it clear, the indices are used.
C1 = {101− 150} − {102, 107, 114, 115, 120, 122, 124,
127, 128, 134, 139, 143, 147, 150}+ {51, 53, 78}.
C2 = {51− 100} − {51, 53, 78}+ {102, 107, 114, 115,
120, 122, 124, 127, 128, 134, 139, 143, 147, 150}.
C3 = {1− 50}.
The three cluster centroids are
c1 = [ 6.8538 3.0769 5.7154 2.0538 ] ,
c2 = [ 5.8836 2.7410 4.3885 1.4344 ] ,
c2 = [ 5.0060 3.4180 1.4640 0.2440 ] .
Then a series of experiments are conducted to evaluate the proposed methods. The
experiments abide by a common procedure, shown as Fig. 5.2 from the basic data mod-
ification to a modified version. The released version is an optimal solution for both data
hiding and pattern hiding. As far as learning accuracy and the validation of pattern hiding
are concerned, a comparison is made between the clustering truth and the clustering result
from a modified data set.
The computation ofH andW by NMF is implemented by an algorithm in [51]. In our
experiments, the tolerance for a relative stopping condition is10−4. The time limit is6000
seconds and the number of iterations is limited to3000.
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Table 5.1: The notations of seven methods.
Method Name Method Citation
NMF Ã = HW ,H ∈ Rn×K ,W ∈ RK×m. [81]
Arp Ã = AR, R ∈ Rm×m.
Arpo Ã = AR, R ∈ Rm×m, RRT = I. [43]
rpA Ã = RA, R ∈ Rn×n.
rpoA Ã = RA, R ∈ Rn×n, RTR = I.
UD Ã = A + U , U ∈ Rn×m. [16, 30]
ND Ã = A +N ,N ∈ Rn×m. [45, 7]
5.4.1 Effectiveness of Basic factorization Scheme
As can be seen in many fields, there are many different methodsfor the same objective. We
begin with a comparison of our proposed basic factorizationscheme with six external per-
turbation methods shown in Table 5.1. NMF is used here to denote the basic factorization
scheme. One noise-additive method denoted by ND is to add normally distributed noise
that is generated with a meanµ = 0 and a standard deviationσ = 2, to the original IRIS
data set. Another noise-additive method is denoted by UD that adds uniformly distributed
noise generated from the interval [0, 3] to IRIS. Four multiplicative perturbation methods
use a projection matrix,R, is created by randomly sampling from some distribution with
µ = 0 and some varianceσ2r = 1e− 4. R is of sizem×m for the right multiplication and
n × n for the left multiplication, since in our study, the dimensions of the original and the
distorted matrices are supposed to be the same. For each case,R can be either nonorthonor-
mal or orthonormal. The shorthands areArp, Arpo, rpA andrpoA as described in Table
5.1.
Experiments: Seven modified data sets are computed on the IRIS data. Mutual infor-
mation vectorM and self-information distortionED, as defined in (5.26) and (5.27), are
calculated and listed in Table 5.2.K-means clustering accuracies are estimated on the truth
created in the beginning of this section. We list all the accura ies in Table 5.2. All external
perturbation methods here have the property of randomness.NMF solution is not unique
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(b) Mutual information vectorM .

















(c) K-means clustering accuracy.
Figure 5.6: Comparison of seven data value hiding methods.
with random initial values. Therefore, the result here is considered as a demonstration of
effectiveness on IRIS data set of different methods on privacy protection and information
maintenance. The following analysis is made on the results of this particular experiment
with previously specified parameters, even though some observations can be extended to
some general senses.
Discussions:ED,M andK-means accuracy of seven methods are shown in Fig. 5.6(a),
5.6(b) and 5.6(c), respectively. In Fig. 5.6(b), the four columns ofM are grouped into four
groups, each of which has eight bars. The first seven bars are the mutual information
between the original attribute and its distorted value in seven data sets. From left to right in
each group, the seven methods are placed in the same order as in Table 5.1. The rightmost
bar in each group represents the mutual information betweenan original attribute and itself,
which we know is the maximum value of the group. We can comparethe privacy risk of
each attribute under seven methods by following the common sense: the shorter bar with
smaller mutual information means the distorted attribute will disclose less information on
its original value than the taller bar with larger mutual information. Our proposed NMF-
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based scheme demonstrates a better protection on attribute2 and 4. We also see this scheme
performs well in the clustering. It seems that in this experim ntal environment,Arp and
rpA cause lest information disclosure due to mutual information of all four attributes are
zero. However, theirK-means clustering accuracies is relatively lower. They appe rs not
to be a good candidate for privacy preserving applications emphasizing the data utility.
Similarly, entropy distortionED in Fig. 5.6(a) and at the sixth column of Table 5.2, can
be viewed as a measure of how much information are not carriedinto the distorted data. By
an unit-valuedED,Arp andrpA preserve no entropy of original values. Correspondingly,
theirK-means clustering accuracies here are lower than some others. Roughly speaking,
ED is a one-dimensional measure of information loss, comparedto the mutual information.
Next we will turn to the evaluation of the proposed DPH schemes.
5.4.2 Membership Hiding Using Scheme 1
In this experiment, Scheme 1 is evaluated in hiding the membership of the50th subject. In
the truth as defined earlier, the membership of the50th subject isC3. A shift toC2 or C1
will hide its original membership. An optimal solution withminimal side effects can be
obtained through the NMF iterations. First, the subject is de igned to be shifted toC2. One
optimalW for this case is computed as:
W ∗ =
[
2.4284 1.5910 0.5626 0
2.0386 0.1599 2.1913 0.5940
0.6671 1.6579 0.2504 0.5813
]
.
The factor vector of the50th subject is
H50 = [ 1.8918 0.1394 0.1679 ] .
After swapping its maximum and minimum factor elements by using Scheme 1, the new
factor vector is
Ĥ50 = [ 0.1394 1.8918 0.1679 ] .
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Leaving all the other factor vectors unchanged inĤ, an optimal modified versioñA is
constructed as the product of̂H andW ∗. When theK-means clustering is run oñA, the
result is a clean shift of the50th subject fromC3 toC2 without any additional membership
changes in the rest of subjects. That means the side effect rat is 0%. Therefore, an optimal
release data set can be taken asÃ∗ = ĤW ∗.
Next, we will make anther shift ofT50 to C1. An optimalW generated from the NMF
iterations and the corresponding factor vector ofT50 are as follows:
W ∗∗ =
[
1.4285 1.1208 0.2422 0.0210
1.6549 0 1.3761 0.1504
1.6739 1.2329 1.6303 0.8675
]
,
H50 = [ 2.9082 0.4674 0.0392 ] .
By executing Scheme 1, we have
Ĥ50 = [ 0.0392 0.4674 2.9082 ] .
Accordingly,Ã∗ = ĤW ∗∗ is an optimal solution for a shift of the50th subject fromC3 to
C1. This solution does not bring any other shifts so that the rest of the subjects remain in
their original groups. The side effect is 0%.
We also conduct experiments on shifting subjects fromC2 to C1 or C3 and fromC1 to
C2 or C3. For the80th subject, one optimalW and the distorted80th factor vector for the
shift fromC2 toC1 are
W ∗ =
[
2.7044 0 1.7202 0
1.3825 0.6344 1.4931 0.6260
1.1411 0.9137 0.1900 0.0175
]
,
Ĥ80 = [ 1.8403 1.4754 0.5700 ] .
For the shift ofA80 fromC2 toC3, one optimal solution is
W ∗ =
[
0.0284 3.2999 0 0.9529
1.6979 0.9374 0.4465 0
1.0185 0 1.9840 0.8098
]
,
Ĥ80 = [ 2.6486 0.0360 1.1725 ] .
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For the130th subject, one optimal solution for the shift fromC1 toC2 is
W ∗ =
[
2.0319 0.7374 0.8519 0
0.8570 1.0289 0 0.0619
0.1169 0 3.4679 2.1375
]
,
Ĥ130 = [ 0.4487 3.3424 0.8188 ] .
For the shift ofA130 fromC1 toC3, we have
W ∗ =
[
0.1830 5.2784 0 0.8378
0.9032 0 3.1744 1.4457
2.6576 1.1713 0.7117 0
]
,
Ĥ130 = [ 2.2949 1.2681 0.0492 ] .
These experimental results show that by using the iterationpr cedure described in Algo-
rithm 8 in Fig. 5.3, an optimal solution without any side effects can be computed for mem-
bership hiding in IRIS. The experimental result demonstrates that Scheme 1 is an effective
way to hide confidential memberships. We note that an optimalsolution is not unique.
5.4.3 Relationship Change Using Scheme 2
Given a user-specified pair with the confidential relationship, (x, y) in the IRIS, using
Scheme 2 to changexRy, the problem isΨ : (IRIS, (x, y), Scheme 2) → Ã∗, whereÃ∗ is
an optimal solution without any side effects on other subject memberships.
Test 1: Ψ : (IRIS, (50, 80), Scheme 2) → Ã∗. 50R80 is false in the clustering truth of
IRIS. We need to find añA∗ to change the relationship torue. Scheme 2 is carried out to
produce an optimal factorization where the basis matrix is
W ∗ =
[
0.1261 3.3805 0 0.8557
1.7367 0.9309 0.4587 0
1.4324 0 2.8763 1.1859
]
.
The corresponding factor vectors are
H50 = [ 0.1948 2.8354 0.0336 ] ,
H80 = [ 0.0496 2.6134 0.8012 ] .
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We may notice that the second elements of both vectors have the largest values, and they
should be in the same cluster as the NMF-based clustering rule suggests. The truth here is
that they are in the different clusters. Since our aim is to change their relationship, it does
not matter what the NMF-based clustering rule suggests, as long as we can negate their
existing relationship. Then according toH50 andH80, we modifyH80 by Scheme 2 to get
a new factor vector
Ĥ80 = [ 2.6134 0.0496 0.8012 ] .
Running theK-means clustering oñA∗ = ĤW ∗, 50R80 is changed totrue as the mem-
bership of the80th subject is shifted fromC2 toC3.
Test 2: Ψ : (IRIS, (50, 30), Scheme 2) → Ã∗. 50R30 is true in the clustering truth of




0 1.2589 0.9849 1.2493
0.5481 0 0.7449 0.2294
1.1574 0.8411 0.1990 0
]
.
The corresponding factor vectors are
H50 = [ 0 0.8505 3.9160 ] ,
H30 = [ 0.0650 1.0059 3.6315 ] .
We then modifyH30 by Scheme 2 to get a new factor vector
Ĥ30 = [ 3.6315 1.0059 0.0650 ] .
Running theK-means clustering oñA∗ = ĤW ∗, 50R30 is changed tofalse as the mem-
bership of the30th subject is shifted fromC3 toC2.
Test 3: Ψ : (IRIS, (50, 30), (80, 130), Scheme 2) → Ã∗. In this experiment, two confi-
dential relationships are specified as50R30 and80R130. 50R30 is true and80R130 is
false in the truth clustering of IRIS. AñA∗ is required to negate these two relationships.
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Compared to the previous two experiments, the number of iterat ons increases. After 16
iterations, an optimal factorization is found as
W ∗ =
[
0.2297 1.1217 1.7552 1.5272
1.3011 0.9201 0.2528 0
2.5082 0.7222 2.0846 0.5569
]
.
H30 andH130 are modified based on Scheme 2. The modified factor vectors are
Ĥ30 = [ 3.0946 0.0978 0.2770 ] ,
Ĥ130 = [ 0.2837 2.3770 0.9609 ] .
Then theK-means clustering is run oñA∗ = ĤW ∗, 50R30 is changed tofalse as the
membership of the30th subject is shifted fromC3 to C2. 80R130 is changed totrue as
the membership of the130th subject is shifted fromC1 to C2. The solution is not unique,
however, the following solution is generated after 77 iterations:
W ∗ =
[
1.2481 1.5489 1.6029 1.1703
2.1535 0.2067 2.1337 0.5170
1.6640 1.1971 0.3128 0
]
.
The above three experiments indicate the viability of Scheme 2 in changing subject
relationships. Similar to the membership hiding, in our experiments, an optimal solution
has always been obtainable with zero side effects on memberships.
5.4.4 Relationship Change Using Scheme 3
In this section, the experiments are to examine the effectivness of Scheme 3 on solving
the problem defined asΨ : (IRIS, (x, y), Scheme 3) → Ã∗, whereÃ∗ is an optimal so-
lution without any side effect. In order to make a comparisonwith Scheme 2, the three
experiments are executed under the same conditions as in theprevious section.
Test 1: Ψ : (IRIS, (50, 80), Scheme 3) → Ã∗. Scheme 3 is carried out to distort the factor
vector ofH80. An optimal solution is generated after 6 iterations, wherethe80th subject





2.9125 2.3836 0.3245 0
0.9380 0.1511 0.7462 0.1220
0 3.5909 1.5772 2.7915
]
.
The two corresponding factor vectors are
H50 = [ 1.2916 1.3134 0.0083 ] ,
H80 = [ 0.6076 4.1582 0.1534 ] .
The distortedH80 by Scheme 3 is
Ĥ80 = [ 0.6076 0.0083 1.3134 ] .
Test 2: Ψ : (IRIS, (50, 30), Scheme 3) → Ã∗. One Ã∗ is found. By running theK-
means clustering oñA∗ = ĤW ∗, the membership of the30th subject is shifted fromC3 to
C1. 50R30 is changed tofalse. The basis matrix in the solution is
W ∗ =
[
1.3317 0.6553 0.3877 0
0.5512 1.4534 0 0.2278
1.0108 0.0979 1.9947 0.8511
]
.
The two factor vectors are
H50 = [ 3.4230 0.7278 0.0373 ] ,
H30 = [ 3.1115 0.7687 0.1648 ] .
We distortH30 by Scheme 3 as
Ĥ30 = [ 0.0373 0.7687 3.4230 ] .
Test 3: Ψ : (IRIS, (50, 30), (80, 130), Scheme 3)→ Ã∗. After just 2 iterations, an optimal
factorization is produced as
W ∗ =
[
1.0557 0 2.0637 0.8439
0.0048 2.5042 0 0.7697




The related factor vectors are
H30 = [ 0.1599 0.2412 2.9743 ] ,
H50 = [ 0.0480 0.2108 3.2206 ] ,
H80 = [ 1.1291 0.0318 2.9315 ] ,
H130 = [ 2.1085 0.0393 3.2880 ] .
H30 andH130 are modified based on Scheme 3. The modified factor vectors are
Ĥ30 = [ 3.2206 0.2412 0.0480 ] ,
Ĥ130 = [ 2.1085 2.9315 0.0318 ] .
TheK-means clustering is run oñA∗ = ĤW ∗, 50R30 is changed tofalse as the mem-
bership of the30th subject is shifted fromC3 to C2. 80R130 is changed totrue as the
membership of the130th subject is shifted fromC1 toC2.
Through these three experiments, we show that Scheme 3 can change specified rela-
tionships as Scheme 2 does. By setting a stopping condition wth which the side effects
are zero, an optimal solution can be computed and it is not unique. We note that multiple
relationship hiding does not necessarily take more time than e single relationship hiding.
5.5 Conclusion
Inspired by the equivalence between NMF andK-means clustering, we present a novel
technique to achieve simultaneous realization of data value hiding and pattern hiding. One
scheme is proposed to achieve basic data distortion by way ofNMF. Three schemes are
designed to slightly modify the related factors based on a modified data set generated from
NMF. Only through a single sequence of modifications on the original data set can these
two contradictory goals be achieved simultaneously.
The attractive advantage of the proposed technique is that asingle modified version
satisfies both of the two contradictory goals. On one hand, matrix f ctorization provides
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a good approximation of the original data sets. That supports our technique for distortion
on the data values and achieving comparable mining accuracy. On the other hand, taking
advantage of an underlying relationship of the factor vectors with cluster properties inK-
means clustering, our technique is capable of hiding confidetial patterns while keeping
intact nonconfidential patterns. Practically, the merit ofour technique is derived from the
fact that one released data version can provide dual protecti n on general data and spec-
ified patterns. The strength and efficiency of privacy protection are enhanced. Empirical
evaluation on the IRIS data set indicates that our techniqueis an attractive solution to a
combined hiding of data values and data patterns. In particular, an optimal solution with-
out any undesirable side effects on memberships can be easily computed as long as some
particular constraints are imposed on the NMF iterations. Our preliminary results show the
promising significance of NMF on privacy preserving data mining. More experiments are
needed to test the robustness and scalability of this technique on other data sets of larger
sizes. In addition, extension of pattern hiding concept from the data mining outcomes to
more underlying mechanism is worth more study.
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Table 5.2: Mutual information vectorM , entropy distortionED andK-means accuracy.
Method M: I (A j ; Ãj) ED Accuracy
No. Attr.1 Attr.2 Attr.3 Attr.4 (%)
NMF 1.0152 0.1194 1.14176 0.1467 0.2332 77.3
Arp 0 0 0 0 1 58.0
Arpo 0.9475 0.3554 0.05613 1.2699 0.5353 12.0
rpA 0 0 0 0 1 35.3
rpAo 0.4131 0.1597 0.4227 0.1376 1.1118 34.7
UD 0.4874 0.1797 1.17839 0.4318 0.3593 63.6
ND 0.3386 0.0887 0.78578 0.1452 0.7619 19.3
IRIS 1.8352 0.9933 2.4904 1.6686 0 88.7
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Chapter 6
An Improvement on Real-time
Performance of SVD-based Model
Besides effectiveness, a good PPDM model should be computationally economical and
practically robust for constant and dynamical data sources. First, it should be scalable
and computationally applicable to high-dimensional data.Secondly, it should be adaptive
to external perturbations, including the addition of new data, the removal of old data and
so on. Considering that data streaming is becoming more and more popular in online
environments, it is desirable that a good PPDM model make a quick response to external
perturbations and produce a new solution in real time.
The structural partition schemes in§3.5 can be used to speed up the SVD-based model.
By using the idea of divide-and-conquer, an original data set is partitioned into several
parts, then the distortion by the SVD is conducted on each part, a final result is generated by
combining all the distorted parts. In this chapter, we will discuss an improved incremental
SVD updating algorithm in the context of frequent data updates.
Before discussing the solutions for these two problems, it ihelpful to have a look at
Table 6.1, a simple comparison on the computation times of four data hiding methods on
a 3000 × 3000 matrix: thin SVD-based, NMF-based,Arp, Arpo. The experiments were
conducted inMATLAB 7.1. The absolute time do not have much meaning (it is machine-
dependent), however, the relative differences in running time would imply an ordering of
the speeds of these four methods.
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6.1 Performance Improvement Analysis on thin SVD-based
Model
Basically, a reduction of computation time for the model provides an increase in speed
on the model response time with data updates. Before we discuss possible solutions, it is
helpful to look at Table 6.1: a simple comparison of the computation times of four data
hiding methods on a3000× 3000 matrix: thin SVD-based, NMF-based,Arp, Arpo. The
experiment was conducted inMATLAB 7.1. The absolute time does not have much meaning
(as it is machine-dependent), however, the relative differences on the running time would
imply an ordering of the speeds of these four methods.
In Table 6.1, it is observable that the NMF-based model is significantly faster than the
other three methods, with a running time of only about7 seconds.Arp places second.
However,Arpo is very expensive, computationally, due to its orthogonalization operation,
while the thin SVD-based model runs much faster thanArpo partly because partial subma-
trices were used instead of the complete submatrices as in the complete SVD. By using the
thin SVD instead of the complete SVD, the running time is significantly decreased. Refer
to Table 6.1 to see that the CPU time for the complete SVD is553.3256 seconds, while the
thin SVD only takes124.3388 seconds. However, compared to the NMF-based model and
theArp model, some improvement is still required for the thin SVD-based method.
Table 6.1: A comparison of computation times.
the source matrix:3000 × 3000
Methods NMF-based thinSVD-based Arp Arpo complete SVD
CPU time (s) 7.0501 124.3388 33.2897 325.9687 553.3256
Parameter K = 100 K = 100 N (0, 1) N (0, 1) K = 3000
Computation Cost
ALS NMF iter×O(nmK)+subIter×O(tmK2 + tnK2)
complete SVD O(n2m + nm2 + m3)
thin SVD O(n2K + nK2 + K3)
Arp O(nm2)
Arpo O(nm2 + n3)
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If the data setA is subjected to frequent element additions, and at each time, a n w
distorted data set̃A must be computed, then the thin SVD-based method andArpo are
not scalable. In this chapter, we attempt to speed up the thinSVD-based model since the
thin SVD-based method experimentally demonstrates a competitive data mining accuracy
compared to the random projection model as shown in Table 6.1, which compares the
two models by conductingK-means clustering and classification by SVMlight [40] on the
Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Cancer Database (WDBC) [2]. WDBC contains 569 subjects
and 30 real attributes. 357 subjects are in the group of benign, and 212 are in the malignant
group. Its best known classification accuracy is97.5% using 10-fold cross validation [2].





Table 6.2: Accuracy comparison of five methods on WDBC.
Methods RE Parameter K-means % SVMlight %
thinSVD 0.0054 K=4 91.7399 96.1300
Arp 0.9721 σr=0.1109 85.2373 95.0791
Arpo 1.0727 σr=5.8627 84.3585 93.6731
rpA 1.0255 σr=0.0100 50.9666 51.1424
rpoA 1.3417 σr=1.4227 52.5483 53.9543
The thin SVD-based model consists of matrix decompositionsprimarily from the SVD
computation. Even though the algorithm is extremely stable, computing a full SVD is a
problem of the order ofO(nm2 +n2m+m3) for a matrix of sizen bym. All the data must
be processed at one time, and the computation time increasesquadratically or cubicly with
the addition of new subjects into the database.
The intuitive choice is to only modify the old SVD model to reflect the addition of
the new data records, not to re-compute the SVD of the new fulldata matrix. In the next
section, we will introduce an improved incremental SVD updating algorithm to enhance
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the performance of the thin SVD-based data hiding method.
6.2 Improved Incremental SVD Updating Algorithm
The improved incremental SVD algorithm is based on the updating methods introduced in
[87, 73]. This method requires one QR decomposition and one SVD per update. However,
these potentially expensive computations are performed onsmall intermediate matrices,
where the computational complexity depends on the size of the update and/or the reduced
dimensionK, but not on the size of the original data matrix. Depending onsubject/attribute
addition, there are two updating algorithms: subject-updating and attribute-updating. Es-
sentially, our improved incremental SVD algorithm is basedon the algorithms in [73].
6.2.1 Updating Subjects
Let A ∈ Rn×m be the data matrix, andA = [A0;T ]T , whereA0 ∈ Rt×m andT ∈ Rq×m










For simplicity, we useUK for U.(1:K), andVK for V.(1:K) in the following. The purpose
of the algorithm is to modify the SVD ofA0 based on the new data,T .
Let T̂ ∈ Rm×q and
T̂ = (Im − VKV TK )T T . (6.3)
Perform the QR decomposition of̂T , QTRT = T̂ , whereQT ∈ Rm×q is orthonormal, and



































In [73], a complete SVD ofÂ is computed. Here, a small improvement is made and a
rank-K approximation ofÂ is computed instead.
Â ≈ ÛKΣ̂K V̂ TK (6.6)











[VK QT ] V̂K
)T
. (6.7)
This procedure has a computational complexity ofO(K3 + (m+ t)K2 + (m+ t)Kq+ q3)
[73].
6.2.2 Updating Attributes
LetA ∈ Rn×m be the data matrix, andA = [A0, F ], whereA0 ∈ Rn×t andF ∈ Rn×p with
p the number of new attributes to be appended, andm = t+ p.
[A0 F ] −→ A. (6.8)
Let F̂ ∈ Rn×p and
F̂ = (In − UKUTK)F. (6.9)
Perform the QR decomposition of̂F , QFRF = F̂ , whereQF ∈ Rn×p is orthonormal, and
RF ∈ Rp×p is upper triangular. Then



























Table 6.3: Run time andRE of two SVD algorithms.
Rows Incremental thin SVD Lanczos thin SVD
Run time(s) RE Run time(s) RE
3000 218.7799 0.2729 242.9899 0.2720
4000 233.3299 0.2747 321.7100 0.2732
5000 228.0000 0.2758 396.6999 0.2740
6000 231.5399 0.2762 475.7899 0.2742
7000 242.0900 0.2764 568.7299 0.2743
8000 245.0100 0.2767 735.2900 0.2745
9000 244.5699 0.2772 736.9499 0.2749
10000 257.4699 0.2772 825.7900 0.2748
we do the same improvement as updating subjects in (6.6),
Â ≈ ŪKΣ̄K V̄ TK (6.12)














This procedure has a computational complexity ofO(K3+(m+t)K2+(m+t)Kp+p3)[73].
6.3 Experiments and Results
Several experiments were conducted inMATLAB 7.1 on synthetic data sets and real data
sets to compare the run time, relative error and data mining accur cy between Lanczos
SVD and the improved incremental thin SVD.
6.3.1 Subject/Row Updating by Incremental Thin SVD
In this experiment, the incremental thin SVD is examined by adding new subjects. The data
set is a synthetic real-value matrix of size of10000×1000 with the rank of100. The rank of
approximation in the thin SVD is set up to60. The starting matrix consists of the first2000
subjects. The rest of the8000 subjects are repetitively added to the starting matrix for8
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times. At each step,1000 new subjects are added and a new rank-60 thin SVD is computed
by two algorithms: Lanczos SVD and incremental SVD. The experim ntal results are listed
in Table 6.3 and are plotted in Figure 6.1.



























Figure 6.1: Run time andRE of incremental SVD updating (solid line) versus Lanczos
SVD (dashed line), as a function of a repetitive addition of1000 rows for 8 times, on a
10000 × 1000 random matrix and its rank is100. The upper figure shows the run time of
each addition. The lower figure showsRE.
The relative/approximation error here is defined in (6.1) asRE. If at each step, the
augmentation size is1000, then the run time of the incremental SVD based on the old SVD
approximation is much less than that of the Lanczos SVD. At the same time, there is not
much effect on the approximation error. For example, if calcul ting the full matrix by the
Lanczos SVD, it takes825.79 seconds; if updating the SVD from the size of9000× 1000,
the run time is257.47 seconds and is only31.18% of the run time for the Lanczos thin SVD.
Meanwhile, the relative error is0.2772, which is very similar to0.2748 by the Lanczos thin
SVD.
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6.3.2 Attribute/Column Updating by Incremental Thin SVD
A synthetic matrix of the size of3000 × 3000 with the rank of100 is randomly gener-
ated in order to examine the performance of attribute updating. The addition of the at-
tributes/columns to the starting matrix of size3000 × 80 is repeated100 times with22
columns each time. The rank of approximation is set to80. The comparison is shown in
Figure 6.2. For this data set, the advantages of incrementalSVD are attractive, considering
the cumulative CPU time for these100 additions is only29.1719 seconds, and at the same
time, the Lanczos SVD requires104.7306 seconds. Moreover, the approximation errors are
very close for the two methods.




































Figure 6.2: Run time andRE of incremental SVD updating (solid line) versus Lanczos
SVD (dashed line), as a function of a repetitive addition of 22 columns for 100 times, on
a 3000 × 3000 random matrix of rank 100. The top figure shows the run time of each
addition. The middle figure showsRE. The bottom figure is the amplified plot of the run
time of the incremental SVD.
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6.3.3 Performance Evaluation of the Incremental Thin SVD onWBC
In this experiment, the data mining accuracies are considered in the comparison and the
real WBC [2] database is used. WBC consists of699 subjects and10 integer-valued at-
tributes. The experiment is designed as follows: the starting matrix is set up to the first
199 subjects/rows and the approximation rank in SVD is7, then the rest of the500 subjects
are appended repeatedly by50 rows each time for10 times. At each time, for both meth-
ods, a new rank-7 approximation is computed and its data mining accuracies arevaluated
both on SVMlight classification andK-means clustering. Figure 6.3 shows the comparison
of run times and approximation errors of the two methods. Thetim of each step in the
incremental SVD is less than the time of the Lanczos SVD on thefull data matrix. The
difference between the two approximation errors is on the ord r of0.001.




























Figure 6.3: Run time andRE of incremental SVD updating (solid line) versus Lanczos
SVD (dashed line), as a function of a repetitive addition of50 rows for10 times, on WBC.
The upper figure shows the run time of each addition. The lowerfigu e shows theRE.
Secondly, by the two methods, the twenty data matrices with row numbers of249 to
699 are tested in SVMlight classification. Figure 6.4 shows thate accuracies of this data
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are the same as their counterparts by other methods. The testr sults imply that incremental
SVD does not introduce any observable effect on the classification accuracy.































Figure 6.4: SVM classification accuracy of two rank-7 approximations as a function of a
repetitive addition of50 rows. Two methods: incremental SVD updating (solid line) versus
Lanczos SVD (dashed line).
Thirdly, K-means clustering is executed on the two rank-7 approximations. One is the
rank-7 approximation by the Lanczos SVD of the original WBC and another is the rank-7
approximation by the incremental SVD, which is updated from199 rows to699 rows. We
examine whether the incremental SVD will affect the clustering quality. Figure 6.5 shows
the cluster distributions and Silhouette values for the twoapproximations of WBC.
In MATLAB 7.1, the Silhouette value,s(i), is used as a measure of how similar theith
subject is to subjects in its own cluster compared to subjects in other clusters. It ranges
from−1 to +1. It is defined inMATLAB 7.1 code as
s(i) = (min(b(i, :), 2)− a(i))./max(a(i), min(b(i, :), 2))
wherea(i) is the average distance from theith point to the other points in its cluster, and
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Figure 6.5: Cluster distribution and Silhouette Value ofK-means clustering on a rank-7
approximation of WBC, by Lanczos SVD and Incremental SVD, respectively. The two fig-
ures on the left are Cluster distribution and Silhouette Value using thin Lanczos SVD. The
two figures on the right are cluster distribution and Silhouette Value using thin Incremental
SVD, updated from199 rows to699 rows, and at each step increased by50 rows.
element-wise division. In this experiment, the row updating i calculating the thin SVD




























































































Figure 6.6: Silhouette Values of10 rank-7 approximations of WBC by the Incremental thin SVD andK-means clustering. The row size






























































































Figure 6.7: Silhouette Values of10 rank-7 approximations of WBC by thin Lanczos SVD andK-means clustering. The row size is





This chapter has presented an improved SVD-based data valuehiding method. The decom-
position is derived from updating the previous decompositin solution in an incremental
way, instead of starting a new decomposition on the full datamatrix. In our experiments,
the increase in speed associated with this improved method is encouraging. More impor-
tantly, no real differences compared to the traditional SVD-based method are found in the
data mining results. This will allow us to address the real-time performance concern with
the SVD-based method when a quick response is required for updates of large size. In
the meantime, this approach also provides possible supportfor the application of SVD in
On-Line Analytical Processing, which is essential in busine s data analysis featuring large




LetA be an input data matrix, we can compute two low-rank matricesB andC so that the
distance or distortion function betweenA andBC is minimized,i.e.,
minJ = △(A,BC)
Many matrix decompositions and fundamental tasks in data mining can be represented by
this formulation. This generalization provides greater insight into the data patterns and
affords an opportunity to develop new algorithms to discover inherent data patterns if we
can impose suitable constraints onA, B andC, or select different distance functions.
Defining△ as the Frobenius norm of(A−BC) in the matrix decomposition problem, if
B andC are unconstrained, the solution is a rank-k Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
If A, B andC are nonnegative, the decomposition can be formulated as a Nonnegative
Matrix Factorization (NMF) problem.
In this dissertation, we have shown that matrix decomposition techniques can be very
useful in data hiding or data disclosure control, in the application of privacy preserving
data mining. The flexibility of NMF allows us to tailor the factorization process to serve
our specific purposes in perturbing datasets.
I plan to continue my efforts on data mining related data processing and knowledge
discovery and extend my interests to other new application areas.
Currently, I am continuing my work onsimultaneous data pattern and data value
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hiding. In particular, I will attempt to address the instability ofNMF-based methods and
improve their scalability by formulating the data pattern hiding requirements as penalty
terms embedded into the objective function of NMF. Other problems that I am going to
work on include the initialization of NMF, minimization of side effects, and generalization
of our methods. Extension of the concepts of dual privacy protection to classification or
association rule mining would be another great challenge inmy future research agenda.
In the meantime, I am interested in developing an inclusive evaluation of our proposed
methods. My idea is to use spectral filtering techniques to analyze the reconstruction of
the original data from the distorted data from the viewpointf an attacker. This analysis
will provide an important reference on selecting the final data version, considering the
non-uniqueness of the solution of NMF. Furthermore, investigation on how to utilize our
methods on privacy protection of distributed datasets is also very interesting topic in my
research plan.
In the meantime, I will conduct further study on a multi-basis wavelet-based data hiding
strategy which has been proposed for fast data value protecti n in [52].
Another work in my plan is to study the situation of collaborative analysis, when the
data components are from different partners, and differentpartners have used different data
distortion methods to preprocess their datasets for privacy-preserving purposes. It is not
clear if a data mining algorithm can be run efficiently on a datase that has been processed
using several different data distortion techniques. This study will be done by analyzing
several popular data hiding techniques, to understand their properties, and to see if they
have some properties that would make the collaborative analysis difficult. This is actually
a very realistic situation, as one cannot in general ask the data owners to prepare the data
according to specific requirements. The best way for a data owner to protect the data
privacy is probably for the data owner not even to disclose the methods used to distort the
datasets, if satisfactory data mining results can be achieved without that information.
In the long term, I will explorenew applications of data matrix decomposition tech-
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niques in the area of management science and economics, and theprivacy and trust
issues from electronic collaboration and information sharing. Powerful matrix compu-
tation techniques can be used to process the data and providea feasible solution only if the
collected data can be represented by a matrix. Collaborative prediction can be formalized
as a learning problem where the training set is a matrix whosen nzero elements represent
known preferences of one user on one item. By adding a low-norm penalty to the distance
function△ in the matrix decomposition problem, a solution of the matrix decomposition
problem can be used to predict user preferences on unobserved items.
The third direction isthe application of higher-order matrix decomposition tech-
niques to multidimensional data. Images, video and medical data such as CT and MRI
are multidimensional data. Information loss is inherent intraditional methods since they
reduce multidimensional data to 2-dimensional data in order to apply the classical vec-
tor processing methods. Tensor decomposition can be used for medical image analysis
by treating the training images as a 3-dimensional cube. I aminterested in studying the





Appendix A: the Thin SVD-based data modification on WDBC(569× 30).
ThinSVD Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
rank RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
Maintain Maintain
1 0.0872 187.4091 0.0116 0.6000 0.7000 0.0324 0.0978 0.0066 17.4713 85.0615 91.0400
2 0.0341 181.2036 0.0374 0.2667 0.8667 0.0051 0.5204 0.0009 23.2184 83.8313 93.1500
3 0.0188 177.9243 0.0504 0.0000 1.0000 0.0022 1.1386 0.0003 31.9540 86.8190 94.3800
4 0.0054 171.5687 0.0800 0.0000 1.0000 0.0007 12.8134 0.0000 53.3333 91.7399 96.1300
5 0.0022 167.4872 0.1005 0.0000 1.0000 0.0001 34.5962 0.0000 55.1724 90.6854 96.8400
6 0.0012 163.1298 0.1299 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 53.2860 0.0000 59.3103 91.5641 95.6100
7 0.0006 155.0328 0.1721 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 75.9419 0.0000 59.7701 91.7399 95.9600
8 0.0004 151.3756 0.1882 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 85.1809 0.0000 62.7586 91.0369 94.7300
9 0.0003 149.2294 0.2028 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 91.0004 0.0000 71.2644 89.2794 94.9000
10 0.0002 143.5117 0.2343 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 96.5080 0.0000 73.5632 89.4552 94.5500
11 0.0001 136.0350 0.2827 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 98.7277 0.0000 83.2184 91.0369 94.5500
12 0.0001 127.5364 0.3125 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.3960 0.0000 85.7471 92.0914 94.5500
13 0.0001 127.1222 0.3190 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.5916 0.0000 85.5172 91.9156 94.5500
14 0.0000 125.4364 0.3264 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.7661 0.0000 88.7356 92.2671 95.7800
15 0.0000 121.2958 0.3454 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.8564 0.0000 89.1954 91.7399 95.7800
16 0.0000 120.8856 0.3524 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.8997 0.0000 91.0345 91.2127 96.6600
17 0.0000 120.4683 0.3560 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.9196 0.0000 93.7931 91.3884 96.6600
18 0.0000 116.4028 0.3729 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.9641 0.0000 97.0115 92.4429 96.4900
19 0.0000 116.1466 0.3856 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.9814 0.0000 97.7011 92.9701 96.4900
20 0.0000 113.2773 0.4057 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.9839 0.0000 99.0805 93.1459 96.8300
21 0.0000 106.1074 0.4314 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.9889 0.0000 98.6207 93.1459 96.4900
22 0.0000 103.2286 0.4482 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.9913 0.0000 99.0805 93.3216 96.3100
23 0.0000 100.6765 0.4623 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.9913 0.0000 99.5402 92.7944 96.6600
24 0.0000 96.4647 0.4804 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.9963 0.0000 100.0000 92.7944 96.8300
25 0.0000 88.4306 0.5241 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.9975 0.0000 100.0000 92.7944 96.4900
26 0.0000 76.4833 0.5901 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 99.9988 0.0000 100.0000 92.7944 96.4900
27 0.0000 65.0266 0.6511 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 100.0000 0.0000 100.0000 92.7944 96.1300
28 0.0000 58.1180 0.6918 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 100.0000 0.0000 100.0000 92.7944 95.7800
29 0.0000 36.5220 0.8096 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 100.0000 0.0000 100.0000 92.7944 95.9600




Appendix B: the Uniformly-Noise-Additive data modification on WDBC(569× 30).
Uniformly Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
Noise RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
UpperLimit Maintain Maintain
0.5000 0.0012 166.2086 0.1150 0.3333 0.8667 0.0002 4.1461 0.0013 2.9885 89.9824 0.0000
0.6970 0.0017 170.2118 0.1011 1.0000 0.6667 0.0003 3.2451 0.0019 1.8391 89.8067 0.0000
0.8939 0.0022 171.7759 0.0943 1.9333 0.6667 0.0004 2.4190 0.0024 2.7586 89.4552 94.2900
1.0909 0.0027 170.6878 0.0853 1.8667 0.6667 0.0005 2.1294 0.0029 2.5287 90.5097 0.0000
1.2879 0.0032 171.8076 0.0822 3.8667 0.5333 0.0006 1.8218 0.0035 1.3793 89.8067 0.0000
1.4848 0.0036 174.3714 0.0752 3.6000 0.6333 0.0006 1.6566 0.0040 1.8391 88.5764 94.1300
1.6818 0.0041 174.5074 0.0705 2.8000 0.5667 0.0007 1.4468 0.0046 1.1494 88.5764 0.0000
1.8788 0.0046 175.1059 0.0690 4.1333 0.5667 0.0008 1.3565 0.0050 1.3793 89.6309 0.0000
2.0758 0.0051 177.6034 0.0661 4.0000 0.5333 0.0009 1.1987 0.0056 0.6897 88.0492 93.1200
2.2727 0.0056 176.4928 0.0651 2.7333 0.5667 0.0010 1.1362 0.0062 0.6897 89.1037 0.0000
2.4697 0.0060 177.9808 0.0606 4.2000 0.4667 0.0011 1.0025 0.0066 2.0690 87.8735 0.0000
2.6667 0.0065 178.2206 0.0610 2.2000 0.6333 0.0012 0.9344 0.0072 0.9195 89.2794 91.1100
2.8636 0.0070 178.0285 0.0582 2.4667 0.6000 0.0012 0.9357 0.0078 0.9195 88.0492 0.0000
3.0606 0.0075 178.1506 0.0551 3.8000 0.5000 0.0013 0.8472 0.0083 2.7586 89.1037 0.0000
3.2576 0.0079 178.0599 0.0545 3.8667 0.5667 0.0014 0.8459 0.0088 1.8391 89.8067 91.9500
3.4545 0.0084 178.8164 0.0505 2.8667 0.5333 0.0016 0.7655 0.0093 1.1494 89.2794 0.0000
3.6515 0.0089 178.0778 0.0534 4.6667 0.4667 0.0016 0.7890 0.0098 0.6897 88.5764 0.0000
3.8485 0.0094 178.7267 0.0506 4.4000 0.4667 0.0017 0.6770 0.0104 0.4598 88.2250 91.7800
4.0455 0.0099 178.8651 0.0474 5.1333 0.5000 0.0018 0.6374 0.0109 0.9195 88.2250 0.0000
4.2424 0.0103 180.2698 0.0452 5.0000 0.4333 0.0019 0.6126 0.0114 1.1494 50.0879 0.0000
4.4394 0.0108 180.1731 0.0441 3.1333 0.4667 0.0019 0.6281 0.0120 1.1494 88.9279 92.6200
4.6364 0.0113 180.8956 0.0444 2.9333 0.5667 0.0020 0.6015 0.0125 0.2299 88.0492 0.0000
4.8333 0.0118 180.3772 0.0454 4.2667 0.5000 0.0021 0.5477 0.0131 2.2989 87.1705 0.0000
5.0303 0.0123 181.7323 0.0404 3.8000 0.5000 0.0022 0.5675 0.0137 2.5287 88.0492 92.7900
5.2273 0.0127 181.8731 0.0407 5.4667 0.4000 0.0023 0.5353 0.0140 1.3793 89.4552 0.0000
5.4242 0.0133 179.6799 0.0428 2.4667 0.5000 0.0023 0.5347 0.0148 0.2299 88.4007 0.0000
5.6212 0.0138 181.9506 0.0374 5.4000 0.4333 0.0025 0.5508 0.0153 0.6897 88.0492 93.6200
5.8182 0.0142 181.2608 0.0400 4.8667 0.5000 0.0026 0.5081 0.0157 0.9195 87.6977 0.0000
6.0152 0.0146 181.8029 0.0386 4.0000 0.5000 0.0027 0.4852 0.0162 1.1494 88.5764 0.0000
6.2121 0.0152 183.4636 0.0377 4.2000 0.4667 0.0029 0.4437 0.0167 0.6897 88.5764 90.6000




Appendix B– continued from previous page
Uniformly Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
Noise RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
UpperLimit Maintain Maintain
6.4091 0.0155 182.9377 0.0378 4.4667 0.4000 0.0029 0.4635 0.0172 0.2299 86.6432 0.0000
6.6061 0.0160 183.0972 0.0352 5.5333 0.4667 0.0030 0.4208 0.0177 0.4598 88.9279 0.0000
6.8030 0.0167 182.6395 0.0366 5.2667 0.4333 0.0030 0.4128 0.0186 0.6897 86.6432 91.4400
7.0000 0.0170 182.9768 0.0366 2.3333 0.5333 0.0032 0.4084 0.0189 0.4598 87.6977 0.0000
7.1970 0.0174 182.7706 0.0325 4.1333 0.4667 0.0033 0.3960 0.0193 0.9195 87.5220 0.0000
7.3939 0.0181 181.9934 0.0332 2.6667 0.5333 0.0034 0.3942 0.0201 1.3793 87.6977 91.1000
7.5909 0.0185 183.3904 0.0323 4.5333 0.4333 0.0035 0.3583 0.0206 1.6092 88.0492 0.0000
7.7879 0.0190 182.9133 0.0307 6.8000 0.3667 0.0037 0.3676 0.0210 0.9195 88.4007 0.0000
7.9848 0.0195 184.5680 0.0322 4.0000 0.4333 0.0037 0.3447 0.0216 0.2299 88.9279 91.4400
8.1818 0.0199 183.3023 0.0306 5.2000 0.4333 0.0038 0.3923 0.0221 1.3793 88.2250 0.0000
8.3788 0.0205 183.1279 0.0293 5.6667 0.4667 0.0038 0.3546 0.0227 0.9195 86.8190 0.0000
8.5758 0.0208 183.0692 0.0299 5.3333 0.4333 0.0039 0.3404 0.0233 1.1494 86.9947 90.1000
8.7727 0.0214 183.1933 0.0298 6.5333 0.4000 0.0039 0.3515 0.0238 1.3793 88.4007 0.0000
8.9697 0.0218 182.7477 0.0272 5.8667 0.5000 0.0041 0.3441 0.0242 0.2299 89.8067 0.0000
9.1667 0.0223 184.0634 0.0293 5.3333 0.5000 0.0041 0.3366 0.0249 0.6897 86.6432 91.2700
9.3636 0.0228 185.6992 0.0279 4.8667 0.4667 0.0043 0.3434 0.0254 1.1494 86.6432 0.0000
9.5606 0.0232 183.4057 0.0287 4.6667 0.5000 0.0044 0.3218 0.0256 1.1494 87.3462 0.0000
9.7576 0.0238 183.9930 0.0280 4.1333 0.4333 0.0045 0.3181 0.0265 0.4598 87.3462 88.7500
9.9545 0.0244 183.9216 0.0274 4.2667 0.4667 0.0047 0.3366 0.0271 0.4598 87.5220 0.0000
10.1515 0.0249 184.4128 0.0261 5.2667 0.5333 0.0049 0.2803 0.0276 0.4598 88.0492 0.0000
10.3485 0.0251 183.8514 0.0281 5.5333 0.3667 0.0049 0.2618 0.0280 1.3793 88.2250 90.1000
10.5455 0.0259 181.5979 0.0281 6.8000 0.4000 0.0051 0.2673 0.0290 0.9195 86.4675 0.0000
10.7424 0.0262 184.8122 0.0262 7.0000 0.4667 0.0050 0.2871 0.0292 1.6092 87.5220 0.0000
10.9394 0.0267 183.5497 0.0279 6.6000 0.4000 0.0052 0.2618 0.0298 0.4598 87.1705 90.4400
11.1364 0.0273 183.4668 0.0258 6.1333 0.4667 0.0054 0.2581 0.0304 1.8391 86.6432 0.0000
11.3333 0.0276 183.3606 0.0241 3.8000 0.5000 0.0055 0.2649 0.0305 0.9195 88.9279 0.0000
11.5303 0.0282 184.0281 0.0273 4.4667 0.4333 0.0055 0.2655 0.0313 1.1494 88.4007 89.6000
11.7273 0.0285 184.8355 0.0247 4.0000 0.4667 0.0057 0.2420 0.0318 0.4598 33.7434 0.0000
11.9242 0.0291 185.2414 0.0230 5.6000 0.4000 0.0060 0.2302 0.0324 0.4598 87.1705 0.0000




Appendix B– continued from previous page
Uniformly Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
Noise RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
UpperLimit Maintain Maintain
12.1212 0.0296 183.2047 0.0239 6.4667 0.4000 0.0059 0.2562 0.0331 0.9195 88.5764 90.6000
12.3182 0.0302 183.4226 0.0255 5.6667 0.4000 0.0061 0.2011 0.0337 1.6092 72.5835 0.0000
12.5152 0.0305 184.2375 0.0242 5.9333 0.4000 0.0062 0.2302 0.0340 1.3793 54.3058 0.0000
12.7121 0.0309 183.8168 0.0253 7.2000 0.3667 0.0063 0.2475 0.0344 0.6897 86.9947 90.4400
12.9091 0.0315 185.4111 0.0215 6.4000 0.4333 0.0064 0.2246 0.0352 0.4598 89.6309 0.0000
13.1061 0.0318 185.0987 0.0226 7.0667 0.4333 0.0066 0.2370 0.0354 1.8391 89.1037 0.0000
13.3030 0.0327 187.1018 0.0228 6.3333 0.4333 0.0064 0.2358 0.0365 0.0000 86.2917 92.9500
13.5000 0.0331 184.4030 0.0229 3.9333 0.4667 0.0065 0.2296 0.0371 1.3793 85.9402 0.0000
13.6970 0.0332 184.7971 0.0227 5.4667 0.4667 0.0069 0.2147 0.0372 0.9195 85.5888 0.0000
13.8939 0.0339 184.5234 0.0219 5.6667 0.4000 0.0069 0.2222 0.0377 0.4598 87.6977 91.7800
14.0909 0.0343 184.4776 0.0209 6.2000 0.3667 0.0072 0.2005 0.0381 0.2299 87.1705 0.0000
14.2879 0.0347 185.6205 0.0205 6.6000 0.4000 0.0071 0.2147 0.0387 0.6897 87.5220 0.0000
14.4848 0.0354 185.1784 0.0203 4.5333 0.4333 0.0072 0.2129 0.0395 1.3793 52.5483 90.9400
14.6818 0.0357 186.5571 0.0203 4.1333 0.5333 0.0073 0.2110 0.0400 0.6897 87.1705 0.0000
14.8788 0.0362 185.4887 0.0217 5.2000 0.4000 0.0075 0.2017 0.0402 0.4598 87.8735 0.0000
15.0758 0.0366 184.4733 0.0206 5.2000 0.4333 0.0076 0.2129 0.0408 0.9195 86.9947 91.9500
15.2727 0.0374 185.3475 0.0196 6.4000 0.4333 0.0077 0.2172 0.0419 0.4598 87.3462 0.0000
15.4697 0.0377 185.2288 0.0220 5.7333 0.5000 0.0077 0.2030 0.0418 0.6897 88.5764 0.0000
15.6667 0.0382 186.5018 0.0218 5.7333 0.3333 0.0080 0.2085 0.0426 0.9195 86.9947 89.4300
15.8636 0.0387 186.0360 0.0192 4.3333 0.4667 0.0083 0.1677 0.0433 0.4598 86.1160 0.0000
16.0606 0.0391 186.2168 0.0213 5.5333 0.4667 0.0081 0.1993 0.0435 0.4598 71.3533 0.0000
16.2576 0.0399 185.6729 0.0195 5.8667 0.4000 0.0085 0.1968 0.0446 0.9195 88.2250 90.1000
16.4545 0.0403 185.7472 0.0195 5.2000 0.4333 0.0083 0.1739 0.0451 1.3793 87.1705 0.0000
16.6515 0.0406 185.9144 0.0186 5.8667 0.3667 0.0088 0.1813 0.0453 0.2299 86.6432 0.0000
16.8485 0.0410 184.7092 0.0219 4.8667 0.4000 0.0087 0.1955 0.0458 0.6897 85.4130 90.9300
17.0455 0.0415 185.9636 0.0184 4.8667 0.5000 0.0088 0.2160 0.0463 0.4598 86.4675 0.0000
17.2424 0.0422 184.6250 0.0204 5.4667 0.4333 0.0091 0.1621 0.0471 1.1494 84.3585 0.0000
17.4394 0.0425 185.0998 0.0194 4.9333 0.4667 0.0090 0.1671 0.0475 0.4598 86.9947 89.9200
17.6364 0.0430 185.9390 0.0190 5.5333 0.4333 0.0093 0.1782 0.0480 1.3793 85.7645 0.0000




Appendix B– continued from previous page
Uniformly Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
Noise RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
UpperLimit Maintain Maintain
17.8333 0.0436 185.7247 0.0187 5.0000 0.4333 0.0093 0.1559 0.0489 1.8391 88.2250 0.0000
18.0303 0.0441 185.4866 0.0182 4.3333 0.4000 0.0099 0.1429 0.0494 0.9195 86.2917 89.0900
18.2273 0.0448 184.9370 0.0185 5.8667 0.4333 0.0098 0.1906 0.0505 1.1494 86.8190 0.0000
18.4242 0.0449 185.7288 0.0185 5.0000 0.4000 0.0099 0.1671 0.0500 0.0000 49.3849 0.0000
18.6212 0.0456 187.6492 0.0159 6.5333 0.4333 0.0100 0.1696 0.0513 0.4598 85.9402 0.0000
18.8182 0.0460 187.2018 0.0180 4.2667 0.4667 0.0100 0.1516 0.0514 0.4598 40.9490 0.0000
19.0152 0.0464 185.3885 0.0184 6.9333 0.3667 0.0101 0.1485 0.0520 0.6897 88.9279 0.0000
19.2121 0.0467 186.4606 0.0170 5.8667 0.4333 0.0102 0.1708 0.0521 1.3793 85.9402 0.0000
19.4091 0.0475 186.7459 0.0170 6.0000 0.4000 0.0106 0.1603 0.0531 1.1494 52.3726 0.0000
19.6061 0.0478 184.1549 0.0180 5.8000 0.3667 0.0107 0.1733 0.0536 1.1494 50.4394 0.0000
19.8030 0.0483 185.1120 0.0167 4.6000 0.4333 0.0109 0.1628 0.0543 0.9195 85.7645 0.0000




Appendix C: the Normal-Noise-Additive data modification on WDBC(569× 30).
Normal Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
Noise RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σ Maintain Maintain
0.2000 0.0008 168.1572 0.1062 0.0667 0.9333 0.0003 3.3850 0.0000 13.5632 89.9824 0.0000
0.3495 0.0015 171.4744 0.0859 2.1333 0.6000 0.0005 2.0211 0.0001 10.8046 87.8735 0.0000
0.4990 0.0021 173.9250 0.0756 3.5333 0.6000 0.0008 1.4481 0.0001 10.3448 88.0492 92.1100
0.6485 0.0027 176.5659 0.0667 4.5333 0.5000 0.0010 1.1040 0.0002 6.4368 88.9279 0.0000
0.7980 0.0034 177.3175 0.0613 2.6667 0.5667 0.0012 0.9542 0.0002 7.3563 86.9947 0.0000
0.9475 0.0040 178.6974 0.0556 1.2667 0.5333 0.0014 0.7822 0.0003 6.2069 87.1705 92.9500
1.0970 0.0047 176.8637 0.0524 2.6667 0.5667 0.0016 0.8026 0.0003 4.3678 88.5764 0.0000
1.2465 0.0053 180.3332 0.0485 3.4000 0.6000 0.0019 0.6597 0.0004 4.5977 87.6977 0.0000
1.3960 0.0059 180.1728 0.0450 6.2000 0.4667 0.0022 0.5854 0.0004 6.4368 86.6432 90.1000
1.5455 0.0066 180.9166 0.0430 6.1333 0.4333 0.0024 0.5192 0.0003 3.9080 87.6977 0.0000
1.6949 0.0072 181.4540 0.0426 4.2000 0.4333 0.0026 0.5013 0.0005 4.5977 87.5220 0.0000
1.8444 0.0078 182.2663 0.0401 3.5333 0.5667 0.0028 0.4982 0.0004 5.2874 88.2250 91.1000
1.9939 0.0084 181.3025 0.0384 6.2000 0.4333 0.0031 0.4121 0.0005 4.5977 86.6432 0.0000
2.1434 0.0090 183.9817 0.0383 4.4667 0.5000 0.0034 0.4041 0.0005 6.4368 88.5764 0.0000
2.2929 0.0096 181.5830 0.0357 4.4000 0.5000 0.0035 0.4035 0.0005 4.1379 88.0492 92.9500
2.4424 0.0103 183.3939 0.0320 4.4667 0.4333 0.0039 0.3571 0.0006 3.4483 86.6432 0.0000
2.5919 0.0109 182.2834 0.0327 3.5333 0.4667 0.0042 0.3162 0.0006 6.2069 85.5888 0.0000
2.7414 0.0117 183.5636 0.0303 6.7333 0.4333 0.0046 0.2816 0.0005 2.5287 87.1705 90.6000
2.8909 0.0122 183.7992 0.0309 5.5333 0.5000 0.0048 0.2927 0.0008 3.6782 86.6432 0.0000
3.0404 0.0127 183.4800 0.0315 6.2667 0.4333 0.0048 0.2983 0.0007 2.7586 88.0492 0.0000
3.1899 0.0135 183.6313 0.0298 5.1333 0.4333 0.0053 0.3088 0.0008 3.4483 87.6977 89.4200
3.3394 0.0142 184.9861 0.0266 5.0000 0.5000 0.0059 0.2797 0.0007 2.9885 87.8735 0.0000
3.4889 0.0146 184.8262 0.0264 4.5333 0.4667 0.0059 0.2754 0.0008 3.2184 87.1705 0.0000
3.6384 0.0154 184.1595 0.0263 8.2667 0.3667 0.0062 0.2599 0.0009 3.6782 86.1160 89.5900
3.7879 0.0160 182.9250 0.0248 6.6667 0.4333 0.0065 0.2469 0.0010 3.2184 88.2250 0.0000
3.9374 0.0165 185.0284 0.0258 4.9333 0.5000 0.0067 0.2389 0.0011 2.5287 87.5220 0.0000
4.0869 0.0173 186.5916 0.0241 5.4000 0.4000 0.0071 0.2246 0.0011 1.3793 86.6432 92.4400
4.2364 0.0177 184.8716 0.0237 4.3333 0.4667 0.0072 0.2234 0.0011 0.9195 87.6977 0.0000
4.3859 0.0184 184.5377 0.0232 5.8667 0.4333 0.0078 0.2123 0.0010 3.9080 86.9947 0.0000
4.5354 0.0192 184.3152 0.0224 5.8667 0.4000 0.0080 0.1894 0.0010 1.6092 87.6977 88.5900




Appendix C– continued from previous page
Uniformly Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
Noise RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σ Maintain Maintain
4.6848 0.0198 186.4554 0.0223 5.2000 0.4333 0.0088 0.1714 0.0011 2.2989 85.9402 0.0000
4.8343 0.0206 185.5057 0.0219 5.1333 0.4333 0.0085 0.2048 0.0016 1.8391 87.5220 0.0000
4.9838 0.0209 184.9203 0.0213 6.1333 0.4667 0.0093 0.2055 0.0012 2.2989 87.3462 90.6000
5.1333 0.0218 185.1511 0.0200 6.8000 0.3667 0.0096 0.1714 0.0017 2.0690 89.2794 0.0000
5.2828 0.0224 185.7903 0.0182 5.8000 0.4000 0.0101 0.1529 0.0016 0.9195 85.5888 0.0000
5.4323 0.0230 184.4771 0.0193 7.0000 0.3667 0.0099 0.1739 0.0012 1.8391 86.4675 90.7700
5.5818 0.0236 184.5754 0.0188 6.9333 0.4000 0.0105 0.1566 0.0011 1.6092 86.8190 0.0000
5.7313 0.0243 186.0750 0.0189 3.4667 0.4667 0.0109 0.1646 0.0015 2.2989 87.5220 0.0000
5.8808 0.0249 186.3475 0.0203 5.9333 0.4333 0.0112 0.1504 0.0015 1.3793 87.3462 90.2700
6.0303 0.0256 184.8309 0.0190 6.2667 0.4000 0.0117 0.1708 0.0016 1.8391 86.9947 0.0000
6.1798 0.0258 187.0081 0.0183 4.9333 0.4333 0.0118 0.1590 0.0016 1.1494 88.0492 0.0000
6.3293 0.0270 184.8475 0.0181 5.9333 0.4000 0.0119 0.1671 0.0019 1.1494 86.9947 89.9300
6.4788 0.0274 187.1366 0.0157 4.4000 0.4000 0.0129 0.1473 0.0021 0.9195 86.8190 0.0000
6.6283 0.0281 187.6190 0.0162 5.4667 0.4000 0.0132 0.1287 0.0016 1.6092 87.6977 0.0000
6.7778 0.0288 185.4647 0.0170 4.6667 0.4333 0.0136 0.1225 0.0014 1.3793 87.6977 88.5900
6.9273 0.0292 186.1434 0.0163 5.2000 0.4333 0.0139 0.1102 0.0019 2.0690 86.9947 0.0000
7.0768 0.0301 186.2676 0.0178 6.6000 0.4000 0.0147 0.1250 0.0019 0.9195 86.8190 0.0000
7.2263 0.0301 185.3254 0.0170 6.0667 0.4000 0.0146 0.1275 0.0018 1.6092 85.7645 90.4300
7.3758 0.0311 185.6057 0.0159 5.0000 0.4000 0.0149 0.1337 0.0019 1.1494 86.4675 0.0000
7.5253 0.0315 186.8350 0.0152 5.6667 0.4000 0.0153 0.1163 0.0022 2.2989 87.3462 0.0000
7.6747 0.0323 185.7571 0.0160 6.2000 0.4000 0.0158 0.1225 0.0018 1.3793 86.1160 87.0800
7.8242 0.0328 187.0280 0.0136 6.8000 0.3667 0.0167 0.1021 0.0020 0.9195 88.5764 0.0000
7.9737 0.0339 188.4867 0.0131 4.6000 0.5000 0.0164 0.1250 0.0020 2.0690 88.5764 0.0000
8.1232 0.0342 185.7402 0.0145 6.6667 0.4000 0.0168 0.0972 0.0018 1.6092 84.7100 89.2600
8.2727 0.0349 186.9442 0.0141 4.2000 0.4333 0.0175 0.1170 0.0019 0.6897 87.3462 0.0000
8.4222 0.0354 186.0205 0.0142 6.4667 0.3333 0.0176 0.1083 0.0018 1.8391 86.1160 0.0000
8.5717 0.0364 186.4393 0.0136 6.3333 0.4000 0.0184 0.0990 0.0025 2.9885 87.3462 89.0900
8.7212 0.0366 186.4989 0.0129 7.5333 0.4333 0.0188 0.0941 0.0026 0.4598 87.6977 0.0000
8.8707 0.0374 186.0353 0.0134 5.9333 0.4667 0.0194 0.1015 0.0019 1.6092 87.3462 0.0000




Appendix C– continued from previous page
Uniformly Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
Noise RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σ Maintain Maintain
9.0202 0.0384 186.3361 0.0120 6.4667 0.4667 0.0195 0.0953 0.0025 1.3793 88.0492 88.4200
9.1697 0.0389 186.2984 0.0141 4.7333 0.4000 0.0204 0.0978 0.0020 1.3793 85.5888 0.0000
9.3192 0.0393 186.6776 0.0145 4.3333 0.4333 0.0204 0.0978 0.0024 0.9195 87.3462 0.0000
9.4687 0.0400 185.8134 0.0143 6.3333 0.3667 0.0205 0.0885 0.0029 1.6092 88.0492 89.7600
9.6182 0.0407 186.6748 0.0123 3.5333 0.4333 0.0213 0.0959 0.0024 0.2299 86.6432 0.0000
9.7677 0.0418 187.0428 0.0127 5.4000 0.3667 0.0223 0.0990 0.0028 1.3793 86.8190 0.0000
9.9172 0.0422 187.7291 0.0127 6.3333 0.4333 0.0225 0.0866 0.0029 1.1494 86.8190 88.0900
10.0667 0.0428 187.5377 0.0126 6.6000 0.3667 0.0230 0.1052 0.0022 1.3793 85.5888 0.0000
10.2162 0.0433 188.5325 0.0129 8.4000 0.3667 0.0227 0.0972 0.0024 1.3793 87.8735 0.0000
10.3657 0.0433 187.1402 0.0128 7.4667 0.3333 0.0236 0.0885 0.0029 0.6897 86.2917 88.2600
10.5152 0.0447 187.9971 0.0135 5.1333 0.4000 0.0242 0.0934 0.0027 1.1494 86.9947 0.0000
10.6646 0.0451 187.9530 0.0125 5.6000 0.4000 0.0241 0.0829 0.0028 1.6092 86.9947 0.0000
10.8141 0.0459 187.5963 0.0123 6.4667 0.3667 0.0248 0.0681 0.0028 1.6092 86.2917 87.5800
10.9636 0.0463 185.3135 0.0115 6.2667 0.3667 0.0256 0.0823 0.0026 1.1494 85.5888 0.0000
11.1131 0.0469 187.5773 0.0128 8.2667 0.4000 0.0253 0.0650 0.0032 0.9195 88.5764 0.0000
11.2626 0.0477 188.2094 0.0114 5.6000 0.4667 0.0260 0.0842 0.0029 0.9195 86.4675 89.0900
11.4121 0.0483 187.9866 0.0109 5.6000 0.3333 0.0269 0.0743 0.0033 0.9195 87.6977 0.0000
11.5616 0.0490 187.2088 0.0112 4.0667 0.4333 0.0276 0.0792 0.0027 0.4598 87.5220 0.0000
11.7111 0.0495 188.3050 0.0101 5.7333 0.3667 0.0272 0.0668 0.0035 0.4598 85.7645 87.0800
11.8606 0.0501 186.1424 0.0112 5.0667 0.4000 0.0282 0.0835 0.0026 0.6897 86.1160 0.0000
12.0101 0.0507 185.4858 0.0115 7.1333 0.3667 0.0284 0.0860 0.0034 0.6897 86.8190 0.0000
12.1596 0.0516 186.1804 0.0104 6.6667 0.3667 0.0303 0.0804 0.0034 0.2299 86.9947 87.0800
12.3091 0.0518 187.6045 0.0105 6.2667 0.3667 0.0299 0.0829 0.0036 0.6897 87.3462 0.0000
12.4586 0.0527 188.5442 0.0100 5.2000 0.3667 0.0305 0.0873 0.0028 1.3793 85.7645 0.0000
12.6081 0.0531 186.8039 0.0112 4.5333 0.4667 0.0312 0.0699 0.0022 0.4598 86.4675 88.9200
12.7576 0.0538 186.6969 0.0113 6.6667 0.3667 0.0306 0.0774 0.0028 1.6092 87.6977 0.0000
12.9071 0.0544 187.1977 0.0096 5.3333 0.4333 0.0315 0.0767 0.0029 1.3793 86.4675 0.0000
13.0566 0.0550 189.4117 0.0100 6.4667 0.3333 0.0321 0.0786 0.0032 0.6897 86.4675 86.7500
13.2061 0.0555 188.1351 0.0112 5.2000 0.3333 0.0318 0.0774 0.0041 0.4598 86.4675 0.0000




Appendix C– continued from previous page
Uniformly Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
Noise RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σ Maintain Maintain
13.3556 0.0560 187.3316 0.0110 6.0667 0.3667 0.0336 0.0650 0.0031 0.2299 86.8190 0.0000
13.5051 0.0567 187.8482 0.0107 6.4000 0.3667 0.0336 0.0761 0.0036 0.9195 85.0615 87.9200
13.6545 0.0582 188.4478 0.0101 6.7333 0.4000 0.0352 0.0619 0.0038 0.0000 86.6432 0.0000
13.8040 0.0588 188.1045 0.0107 7.0000 0.4000 0.0352 0.0699 0.0037 0.4598 86.6432 0.0000
13.9535 0.0588 188.6048 0.0089 5.9333 0.4667 0.0355 0.0576 0.0028 0.9195 86.1160 0.0000
14.1030 0.0599 188.7670 0.0098 6.7333 0.3667 0.0362 0.0699 0.0036 0.9195 87.5220 0.0000
14.2525 0.0601 189.5707 0.0103 4.8667 0.3667 0.0364 0.0644 0.0043 1.8391 85.9402 0.0000
14.4020 0.0610 188.0274 0.0098 5.1333 0.4333 0.0373 0.0699 0.0032 1.1494 86.8190 0.0000
14.5515 0.0620 188.3113 0.0095 5.3333 0.3667 0.0382 0.0606 0.0034 1.1494 86.1160 0.0000
14.7010 0.0619 187.1814 0.0097 6.7333 0.4000 0.0380 0.0545 0.0039 0.6897 85.7645 0.0000
14.8505 0.0620 187.8274 0.0102 4.4667 0.4333 0.0373 0.0644 0.0041 2.2989 85.5888 0.0000




Appendix D: the Random Projection data modification:Arp on WDBC(569× 30).
Arp Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σr Maintain Maintain
0.0100 0.9963 187.6294 0.0036 8.8667 0.0000 0.9458 0.1176 1.0000 0.2299 85.4130 94.2003
0.1109 0.9721 187.8826 0.0076 10.2000 0.0000 0.4036 0.1714 1.0186 0.0000 85.2373 95.0791
0.2118 1.5624 189.5604 0.0023 10.7333 0.0333 0.0796 0.0910 1.5318 0.2299 85.0615 0.0000
0.3127 2.0098 189.7584 0.0039 9.8667 0.0000 0.6252 0.1225 2.7850 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
0.4136 2.9599 190.6371 0.0032 10.6667 0.0000 1.5249 0.0606 6.7040 0.2299 84.3585 94.2003
0.5145 3.4469 190.5158 0.0031 9.8000 0.0000 2.0339 0.0798 9.2151 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
0.6155 4.1797 190.2887 0.0029 9.6000 0.0333 2.9394 0.0681 15.1901 0.4598 85.0615 0.0000
0.7164 4.4662 188.4155 0.0050 11.2000 0.0000 3.3307 0.1473 19.3068 0.4598 84.5343 0.0000
0.8173 4.7312 187.8888 0.0062 9.0000 0.0333 3.8021 0.0495 21.8154 0.4598 84.3585 0.0000
0.9182 4.4479 188.9959 0.0029 10.4667 0.0667 3.5071 0.0396 18.5340 0.4598 85.2373 94.0246
1.0191 4.4349 191.2043 0.0032 9.8000 0.0000 3.2958 0.0464 17.4507 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
1.1200 5.6153 188.4621 0.0067 10.1333 0.0333 4.6682 0.0662 30.9928 0.2299 84.0070 0.0000
1.2209 6.3646 188.4514 0.0050 11.8667 0.0000 4.9376 0.1510 36.7378 0.2299 84.3585 0.0000
1.3218 7.7595 189.3078 0.0028 9.2000 0.0667 6.6529 0.1838 57.7161 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
1.4227 5.5762 189.5121 0.0036 9.8000 0.0000 4.5186 0.0489 30.7221 0.2299 83.8313 93.6731
1.5236 9.1943 189.0623 0.0053 9.5333 0.0667 7.8590 0.1628 80.2890 0.2299 85.0615 0.0000
1.6245 10.2188 190.3129 0.0029 11.4667 0.0000 8.9104 0.2444 99.5053 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
1.7255 7.3354 188.3338 0.0043 9.1333 0.0333 6.2098 0.0446 50.1463 0.9195 85.4130 0.0000
1.8264 8.5112 190.4949 0.0073 10.8667 0.0667 7.7929 0.1033 74.1914 0.0000 84.7100 0.0000
1.9273 12.5101 189.6566 0.0056 10.6000 0.0333 11.2453 0.1157 153.1007 0.0000 85.4130 94.0246
2.0282 10.3391 190.3475 0.0050 10.3333 0.0000 8.7943 0.0891 100.5912 0.4598 84.5343 0.0000
2.1291 11.6758 190.5493 0.0030 9.4000 0.0000 10.7592 0.2438 136.1119 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
2.2300 12.3841 189.4865 0.0055 7.4000 0.0000 11.1830 0.0811 152.1637 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
2.3309 13.0726 189.1013 0.0038 11.4667 0.0333 12.0904 0.1040 171.7942 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
2.4318 11.2142 189.2438 0.0044 8.2667 0.0667 10.6504 0.0557 128.7451 0.2299 84.3585 94.0246
2.5327 12.4314 190.3950 0.0032 10.5333 0.0000 11.2975 0.1126 150.4965 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
2.6336 13.3946 188.1910 0.0043 9.4667 0.0000 12.6341 0.2389 181.2714 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
2.7345 15.7944 188.7656 0.0056 9.8667 0.0667 14.6447 0.2382 245.7511 0.6897 84.3585 0.0000
2.8355 14.7120 188.4964 0.0073 7.4000 0.1333 13.6134 0.1541 213.4117 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
2.9364 10.7754 189.4892 0.0026 9.6667 0.0000 9.5638 0.0402 107.6143 0.0000 85.0615 94.5518




Appendix D– continued from previous page
Arp Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σr Maintain Maintain
3.0373 21.2164 189.7763 0.0032 9.9333 0.0333 19.5816 0.1015 434.7173 0.2299 85.0615 0.0000
3.1382 18.4825 190.8956 0.0043 9.0000 0.0667 17.3734 0.2426 333.8700 0.6897 85.2373 0.0000
3.2391 21.6700 189.7332 0.0049 8.9333 0.0000 20.0263 0.0675 468.0279 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
3.3400 19.2596 188.0771 0.0076 9.8667 0.0667 18.5881 0.0613 378.2357 0.2299 84.3585 0.0000
3.4409 17.4231 187.8976 0.0040 11.5333 0.0000 16.2602 0.0947 301.5109 0.6897 84.8858 94.0246
3.5418 15.0411 188.7477 0.0094 11.4000 0.0000 14.1689 0.1262 234.8956 0.0000 84.3585 0.0000
3.6427 23.7100 189.3564 0.0045 9.2667 0.0000 21.9010 0.0576 555.6873 0.4598 83.8313 0.0000
3.7436 19.0109 190.1172 0.0046 9.8000 0.0000 17.3713 0.0767 364.3127 0.4598 83.8313 0.0000
3.8445 21.4570 188.1557 0.0037 12.1333 0.0000 20.2747 0.1330 455.5118 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
3.9455 20.7650 190.4068 0.0063 10.2667 0.0667 19.4324 0.0681 429.0740 0.0000 85.5888 94.3761
4.0464 19.9458 188.7645 0.0037 10.6000 0.0000 18.6196 0.0501 401.8321 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
4.1473 20.3621 189.5183 0.0046 8.6667 0.0000 19.2450 0.0823 417.2109 0.6897 85.4130 0.0000
4.2482 20.6949 189.7076 0.0035 9.4000 0.1000 20.0106 0.1009 420.8518 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
4.3491 25.8885 188.0791 0.0066 10.9333 0.0333 25.2236 0.0984 678.0326 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
4.4500 21.9717 187.8601 0.0089 9.4667 0.0333 21.2482 0.1423 486.3347 0.0000 85.2373 95.0791
4.5509 28.0028 188.1049 0.0057 8.6667 0.1000 27.3464 0.2797 784.4789 0.2299 84.5343 0.0000
4.6518 26.8259 189.0767 0.0019 10.1333 0.0333 25.5281 0.1869 712.3529 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
4.7527 24.5680 190.2910 0.0032 10.7333 0.0333 23.1878 0.0483 600.7528 0.4598 85.2373 0.0000
4.8536 30.7305 187.1511 0.0070 8.2000 0.0667 30.0304 0.0879 943.0497 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
4.9545 29.4734 188.5535 0.0067 10.6667 0.0333 28.6310 0.2438 872.5026 0.0000 85.2373 93.4974
5.0555 29.4711 188.1716 0.0070 10.5333 0.0667 28.1340 0.1139 866.0572 0.0000 85.2373 94.2003
5.1564 30.4940 188.6204 0.0089 9.2667 0.0333 28.7153 0.0668 930.7394 0.0000 84.3585 95.0791
5.2573 26.0683 188.8682 0.0044 8.6667 0.0333 25.1123 0.2184 684.5486 0.9195 85.2373 0.0000
5.3582 20.4977 189.0175 0.0021 9.8667 0.0333 19.7759 0.1139 402.7490 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
5.4591 32.1581 189.0941 0.0030 9.5333 0.1000 31.3871 0.3886 1031.5563 0.4598 84.8858 94.2003
5.5600 39.4263 188.7360 0.0046 9.2667 0.0667 38.1024 0.2710 1546.6324 0.4598 85.0615 0.0000
5.6609 33.4269 187.4998 0.0050 8.4667 0.0333 33.5779 0.0842 1119.9676 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
5.7618 27.2938 188.7818 0.0023 10.6667 0.0333 26.1584 0.3744 730.3795 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
5.8627 30.9421 188.5900 0.0036 10.0000 0.0333 28.9990 0.0767 942.3693 0.0000 84.8858 0.0000




Appendix D– continued from previous page
Arp Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σr Maintain Maintain
5.9636 32.4484 190.2076 0.0035 11.2000 0.0000 31.7051 0.2556 1043.5807 0.0000 85.2373 94.0246
6.0645 26.2262 188.5666 0.0056 8.4000 0.1667 24.5119 0.0563 692.5932 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
6.1655 26.3337 189.2738 0.0040 9.6000 0.0667 25.3399 0.0563 669.0307 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
6.2664 32.8161 189.7609 0.0049 8.2000 0.1000 32.0890 0.1250 1074.5619 0.2299 85.0615 0.0000
6.3673 30.1044 190.6450 0.0021 8.7333 0.1000 27.6784 0.0377 899.0772 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
6.4682 28.7324 189.7671 0.0034 8.4667 0.0000 27.3559 0.1194 818.6893 0.2299 84.0070 93.6731
6.5691 37.2357 188.0473 0.0041 11.0000 0.1000 35.7933 0.4437 1373.4500 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
6.6700 41.1491 186.8243 0.0093 10.4000 0.0000 39.9816 0.1479 1708.0442 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
6.7709 45.5862 189.7545 0.0056 10.8667 0.0667 45.1261 0.0897 2050.4625 0.4598 84.1828 0.0000
6.8718 29.5778 188.3932 0.0067 10.2667 0.0333 28.8099 0.0749 875.6351 1.1494 83.8313 0.0000
6.9727 39.0711 190.7528 0.0077 11.4667 0.0000 39.0443 0.1108 1544.1632 0.0000 85.4130 94.0246
7.0736 35.3240 187.9869 0.0041 11.4667 0.0000 35.1073 0.0576 1261.5395 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
7.1745 40.1428 187.6029 0.0059 11.0667 0.0333 38.4880 0.0798 1618.9498 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
7.2755 34.7268 188.6095 0.0060 10.6667 0.0000 33.9700 0.1262 1219.0095 0.2299 83.6555 0.0000
7.3764 47.7348 187.9282 0.0095 9.2667 0.0000 46.3591 0.0792 2291.3266 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
7.4773 36.9803 187.6903 0.0042 8.7333 0.0000 36.1928 0.2358 1352.7409 0.2299 85.2373 94.0246
7.5782 42.9095 188.8626 0.0057 9.8667 0.0000 43.9501 0.0501 1842.3831 0.4598 85.4130 0.0000
7.6791 39.1150 186.0756 0.0046 11.1333 0.0667 36.2830 0.0520 1511.4261 0.2299 84.1828 0.0000
7.7800 44.1079 186.1893 0.0142 9.8000 0.0333 42.9924 0.1102 1968.5909 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
7.8809 49.4144 191.1466 0.0037 7.0000 0.0667 48.1778 0.0804 2423.8709 0.4598 83.8313 0.0000
7.9818 47.6441 188.7147 0.0045 11.1333 0.0000 47.1122 0.0384 2273.1778 0.2299 85.2373 94.5518
8.0827 51.4000 187.1501 0.0086 9.6000 0.0333 50.3521 0.1238 2656.1747 0.2299 85.0615 0.0000
8.1836 43.5667 190.4537 0.0028 7.8000 0.0667 42.5235 0.1015 1888.8443 0.4598 85.0615 0.0000
8.2845 40.6959 188.9680 0.0091 11.2000 0.0667 40.8026 0.0761 1688.2990 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
8.3855 49.1742 188.1029 0.0051 9.4000 0.0333 47.9858 0.0730 2404.7391 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
8.4864 41.3593 188.8484 0.0028 8.8000 0.0667 39.6494 0.1572 1679.5623 0.0000 85.4130 94.0246
8.5873 45.8874 188.9856 0.0067 10.2667 0.0333 44.5039 0.1479 2145.7804 0.0000 84.3585 0.0000
8.6882 47.1059 191.1631 0.0017 9.7333 0.0000 45.9880 0.1553 2202.0194 0.0000 84.5343 0.0000
8.7891 34.9771 192.0012 0.0024 10.4667 0.0000 35.1872 0.0316 1202.2527 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000




Appendix D– continued from previous page
Arp Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σr Maintain Maintain
8.8900 48.8253 190.5514 0.0045 10.7333 0.0667 46.8669 0.0947 2361.2249 0.2299 84.0070 0.0000
8.9909 57.2145 188.0180 0.0040 11.8667 0.0000 55.8795 0.1003 3286.7968 0.2299 85.2373 94.3761
9.0918 54.4009 188.3023 0.0045 9.0000 0.0000 52.5650 0.2036 2954.3199 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
9.1927 57.1497 189.7723 0.0040 9.8667 0.0000 54.3799 0.0458 3259.7256 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
9.2936 67.9944 189.3924 0.0049 8.6000 0.0000 67.6101 0.1355 4622.5949 0.2299 85.0615 0.0000
9.3945 51.0415 189.4368 0.0077 8.7333 0.0333 49.1700 0.0724 2643.1388 0.4598 84.7100 0.0000
9.4955 36.5536 188.4826 0.0054 8.2000 0.1000 34.8937 0.0675 1331.9581 0.0000 85.4130 95.0791
9.5964 46.3489 190.4333 0.0046 10.4667 0.0000 45.3427 0.1566 2152.0290 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
9.6973 50.9302 188.8786 0.0036 10.9333 0.0000 50.0183 0.1559 2607.2154 0.4598 85.2373 0.0000
9.7982 73.6637 190.0790 0.0067 10.0667 0.0333 72.5247 0.1374 5432.0859 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
9.8991 56.9086 189.9880 0.0067 9.9333 0.0000 54.9873 0.0619 3228.4743 0.2299 84.8858 0.0000




Appendix E: the Random Projection data modificationArpo on WDBC(569× 30).
Arpo Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σr Maintain Maintain
0.0100 1.1818 189.2079 0.0042 9.3333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3460 0.4598 85.2373 93.8489
0.1109 1.5003 188.3823 0.0040 10.0667 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4024 0.0000 85.0615 94.2003
0.2118 1.3894 190.5769 0.0022 11.0667 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4133 0.4598 85.0615 0.0000
0.3127 1.5206 189.7984 0.0060 11.1333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3965 0.0000 84.0070 0.0000
0.4136 1.3868 189.6685 0.0051 9.5333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4129 0.0000 85.4130 94.0246
0.5145 1.5006 188.3087 0.0030 9.2000 0.1333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4027 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
0.6155 1.4242 188.1309 0.0074 8.2000 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.4130 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
0.7164 1.5909 188.2052 0.0043 8.9333 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3624 0.4598 85.4130 0.0000
0.8173 1.4457 187.7379 0.0066 10.0667 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4123 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
0.9182 1.4447 189.3024 0.0057 10.1333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4126 0.2299 85.0615 93.4974
1.0191 1.3318 188.1203 0.0046 9.0000 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4049 0.4598 85.2373 0.0000
1.1200 1.3964 189.0394 0.0058 10.2667 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4131 0.0000 84.3585 0.0000
1.2209 1.5695 189.4259 0.0026 9.3333 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3751 0.0000 84.8858 0.0000
1.3218 1.5041 190.0422 0.0031 10.0000 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4012 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
1.4227 1.5703 189.9870 0.0028 12.2000 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3742 0.0000 85.0615 94.2003
1.5236 1.2625 185.6964 0.0076 8.2000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3835 0.0000 84.3585 0.0000
1.6245 1.5030 188.6909 0.0057 8.6000 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4020 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
1.7255 1.4413 188.3242 0.0062 9.4667 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4127 0.4598 85.4130 0.0000
1.8264 1.3490 187.6520 0.0073 9.2667 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4083 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
1.9273 1.2824 189.5782 0.0040 11.0000 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3912 0.0000 85.4130 94.0246
2.0282 1.4145 189.6340 0.0053 8.4000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4141 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
2.1291 1.6278 189.8409 0.0035 9.3333 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3363 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
2.2300 1.4818 189.1290 0.0045 11.4000 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4059 0.4598 85.2373 0.0000
2.3309 1.4348 190.2799 0.0030 9.0000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4127 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
2.4318 1.5279 189.7745 0.0032 9.8667 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.3937 0.0000 85.2373 94.3761
2.5327 1.2710 188.4975 0.0060 9.8000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3864 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
2.6336 1.1509 187.8751 0.0080 8.0667 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.3290 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
2.7345 1.4121 188.3470 0.0040 8.6667 0.1333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4139 0.2299 84.8858 0.0000
2.8355 1.1991 188.1834 0.0096 10.6667 0.1000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3558 0.6897 84.5343 0.0000
2.9364 1.4802 188.1802 0.0028 8.7333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4065 0.2299 85.4130 94.9033




Appendix E– continued from previous page
Arpo Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σr Maintain Maintain
3.0373 1.2976 189.5162 0.0029 10.1333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3956 0.0000 83.8313 0.0000
3.1382 1.3235 189.6490 0.0056 11.5333 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.4019 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
3.2391 1.2555 189.7250 0.0093 11.8000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3815 0.0000 83.8313 0.0000
3.3400 1.4331 188.5671 0.0071 10.3333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4129 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
3.4409 1.5858 188.5052 0.0056 8.9333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3660 0.2299 85.4130 94.7276
3.5418 1.3883 188.2498 0.0054 10.0000 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.4132 0.4598 85.0615 0.0000
3.6427 1.3707 190.5195 0.0033 11.0000 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.4113 0.4598 84.5343 0.0000
3.7436 1.3457 190.4528 0.0029 9.6667 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.4071 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
3.8445 1.6994 189.9640 0.0052 8.7333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.2640 0.2299 84.3585 0.0000
3.9455 1.4658 190.0320 0.0029 9.0000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4097 0.2299 85.2373 93.6731
4.0464 1.3482 187.9381 0.0049 10.7333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4084 0.2299 84.5343 0.0000
4.1473 1.3803 189.5066 0.0050 9.8000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4117 0.2299 84.3585 0.0000
4.2482 1.3109 188.0351 0.0063 9.3333 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.4002 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
4.3491 1.2437 191.4764 0.0057 10.1333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3765 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
4.4500 1.4280 189.3373 0.0050 11.6000 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4138 0.0000 84.0070 93.8489
4.5509 1.3423 187.7980 0.0062 10.2000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4071 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
4.6518 1.3265 189.5126 0.0057 10.8667 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4032 0.4598 85.2373 0.0000
4.7527 1.6202 189.3827 0.0029 10.6000 0.1000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3410 0.4598 85.2373 0.0000
4.8536 1.0845 187.6170 0.0063 10.9333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.2863 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
4.9545 1.3953 189.6287 0.0033 9.4000 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.4134 0.9195 85.0615 94.7276
5.0555 1.5863 188.1352 0.0035 10.2667 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3647 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
5.1564 1.6047 190.7523 0.0025 8.6667 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.3546 0.2299 84.3585 0.0000
5.2573 1.3585 188.1660 0.0069 8.3333 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4099 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
5.3582 1.4425 190.1701 0.0040 8.4000 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4125 0.2299 83.8313 0.0000
5.4591 1.4764 188.8550 0.0042 9.2667 0.1000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4083 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
5.5600 1.1957 188.0411 0.0057 9.1333 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.3542 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
5.6609 1.4697 189.5347 0.0044 11.0000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4092 0.4598 84.5343 0.0000
5.7618 1.2695 187.5794 0.0070 8.6667 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.3863 0.2299 84.3585 0.0000
5.8627 1.0727 188.3002 0.0060 9.6667 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.2769 0.2299 84.3585 0.0000




Appendix E– continued from previous page
Arpo Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σr Maintain Maintain
5.9636 1.4734 189.4912 0.0036 10.1333 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4086 0.0000 84.7100 0.0000
6.0645 1.3161 188.6011 0.0079 7.9333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4009 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
6.1655 1.6031 189.1077 0.0042 9.4000 0.1000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3550 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
6.2664 1.6149 190.2901 0.0040 10.5333 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3458 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
6.3673 1.4018 186.8280 0.0076 7.6000 0.1333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4138 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
6.4682 1.4019 189.0532 0.0037 10.4667 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4138 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
6.5691 1.4501 186.8395 0.0066 11.1333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4119 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
6.6700 1.6494 190.5707 0.0046 9.0667 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3164 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
6.7709 1.4227 189.7311 0.0024 10.0667 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4134 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
6.8718 1.5332 189.6586 0.0033 12.3333 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3916 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
6.9727 1.1127 189.4738 0.0080 8.8000 0.1000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3045 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
7.0736 1.3027 187.9888 0.0096 11.5333 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3979 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
7.1745 1.5690 189.0069 0.0030 9.2667 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3753 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
7.2755 1.2007 188.4531 0.0043 7.6667 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.3568 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
7.3764 1.2603 189.3822 0.0063 10.5333 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3833 0.4598 83.8313 0.0000
7.4773 1.2069 188.3995 0.0067 8.5333 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3589 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
7.5782 1.3821 188.8814 0.0055 8.5333 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4122 0.4598 85.4130 0.0000
7.6791 1.3838 189.7021 0.0038 9.3333 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.4128 0.4598 85.2373 0.0000
7.7800 1.3955 187.9931 0.0080 11.4000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4134 0.4598 85.4130 0.0000
7.8809 1.2299 188.5427 0.0069 12.6667 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3708 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
7.9818 1.0878 189.2455 0.0062 8.8667 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.2872 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
8.0827 1.4321 187.4443 0.0065 10.4000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4131 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
8.1836 1.4061 190.1072 0.0049 9.7333 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.4140 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
8.2845 1.2145 189.0075 0.0046 9.2667 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3629 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
8.3855 1.4467 190.1575 0.0032 10.7333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4121 0.9195 85.2373 0.0000
8.4864 1.2286 189.6404 0.0061 10.0000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3700 0.2299 85.4130 0.0000
8.5873 1.3415 189.2221 0.0034 9.8667 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4069 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
8.6882 1.4510 188.1392 0.0064 9.8000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4117 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
8.7891 1.2051 188.2831 0.0060 10.4667 0.0667 0.0000 100.0000 1.3592 0.4598 83.8313 0.0000




Appendix E– continued from previous page
Arpo Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σr Maintain Maintain
8.8900 1.5234 189.6075 0.0040 9.8000 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3956 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
8.9909 1.4847 188.8963 0.0048 10.0667 0.1000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4059 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
9.0918 1.2900 190.1018 0.0036 11.4667 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3935 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
9.1927 1.1593 188.6469 0.0086 10.3333 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3347 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
9.2936 1.6666 190.0232 0.0056 8.6667 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.3006 0.0000 85.2373 0.0000
9.3945 1.2674 189.4292 0.0070 9.8667 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3864 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
9.4955 1.4381 187.9024 0.0042 11.5333 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4128 0.0000 85.4130 0.0000
9.5964 1.3661 188.6621 0.0026 9.6667 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.4108 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000
9.6973 1.3007 186.9893 0.0088 10.9333 0.0333 0.0000 100.0000 1.3970 0.0000 84.8858 0.0000
9.7982 1.3293 190.1673 0.0040 10.0667 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4038 0.4598 85.0615 0.0000
9.8991 1.3774 189.7847 0.0032 10.8667 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 1.4124 0.2299 85.2373 0.0000




Appendix F: the Random Projection data modification:rpA on WDBC(569× 30).
rpA Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σr Maintain Maintain
0.0100 1.0255 188.9100 0.0019 10.0000 0.0000 0.8226 0.0012 0.9442 67.3563 50.9666 51.1424
0.1109 2.9476 190.1832 0.0018 2.0000 0.6333 4.8264 0.0000 6.7497 42.5287 52.8998 56.0633
0.2118 5.0594 190.8349 0.0018 7.6667 0.0000 8.8939 0.0006 23.0469 53.1034 49.3849 0.0000
0.3127 7.3963 190.4995 0.0017 10.1333 0.0000 13.5138 0.0006 52.1890 67.5862 50.4394 0.0000
0.4136 10.0277 189.5033 0.0016 6.9333 0.4667 18.6969 0.0000 99.0988 70.3448 51.4938 51.4938
0.5145 12.8864 188.6976 0.0019 9.1333 0.1667 24.3457 0.0000 166.0336 58.6207 51.6696 0.0000
0.6155 14.7647 189.9690 0.0021 8.6000 0.1667 27.8577 0.0000 216.5006 51.7241 50.6151 0.0000
0.7164 17.7747 190.6508 0.0019 9.6000 0.1000 33.6931 0.0006 314.6888 45.0575 46.7487 0.0000
0.8173 19.9307 190.3659 0.0021 7.6667 0.3333 37.8446 0.0006 395.6322 72.6437 50.4394 0.0000
0.9182 21.0201 189.5238 0.0011 6.4000 0.2333 39.9285 0.0006 439.9028 62.2989 49.5606 53.7786
1.0191 25.1639 191.2163 0.0012 9.8667 0.0000 47.8453 0.0000 629.7400 49.1954 51.6696 0.0000
1.1200 27.4374 190.1958 0.0022 9.2667 0.0667 52.3975 0.0000 753.4051 54.9425 46.5729 0.0000
1.2209 29.6143 190.7394 0.0014 10.5333 0.0333 56.4877 0.0019 875.3902 50.5747 51.1424 0.0000
1.3218 31.9740 188.9631 0.0011 9.8667 0.0333 61.1519 0.0006 1024.4111 57.2414 50.0879 0.0000
1.4227 34.3562 189.0739 0.0015 9.4667 0.0333 65.5806 0.0006 1176.0270 66.8966 49.5606 0.0000
1.5236 34.6933 190.5951 0.0018 9.0000 0.0000 66.3695 0.0012 1202.8601 59.3103 50.7909 0.0000
1.6245 37.4507 188.6876 0.0014 8.2667 0.1000 71.6809 0.0012 1403.1668 31.0345 49.3849 0.0000
1.7255 43.1507 190.6088 0.0020 3.6667 0.4000 82.5415 0.0012 1861.1719 62.0690 50.0879 0.0000
1.8264 41.8727 190.9632 0.0016 1.7333 0.7000 79.9037 0.0006 1757.7448 52.4138 49.0334 0.0000
1.9273 46.9986 190.1433 0.0015 11.4000 0.0000 89.7725 0.0000 2202.0068 71.7241 49.0334 52.3726
2.0282 47.7109 189.3139 0.0023 8.4000 0.0667 91.4657 0.0006 2275.7783 52.4138 52.5483 0.0000
2.1291 52.8871 189.5644 0.0021 1.6667 0.7000 100.7123 0.0000 2807.9961 45.7471 52.5483 0.0000
2.2300 54.1867 189.8517 0.0026 10.2667 0.0000 103.8695 0.0000 2935.0204 55.8621 46.7487 0.0000
2.3309 53.0153 190.5104 0.0021 10.2000 0.0333 101.6023 0.0006 2800.5273 53.1034 47.6274 0.0000
2.4318 57.3772 188.9261 0.0019 8.2000 0.0667 110.1020 0.0000 3289.6072 48.9655 42.7065 50.7909
2.5327 59.4014 189.7954 0.0015 10.4667 0.0000 113.3297 0.0006 3516.5401 60.4598 48.6819 0.0000
2.6336 62.0352 190.2550 0.0022 9.2667 0.1333 119.0595 0.0012 3848.4286 67.1264 47.8032 0.0000
2.7345 64.4819 187.8635 0.0018 4.4000 0.6333 123.7581 0.0012 4155.7857 57.0115 49.9121 0.0000
2.8355 67.5673 191.5809 0.0018 10.8000 0.0333 129.6485 0.0019 4554.8165 74.2529 47.8032 0.0000
2.9364 68.6021 189.9011 0.0023 4.6667 0.5333 131.7064 0.0006 4706.6288 40.0000 53.0756 51.3181




Appendix F– continued from previous page
rpA Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σ − r Maintain Maintain
3.0373 70.3643 188.6351 0.0019 9.7333 0.0000 135.2067 0.0012 4952.8565 48.9655 50.7909 0.0000
3.1382 75.0239 189.8200 0.0016 5.0667 0.6000 144.0096 0.0012 5631.7270 49.6552 52.3726 0.0000
3.2391 75.7172 188.1319 0.0020 6.3333 0.2333 145.3184 0.0006 5736.2570 47.8161 50.2636 0.0000
3.3400 79.6232 190.8837 0.0013 10.0000 0.0000 152.9175 0.0012 6335.5615 48.9655 51.3181 0.0000
3.4409 88.0715 191.2837 0.0022 11.0667 0.0000 168.7328 0.0006 7752.9582 61.3793 47.4517 52.0211
3.5418 85.6351 188.9647 0.0015 8.6000 0.0667 164.4314 0.0000 7319.4022 62.9885 46.0457 0.0000
3.6427 88.9226 189.4787 0.0012 10.9333 0.0333 170.9348 0.0000 7907.4661 61.6092 52.7241 0.0000
3.7436 88.7213 188.0699 0.0013 11.0000 0.0333 170.4516 0.0006 7868.7021 53.7931 51.8453 0.0000
3.8445 91.8989 189.0302 0.0019 9.8667 0.0000 176.1837 0.0006 8426.7432 46.2069 50.2636 0.0000
3.9455 91.2852 188.0197 0.0020 10.6000 0.0333 175.3778 0.0006 8318.4743 47.3563 54.6573 51.6696
4.0464 93.0691 190.4704 0.0016 7.3333 0.0333 178.8824 0.0006 8645.8261 69.1954 52.0211 0.0000
4.1473 102.3242 188.7726 0.0016 9.4667 0.1000 196.8310 0.0012 10483.1366 58.8506 51.1424 0.0000
4.2482 93.5961 190.6418 0.0012 11.0667 0.0000 179.9015 0.0006 8742.9594 48.2759 52.1968 0.0000
4.3491 96.9375 190.5093 0.0018 4.4000 0.7333 186.1355 0.0000 9392.0031 47.8161 48.1547 0.0000
4.4500 102.9173 189.2175 0.0016 10.2667 0.0000 197.7163 0.0006 10577.5293 52.6437 47.4517 56.0633
4.5509 105.3957 189.7434 0.0018 10.1333 0.0333 202.6841 0.0006 11096.9765 56.5517 51.3181 0.0000
4.6518 113.6588 189.5269 0.0016 9.5333 0.0000 217.8457 0.0012 12902.1323 59.5402 49.3849 0.0000
4.7527 110.5891 188.1852 0.0018 5.4000 0.3667 212.6757 0.0000 12245.2930 52.6437 49.5606 0.0000
4.8536 112.8578 189.1156 0.0015 6.9333 0.3667 217.1102 0.0000 12739.9064 63.4483 47.9789 0.0000
4.9545 121.9331 190.4586 0.0012 4.7333 0.4667 234.6220 0.0000 14869.1685 54.7126 47.8032 52.1968
5.0555 117.6319 191.8598 0.0019 11.3333 0.0333 226.2366 0.0000 13823.9364 58.3908 49.9121 0.0000
5.1564 121.9034 189.9640 0.0015 8.7333 0.0000 233.5913 0.0019 14841.6768 69.4253 53.4271 0.0000
5.2573 131.9531 190.0191 0.0016 4.8667 0.4000 253.3441 0.0000 17432.3982 44.1379 51.8453 0.0000
5.3582 123.3097 189.6437 0.0021 9.5333 0.0000 237.0571 0.0006 15182.0862 64.3678 47.8032 0.0000
5.4591 134.4226 191.5946 0.0018 8.0667 0.0000 258.4806 0.0000 18071.5966 70.5747 47.1002 0.0000
5.5600 132.2477 190.1896 0.0014 8.5333 0.0000 254.0178 0.0012 17474.9184 70.3448 51.3181 0.0000
5.6609 139.1211 190.6916 0.0012 8.8000 0.0000 266.5252 0.0000 19340.4033 62.5287 50.4394 0.0000
5.7618 139.8503 192.2979 0.0012 9.2000 0.0000 268.5420 0.0000 19528.6404 43.9080 49.2091 0.0000
5.8627 145.7410 189.4123 0.0025 2.9333 0.7667 280.0223 0.0006 21274.1978 60.0000 44.4640 0.0000




Appendix F– continued from previous page
rpA Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σ − r Maintain Maintain
5.9636 149.0896 190.4005 0.0019 1.1333 0.6667 286.7357 0.0000 22255.4794 64.5977 50.6151 0.0000
6.0645 149.2367 190.1544 0.0013 9.6000 0.0000 286.9920 0.0000 22273.6541 47.3563 50.2636 0.0000
6.1655 148.6122 188.0326 0.0018 10.6000 0.0333 285.9571 0.0006 22066.1868 45.9770 52.8998 0.0000
6.2664 145.4679 187.8161 0.0016 11.6667 0.0000 279.8479 0.0006 21132.3027 29.8851 50.4394 0.0000
6.3673 149.5499 191.3322 0.0011 6.2000 0.4667 287.6098 0.0019 22365.8579 62.9885 49.0334 0.0000
6.4682 157.6656 189.9699 0.0015 3.5333 0.6000 303.3885 0.0000 24885.4048 60.9195 48.5062 0.0000
6.5691 158.8172 190.9383 0.0018 10.9333 0.1000 305.7483 0.0000 25238.2724 57.0115 50.6151 0.0000
6.6700 157.8186 190.3276 0.0016 3.4667 0.4667 303.3422 0.0000 24928.7716 49.6552 46.3972 0.0000
6.7709 160.6925 188.6915 0.0015 10.0000 0.0333 309.4056 0.0012 25824.5130 62.0690 52.0211 0.0000
6.8718 155.8792 190.4274 0.0017 4.9333 0.4667 300.1033 0.0000 24262.0413 47.8161 45.5185 0.0000
6.9727 174.8567 188.0346 0.0021 9.1333 0.0000 336.2836 0.0000 30586.0076 36.5517 52.3726 0.0000
7.0736 164.1636 190.4277 0.0013 5.8667 0.2333 315.8853 0.0006 26944.9059 51.9540 53.6028 0.0000
7.1745 174.1024 189.5293 0.0015 7.7333 0.0000 335.0017 0.0006 30304.1957 56.7816 49.0334 0.0000
7.2755 176.1722 190.6369 0.0018 6.1333 0.5667 339.0822 0.0012 31050.3987 59.7701 51.1424 0.0000
7.3764 174.7405 190.3087 0.0019 4.6000 0.3000 336.4436 0.0025 30537.8857 60.4598 51.1424 0.0000
7.4773 181.1392 188.5117 0.0019 5.4667 0.2667 348.6711 0.0012 32823.7395 46.6667 50.4394 0.0000
7.5782 184.2834 188.8057 0.0023 6.4667 0.1667 354.9192 0.0000 33983.8962 51.9540 53.6028 0.0000
7.6791 183.2310 187.9768 0.0017 4.8667 0.4333 352.4129 0.0000 33583.4306 56.3218 49.2091 0.0000
7.7800 181.9794 189.7129 0.0025 11.4000 0.0667 350.4624 0.0000 33101.3545 48.0460 49.9121 0.0000
7.8809 191.5518 189.1237 0.0016 7.8667 0.0000 368.7233 0.0006 36678.7361 65.7471 51.6696 0.0000
7.9818 187.5067 189.0153 0.0016 4.4667 0.7000 359.9022 0.0000 35185.7400 57.4713 49.7364 0.0000
8.0827 190.4633 189.3725 0.0018 3.0000 0.7000 365.2285 0.0000 36317.1065 51.7241 49.7364 0.0000
8.1836 199.3905 189.6983 0.0017 2.0667 0.7333 382.8672 0.0000 39804.7219 61.3793 49.9121 0.0000
8.2845 194.7559 189.2206 0.0015 2.1333 0.6667 374.0243 0.0000 37948.6437 54.7126 53.2513 0.0000
8.3855 202.9098 188.8839 0.0013 10.3333 0.0000 390.6239 0.0000 41173.0841 54.9425 46.3972 0.0000
8.4864 202.8055 190.2224 0.0021 1.8667 0.7000 389.3564 0.0012 41171.2176 67.8161 49.0334 0.0000
8.5873 197.0407 188.6185 0.0018 11.0667 0.0333 379.5046 0.0000 38812.1101 53.3333 53.9543 0.0000
8.6882 212.6210 189.6026 0.0024 7.4000 0.2333 409.3531 0.0000 45225.4534 68.7356 52.1968 0.0000
8.7891 209.4096 192.7673 0.0015 9.5333 0.0000 403.1187 0.0006 43846.7225 70.5747 48.8576 0.0000




Appendix F– continued from previous page
rpA Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σ − r Maintain Maintain
8.8900 216.0106 190.7873 0.0020 9.6667 0.0000 414.9974 0.0006 46608.8865 41.8391 49.3849 0.0000
8.9909 217.4669 189.8458 0.0021 3.2000 0.6000 418.2498 0.0012 47304.1880 50.5747 51.1424 0.0000
9.0918 222.5247 189.3220 0.0022 9.8000 0.0000 427.3837 0.0006 49515.6117 65.7471 49.3849 0.0000
9.1927 213.9600 189.0841 0.0019 9.9333 0.0000 411.9759 0.0025 45771.5931 62.2989 49.7364 0.0000
9.2936 223.1847 187.1333 0.0016 8.8000 0.0000 429.5726 0.0006 49817.3844 50.1149 49.9121 0.0000
9.3945 228.9925 189.7481 0.0013 5.8667 0.5667 441.0160 0.0012 52445.5506 59.7701 49.0334 0.0000
9.4955 228.3972 188.8244 0.0023 9.1333 0.0000 439.4519 0.0012 52124.3442 60.9195 47.8032 0.0000
9.5964 224.3466 188.4394 0.0017 11.2667 0.0667 431.9813 0.0006 50361.3566 57.4713 49.0334 0.0000
9.6973 229.1669 189.8374 0.0016 9.0000 0.0000 440.6262 0.0000 52472.0316 56.7816 55.0088 0.0000
9.7982 224.1132 188.7336 0.0022 8.8000 0.0000 431.3731 0.0012 50168.5773 44.3678 53.7786 0.0000
9.8991 254.9169 190.3637 0.0022 6.9333 0.3333 490.9384 0.0012 65010.2893 54.4828 46.9244 0.0000




Appendix G: the Random Projection data modification:rpoA on WDBC(569× 30).
rpoA Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σr Maintain Maintain
0.0100 1.4342 190.0144 0.0015 9.0000 0.0000 1.5873 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 49.7364 52.5483
0.1109 1.4273 190.8490 0.0015 8.6000 0.0667 1.5901 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 52.5483 56.0633
0.2118 1.3887 190.3886 0.0022 8.1333 0.1333 1.5488 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 49.0334 0.0000
0.3127 1.3772 189.2055 0.0013 1.5333 0.9333 1.5488 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 50.4394 0.0000
0.4136 1.4586 189.8460 0.0015 8.6667 0.0000 1.5590 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 49.0334 56.7663
0.5145 1.4249 190.2913 0.0021 11.1333 0.0000 1.5843 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 54.1301 0.0000
0.6155 1.3968 188.1011 0.0022 4.0667 0.4667 1.5730 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 49.5606 0.0000
0.7164 1.4410 189.8856 0.0017 12.1333 0.0667 1.5797 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 49.0334 0.0000
0.8173 1.4307 188.6425 0.0025 8.2667 0.0333 1.5632 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 51.3181 0.0000
0.9182 1.4654 187.7311 0.0016 9.6000 0.0000 1.5644 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 46.5729 51.4938
1.0191 1.4088 191.6266 0.0013 4.7333 0.4333 1.5683 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 49.0334 0.0000
1.1200 1.4128 190.3219 0.0016 9.0667 0.0667 1.5734 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 48.8576 0.0000
1.2209 1.4484 189.1163 0.0015 8.7333 0.0000 1.5878 0.0019 0.0000 100.0000 50.6151 0.0000
1.3218 1.4441 189.3459 0.0020 11.1333 0.0000 1.5780 0.0019 0.0000 100.0000 50.2636 0.0000
1.4227 1.3417 189.3051 0.0015 3.0667 0.7000 1.5605 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 52.5483 53.9543
1.5236 1.3828 190.1667 0.0022 7.6667 0.0667 1.5976 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 49.5606 0.0000
1.6245 1.4123 191.0161 0.0015 9.4667 0.0333 1.5883 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 52.1968 0.0000
1.7255 1.4168 189.6301 0.0016 10.3333 0.0000 1.5738 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 47.6274 0.0000
1.8264 1.4283 190.6296 0.0013 10.4667 0.0000 1.5626 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 48.6819 0.0000
1.9273 1.4527 188.8448 0.0015 9.7333 0.0000 1.5814 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 52.0211 52.0211
2.0282 1.4375 190.2916 0.0017 8.7333 0.0000 1.5851 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 47.8032 0.0000
2.1291 1.4413 190.1441 0.0023 9.2000 0.0000 1.5569 0.0019 0.0000 100.0000 50.4394 0.0000
2.2300 1.4364 191.8605 0.0015 7.6000 0.0000 1.5863 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 50.2636 0.0000
2.3309 1.3763 190.8077 0.0018 2.9333 0.4333 1.5653 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 55.7118 0.0000
2.4318 1.3820 189.5135 0.0016 8.7333 0.2667 1.5593 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 46.9244 53.9543
2.5327 1.3924 188.7565 0.0012 3.1333 0.5667 1.5727 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 52.0211 0.0000
2.6336 1.4524 190.5376 0.0015 9.0000 0.1000 1.5699 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 47.8032 0.0000
2.7345 1.3893 188.8344 0.0022 8.2000 0.1000 1.5692 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 47.8032 0.0000
2.8355 1.4057 191.1570 0.0018 11.6667 0.0333 1.5755 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 49.9121 0.0000
2.9364 1.4226 189.6773 0.0016 9.6000 0.0000 1.5604 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 49.0334 55.7118




Appendix G– continued from previous page
rpoA Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σr Maintain Maintain
3.0373 1.4220 189.8400 0.0015 7.8000 0.0333 1.5564 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 51.3181 0.0000
3.1382 1.4133 189.4395 0.0017 11.4667 0.0000 1.5730 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 50.4394 0.0000
3.2391 1.3969 191.5469 0.0013 11.4667 0.0000 1.5639 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 52.1968 0.0000
3.3400 1.4543 188.4251 0.0023 8.6667 0.0000 1.5739 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 47.6274 0.0000
3.4409 1.4020 189.0166 0.0019 0.4000 0.7667 1.5649 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 48.1547 49.7364
3.5418 1.4729 189.9322 0.0021 9.2667 0.0000 1.5351 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 50.7909 0.0000
3.6427 1.4392 189.6257 0.0016 8.4000 0.0667 1.5672 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 48.8576 0.0000
3.7436 1.4116 189.9481 0.0014 6.5333 0.5000 1.5890 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 44.6397 0.0000
3.8445 1.4286 189.2043 0.0019 7.4667 0.1333 1.5701 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 51.3181 0.0000
3.9455 1.4249 188.2894 0.0017 9.2000 0.0000 1.5725 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 50.0879 54.1301
4.0464 1.4026 189.0557 0.0019 3.3333 0.7667 1.5600 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 47.9789 0.0000
4.1473 1.4336 188.4402 0.0019 7.8000 0.0000 1.5890 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 49.0334 0.0000
4.2482 1.4285 188.8888 0.0013 12.4667 0.0333 1.5800 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 51.4938 0.0000
4.3491 1.3926 189.1338 0.0019 9.3333 0.1333 1.5790 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 49.5606 0.0000
4.4500 1.3841 190.6913 0.0014 4.2667 0.5667 1.5600 0.0019 0.0000 100.0000 48.6819 53.6028
4.5509 1.4732 188.6205 0.0015 10.8667 0.0000 1.5791 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 50.7909 0.0000
4.6518 1.4534 190.6310 0.0016 9.5333 0.0000 1.5718 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 46.5729 0.0000
4.7527 1.4357 189.9379 0.0018 11.8667 0.0000 1.5898 0.0019 0.0000 100.0000 48.1547 0.0000
4.8536 1.3856 188.5508 0.0019 9.9333 0.1000 1.5781 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 50.7909 0.0000
4.9545 1.4608 191.0050 0.0012 9.6000 0.0000 1.5548 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 49.7364 55.7118
5.0555 1.4132 189.4011 0.0012 10.4667 0.1000 1.5721 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 47.6274 0.0000
5.1564 1.3892 189.0158 0.0022 10.0000 0.0667 1.5681 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 50.6151 0.0000
5.2573 1.4477 191.6609 0.0018 9.9333 0.0000 1.5766 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 51.1424 0.0000
5.3582 1.3883 190.4867 0.0018 13.0000 0.0333 1.5682 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 52.0211 0.0000
5.4591 1.4397 189.0674 0.0022 10.1333 0.0000 1.5630 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 49.0334 0.0000
5.5600 1.4401 189.9445 0.0020 9.7333 0.0333 1.5827 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 48.1547 0.0000
5.6609 1.3869 189.6544 0.0018 10.9333 0.0000 1.5862 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 54.4815 0.0000
5.7618 1.4057 189.6184 0.0025 6.4667 0.3667 1.5973 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 48.6819 0.0000
5.8627 1.4060 189.0533 0.0016 10.0667 0.0667 1.5600 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 52.3726 0.0000




Appendix G– continued from previous page
rpoA Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σr Maintain Maintain
5.9636 1.3829 189.6882 0.0017 3.8000 0.3667 1.5697 0.0019 0.0000 100.0000 49.7364 0.0000
6.0645 1.4738 189.5910 0.0017 8.0000 0.0000 1.5828 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 52.5483 0.0000
6.1655 1.3921 187.9263 0.0025 4.2667 0.5667 1.5342 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 48.5062 0.0000
6.2664 1.3480 187.4630 0.0021 2.8667 0.7333 1.5744 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 47.9789 0.0000
6.3673 1.3664 189.4232 0.0025 8.6000 0.2333 1.5533 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 52.5483 0.0000
6.4682 1.4738 190.2511 0.0017 9.9333 0.0000 1.5741 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 52.0211 0.0000
6.5691 1.4040 189.8649 0.0019 5.6000 0.5667 1.5799 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 46.0457 0.0000
6.6700 1.4231 188.2178 0.0019 8.0000 0.1333 1.5857 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 48.6819 0.0000
6.7709 1.4276 188.4535 0.0016 11.4667 0.0333 1.5725 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 50.6151 0.0000
6.8718 1.4005 191.3417 0.0018 7.0000 0.1333 1.5813 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 52.7241 0.0000
6.9727 1.3836 192.2837 0.0017 9.1333 0.1000 1.5691 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 52.1968 0.0000
7.0736 1.4113 189.2682 0.0021 9.7333 0.0000 1.5598 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 50.0879 0.0000
7.1745 1.3697 190.0231 0.0020 7.3333 0.1667 1.5591 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 55.1845 0.0000
7.2755 1.4210 189.3227 0.0019 9.8000 0.0333 1.5704 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 52.1968 0.0000
7.3764 1.4310 188.7584 0.0016 12.5333 0.0000 1.5534 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 50.2636 0.0000
7.4773 1.3847 188.6186 0.0022 10.6000 0.1000 1.5831 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 48.5062 0.0000
7.5782 1.3809 189.3773 0.0020 6.7333 0.4333 1.5874 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 50.4394 0.0000
7.6791 1.4400 190.2364 0.0019 10.2667 0.0000 1.5625 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 55.7118 0.0000
7.7800 1.3975 191.6344 0.0009 9.4000 0.1667 1.5600 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 53.2513 0.0000
7.8809 1.3609 189.9432 0.0021 3.6667 0.7000 1.5728 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 50.6151 0.0000
7.9818 1.4565 187.6137 0.0019 9.0000 0.0333 1.5548 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 50.7909 0.0000
8.0827 1.4561 188.6336 0.0015 8.6000 0.0333 1.5439 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 49.2091 0.0000
8.1836 1.4527 189.2145 0.0021 9.8000 0.0000 1.5746 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 51.1424 0.0000
8.2845 1.4019 191.4660 0.0010 9.2000 0.1000 1.5722 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 52.0211 0.0000
8.3855 1.4801 189.6978 0.0025 8.4000 0.0000 1.5595 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 52.3726 0.0000
8.4864 1.3772 189.4616 0.0023 6.7333 0.1333 1.5587 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 53.4271 0.0000
8.5873 1.4687 189.0088 0.0016 9.7333 0.0000 1.5944 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 50.0879 0.0000
8.6882 1.3654 187.9579 0.0027 5.5333 0.4667 1.5806 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 52.1968 0.0000
8.7891 1.4158 189.4528 0.0018 10.5333 0.0667 1.6029 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 52.1968 0.0000




Appendix G– continued from previous page
rpoA Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
N (0, σ2
r
) RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
σr Maintain Maintain
8.8900 1.4162 189.1413 0.0020 8.8000 0.0000 1.5844 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 55.1845 0.0000
8.9909 1.4080 189.2320 0.0015 10.8667 0.0000 1.5734 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 48.5062 0.0000
9.0918 1.3981 189.7351 0.0018 4.8000 0.4667 1.5756 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 54.6573 0.0000
9.1927 1.4054 191.0460 0.0015 9.0667 0.1333 1.5696 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 46.3972 0.0000
9.2936 1.3945 189.3845 0.0018 2.3333 0.7333 1.5687 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 48.5062 0.0000
9.3945 1.4527 189.7793 0.0021 8.8667 0.0000 1.5652 0.0000 0.0000 100.0000 48.6819 0.0000
9.4955 1.3971 188.4598 0.0015 9.2000 0.1667 1.5595 0.0019 0.0000 100.0000 50.0879 0.0000
9.5964 1.3783 190.9483 0.0022 1.6000 0.4667 1.5948 0.0006 0.0000 100.0000 50.9666 0.0000
9.6973 1.4114 190.6226 0.0020 11.3333 0.0000 1.5964 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 48.6819 0.0000
9.7982 1.3990 189.3769 0.0019 5.4667 0.4667 1.5696 0.0019 0.0000 100.0000 51.8453 0.0000
9.8991 1.3907 189.5692 0.0015 3.4000 0.6000 1.5788 0.0012 0.0000 100.0000 49.0334 0.0000




Appendix H1: the Sparsified SVD-based data modification: s-SVD on WDBC
(569× 30). rank = 3, ǫv = 0.02
s-SVD Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
ǫu RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
Maintain Maintain
0.0200 0.1676 196.6213 0.0119 7.8000 0.2333 0.2847 0.0606 0.0497 0.2299 86.4675
0.0220 0.2178 197.4333 0.0107 7.8000 0.2333 0.3559 0.0452 0.0632 0.2299 87.5220
0.0240 0.2739 198.2269 0.0093 7.8000 0.2333 0.4223 0.0303 0.0862 0.2299 89.2794
0.0260 0.3144 197.0480 0.0079 7.8000 0.2333 0.4613 0.0285 0.1081 0.0000 77.1529
0.0280 0.3480 197.3468 0.0077 7.8000 0.2333 0.4881 0.0167 0.1289 0.4598 82.2496
0.0300 0.3938 198.1094 0.0076 6.4667 0.3000 0.5183 0.0105 0.1616 0.4598 86.8190
0.0320 0.4197 198.7196 0.0071 6.4667 0.3000 0.5317 0.0056 0.1821 0.4598 88.9279
0.0340 0.4594 199.2827 0.0064 6.4667 0.3000 0.5487 0.0037 0.2162 0.4598 88.9279
0.0360 0.4889 198.8714 0.0061 6.4667 0.3000 0.5585 0.0043 0.2436 0.4598 90.8612 91.3884
0.0380 0.5041 199.4095 0.0067 8.6000 0.1667 0.5636 0.0074 0.2583 0.4598 90.6854 91.7399
0.0400 0.5231 199.4928 0.0060 8.6000 0.1667 0.5705 0.0056 0.2775 0.4598 89.1037
0.0420 0.5404 200.1094 0.0059 8.6000 0.1667 0.5769 0.0031 0.2956 0.4598 87.8735
0.0440 0.5554 200.6228 0.0052 8.6000 0.1667 0.5832 0.0043 0.3118 0.4598 86.6432
0.0460 0.5664 200.5406 0.0050 8.6000 0.1667 0.5892 0.0025 0.3239 0.4598 85.9402
0.0480 0.5760 201.7858 0.0047 8.6000 0.1667 0.5949 0.0056 0.3348 0.4598 85.0615
0.0500 0.5943 201.4410 0.0054 8.6000 0.1667 0.6068 0.0031 0.3560 0.4598 83.4798
0.0520 0.6134 201.4789 0.0050 8.6000 0.1667 0.6177 0.0050 0.3788 0.4598 82.2496
0.0540 0.6335 201.9500 0.0046 8.6000 0.1667 0.6294 0.0025 0.4039 0.4598 80.6678
0.0560 0.6453 201.6102 0.0044 8.6000 0.1667 0.6375 0.0012 0.4188 0.4598 79.7891
0.0580 0.6649 202.0446 0.0044 8.6000 0.1667 0.6489 0.0025 0.4444 0.4598 78.3831
0.0600 0.6752 202.1166 0.0043 8.6000 0.1667 0.6562 0.0019 0.4583 0.4598 77.6801
Original accuracies:K-means=92.79%, SVMlight = 96.49%.




Appendix H2: the Sparsified SVD-based data modification: s-SVD on WDBC
(569× 30). rank = 4, ǫv = 0.02
s-SVD Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
ǫu RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
Maintain Maintain
0.0200 0.1667 196.0153 0.0133 7.3333 0.3333 0.2849 0.0606 0.0500 0.2299 85.4130
0.0220 0.2171 196.4950 0.0117 6.0000 0.4000 0.3560 0.0452 0.0635 0.2299 86.4675
0.0240 0.2733 195.8716 0.0106 6.0000 0.4000 0.4223 0.0353 0.0865 0.0000 87.8735
0.0260 0.3140 197.4021 0.0098 6.0000 0.4000 0.4612 0.0303 0.1083 0.9195 90.3339
0.0280 0.3476 196.2722 0.0092 6.0000 0.4000 0.4879 0.0167 0.1291 0.9195 82.2496
0.0300 0.3935 197.4905 0.0084 6.0000 0.4000 0.5179 0.0099 0.1618 0.9195 86.8190
0.0320 0.4194 196.6559 0.0082 6.0000 0.4000 0.5312 0.0074 0.1822 0.9195 88.9279
0.0340 0.4591 197.2141 0.0081 6.0000 0.4000 0.5481 0.0050 0.2163 0.9195 88.9279
0.0360 0.4886 197.6087 0.0070 6.0000 0.4000 0.5576 0.0062 0.2437 0.9195 90.8612 91.2127
0.0380 0.5039 197.7193 0.0074 7.6667 0.2333 0.5625 0.0056 0.2584 0.9195 90.6854 90.8612
0.0400 0.5229 198.1725 0.0070 8.8000 0.1667 0.5692 0.0037 0.2776 0.9195 89.1037
0.0420 0.5402 199.0519 0.0067 8.8000 0.1667 0.5757 0.0068 0.2956 0.2299 87.8735
0.0440 0.5552 199.6280 0.0059 8.8000 0.1667 0.5820 0.0043 0.3119 0.2299 86.6432
0.0460 0.5662 200.2668 0.0056 8.8000 0.1667 0.5879 0.0012 0.3239 0.0000 85.9402
0.0480 0.5759 200.9586 0.0057 8.8000 0.1667 0.5934 0.0062 0.3348 0.0000 85.0615
0.0500 0.5942 201.0861 0.0057 8.8000 0.1667 0.6054 0.0025 0.3560 0.0000 83.4798
0.0520 0.6132 201.1830 0.0054 8.8000 0.1667 0.6163 0.0050 0.3788 0.0000 82.2496
0.0540 0.6333 201.8586 0.0050 8.8000 0.1667 0.6281 0.0019 0.4039 0.0000 80.6678
0.0560 0.6451 201.7866 0.0047 8.8000 0.1667 0.6362 0.0056 0.4188 0.0000 79.7891
0.0580 0.6647 202.1588 0.0050 8.8000 0.1667 0.6474 0.0000 0.4444 0.0000 78.3831




Appendix H3: the Sparsified SVD-based data modification: s-SVD on WDBC
(569× 30). rank = 7, ǫv = 0.02
s-SVD Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
ǫu RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
Maintain Maintain
0.0200 0.1667 194.9809 0.0145 6.6667 0.3667 0.2850 0.0606 0.0500 0.0000 86.6432
0.0220 0.2171 195.6281 0.0122 6.6667 0.3667 0.3561 0.0421 0.0635 0.0000 87.1705
0.0240 0.2733 195.5047 0.0105 5.3333 0.4333 0.4223 0.0303 0.0865 0.2299 87.3462
0.0260 0.3139 195.9868 0.0097 5.3333 0.4333 0.4612 0.0248 0.1083 0.4598 77.1529
0.0280 0.3476 195.7181 0.0092 5.6667 0.4000 0.4879 0.0149 0.1291 0.4598 82.2496
0.0300 0.3934 195.5414 0.0084 5.6667 0.4000 0.5178 0.0099 0.1618 0.2299 86.8190
0.0320 0.4194 196.2844 0.0077 5.6667 0.4000 0.5310 0.0087 0.1822 0.2299 88.9279
0.0340 0.4591 196.2247 0.0080 5.6667 0.4000 0.5478 0.0068 0.2163 0.0000 88.9279
0.0360 0.4886 196.0144 0.0071 5.6667 0.4000 0.5571 0.0043 0.2436 0.0000 90.8612 91.5641
0.0380 0.5038 196.7210 0.0080 7.0667 0.2333 0.5619 0.0050 0.2584 0.0000 90.6854 91.5641
0.0400 0.5229 196.7913 0.0076 8.3333 0.1667 0.5684 0.0056 0.2775 0.0000 89.1037
0.0420 0.5402 197.0479 0.0068 8.5333 0.1667 0.5747 0.0019 0.2956 0.0000 87.8735
0.0440 0.5552 196.8544 0.0060 8.2000 0.1667 0.5808 0.0062 0.3119 0.0000 86.6432
0.0460 0.5662 197.5049 0.0062 8.2000 0.1667 0.5866 0.0037 0.3239 0.0000 85.9402
0.0480 0.5758 197.4678 0.0060 8.2000 0.1667 0.5921 0.0050 0.3348 0.0000 85.0615
0.0500 0.5941 198.3399 0.0062 8.2000 0.1667 0.6040 0.0031 0.3560 0.0000 83.4798
0.0520 0.6132 198.8381 0.0054 8.5333 0.1667 0.6149 0.0012 0.3788 0.2299 82.2496
0.0540 0.6333 198.9206 0.0053 8.2000 0.1667 0.6265 0.0031 0.4039 0.2299 80.6678
0.0560 0.6451 199.8449 0.0047 8.2000 0.1667 0.6346 0.0043 0.4188 0.2299 79.7891
0.0580 0.6647 200.2224 0.0050 8.2000 0.1667 0.6458 0.0050 0.4444 0.4598 78.3831




Appendix H4: the Sparsified SVD-based data modification: s-SVD on WDBC
(569× 30). rank = 20, ǫv = 0.02
s-SVD Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
ǫu RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
Maintain Maintain
0.0200 0.1667 184.5486 0.0185 7.9333 0.3667 0.2850 0.0600 0.0500 0.0000 87.8735
0.0220 0.2171 185.3241 0.0166 6.9333 0.4000 0.3561 0.0427 0.0636 0.4598 89.4552
0.0240 0.2733 186.0995 0.0147 4.0000 0.5667 0.4223 0.0303 0.0865 0.2299 70.8260
0.0260 0.3139 186.4344 0.0126 5.2000 0.4667 0.4612 0.0254 0.1083 0.0000 77.1529
0.0280 0.3476 184.9814 0.0114 4.0000 0.4333 0.4879 0.0173 0.1291 0.0000 82.2496
0.0300 0.3934 184.3631 0.0125 5.8000 0.4333 0.5178 0.0099 0.1618 0.0000 86.8190
0.0320 0.4194 187.0567 0.0114 6.5333 0.4333 0.5310 0.0074 0.1822 0.0000 88.9279
0.0340 0.4591 185.6988 0.0107 6.0667 0.4000 0.5478 0.0080 0.2163 0.0000 88.9279
0.0360 0.4886 185.9220 0.0108 4.6000 0.4667 0.5571 0.0068 0.2436 0.0000 90.8612 92.4429
0.0380 0.5038 185.5426 0.0115 7.4667 0.3000 0.5619 0.0031 0.2584 0.2299 90.6854 91.9156
0.0400 0.5229 188.0767 0.0108 8.0667 0.1667 0.5684 0.0043 0.2775 0.2299 89.1037
0.0420 0.5402 188.1541 0.0100 8.1333 0.2000 0.5747 0.0025 0.2956 0.0000 87.8735
0.0440 0.5552 186.5085 0.0087 7.8000 0.2000 0.5808 0.0043 0.3119 0.0000 86.6432
0.0460 0.5662 186.5142 0.0088 7.9333 0.1667 0.5866 0.0043 0.3239 0.0000 85.9402
0.0480 0.5758 188.0746 0.0086 7.4000 0.1667 0.5920 0.0031 0.3348 0.2299 85.0615
0.0500 0.5941 188.4041 0.0088 7.2667 0.1667 0.6040 0.0031 0.3560 0.2299 83.4798
0.0520 0.6132 188.7114 0.0081 6.4000 0.2000 0.6148 0.0025 0.3788 0.0000 82.2496
0.0540 0.6333 189.1973 0.0064 6.6000 0.2000 0.6265 0.0031 0.4039 0.2299 80.6678
0.0560 0.6451 190.9414 0.0075 6.6667 0.1667 0.6345 0.0037 0.4188 0.0000 79.7891
0.0580 0.6647 190.3899 0.0071 6.6667 0.1667 0.6457 0.0050 0.4444 0.2299 78.3831




Appendix H5: the Sparsified SVD-based data modification: s-SVD on WDBC
(569× 30). rank = 22, ǫv = 0.02
s-SVD Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
ǫu RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
Maintain Maintain
0.0200 0.1667 183.8841 0.0187 8.1333 0.3333 0.2850 0.0600 0.0500 0.0000 87.8735 0.0000
0.0220 0.2171 185.5681 0.0158 6.8667 0.4000 0.3561 0.0427 0.0636 0.2299 89.4552 0.0000
0.0240 0.2733 184.5250 0.0144 3.9333 0.5667 0.4223 0.0303 0.0865 0.0000 70.8260 0.0000
0.0260 0.3139 185.5365 0.0130 5.2000 0.5000 0.4612 0.0254 0.1083 0.0000 77.1529 0.0000
0.0280 0.3476 185.9583 0.0126 3.7333 0.4333 0.4879 0.0173 0.1291 0.0000 82.2496 0.0000
0.0300 0.3934 183.7070 0.0132 5.8667 0.4333 0.5178 0.0099 0.1618 0.2299 86.8190 0.0000
0.0320 0.4194 187.6572 0.0109 5.2000 0.4333 0.5310 0.0074 0.1822 0.2299 88.9279 0.0000
0.0340 0.4591 184.9988 0.0108 4.6000 0.4333 0.5478 0.0080 0.2163 0.0000 88.9279 0.0000
0.0360 0.4886 185.4096 0.0110 4.6000 0.4667 0.5571 0.0043 0.2436 0.9195 90.8612 92.0914
0.0380 0.5038 186.0745 0.0115 7.4000 0.2667 0.5619 0.0031 0.2584 0.2299 90.6854 92.9701
0.0400 0.5229 187.9649 0.0100 6.9333 0.1667 0.5684 0.0043 0.2775 0.4598 89.1037 0.0000
0.0420 0.5402 186.4956 0.0096 8.2000 0.1667 0.5747 0.0019 0.2956 0.0000 87.8735 0.0000
0.0440 0.5552 187.1188 0.0088 6.8000 0.1667 0.5808 0.0062 0.3119 0.0000 86.6432 0.0000
0.0460 0.5662 186.0724 0.0084 7.9333 0.1667 0.5866 0.0031 0.3239 0.0000 85.9402 0.0000
0.0480 0.5758 187.5862 0.0080 7.8667 0.1667 0.5920 0.0037 0.3348 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
0.0500 0.5941 188.1748 0.0086 7.4000 0.1667 0.6040 0.0031 0.3560 0.0000 83.4798 0.0000
0.0520 0.6132 187.2811 0.0078 7.8000 0.1667 0.6148 0.0037 0.3788 0.2299 82.2496 0.0000
0.0540 0.6333 187.3752 0.0071 6.8000 0.2000 0.6265 0.0025 0.4039 0.2299 80.6678 0.0000
0.0560 0.6451 189.9262 0.0074 6.6667 0.1667 0.6345 0.0025 0.4188 0.0000 79.7891 0.0000
0.0580 0.6647 189.9475 0.0077 6.6667 0.1667 0.6457 0.0056 0.4444 0.0000 78.3831 0.0000
0.0600 0.6751 189.7095 0.0074 5.6667 0.2000 0.6532 0.0012 0.4583 0.2299 77.6801 0.0000
Original accuracies:K-means=92.79%, SVMlight = 96.49%.




Appendix H6: the Sparsified SVD-based data modification: s-SVD on WDBC
(569× 30). rank = 23, ǫv = 0.02
s-SVD Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
ǫu RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
Maintain Maintain
0.0200 0.1667 184.8777 0.0188 7.9333 0.3333 0.2850 0.0600 0.0500 0.0000 87.8735 0.0000
0.0220 0.2171 185.7134 0.0165 6.2667 0.4000 0.3561 0.0427 0.0636 0.2299 89.4552 0.0000
0.0240 0.2733 185.2272 0.0141 3.9333 0.5333 0.4223 0.0303 0.0865 0.0000 70.8260 0.0000
0.0260 0.3139 185.0583 0.0128 5.6667 0.4333 0.4612 0.0254 0.1083 0.0000 77.1529 0.0000
0.0280 0.3476 186.1620 0.0118 3.7333 0.4333 0.4879 0.0173 0.1291 0.2299 82.2496 0.0000
0.0300 0.3934 184.8374 0.0131 6.4000 0.4333 0.5178 0.0099 0.1618 0.0000 86.8190 0.0000
0.0320 0.4194 186.6097 0.0114 5.1333 0.4667 0.5310 0.0074 0.1822 0.2299 88.9279 0.0000
0.0340 0.4591 185.7107 0.0112 5.0667 0.4333 0.5478 0.0080 0.2163 0.0000 88.9279 0.0000
0.0360 0.4886 186.7781 0.0100 4.6000 0.4333 0.5571 0.0043 0.2436 0.0000 90.8612 91.7399
0.0380 0.5038 186.8480 0.0113 5.8000 0.3000 0.5619 0.0031 0.2584 0.0000 90.6854 92.6186
0.0400 0.5229 187.9749 0.0104 6.9333 0.1667 0.5684 0.0037 0.2775 0.2299 89.1037 0.0000
0.0420 0.5402 186.6457 0.0097 7.1333 0.1667 0.5747 0.0019 0.2956 0.0000 87.8735 0.0000
0.0440 0.5552 187.4869 0.0091 6.8000 0.1667 0.5808 0.0062 0.3119 0.2299 86.6432 0.0000
0.0460 0.5662 186.3084 0.0088 7.9333 0.1667 0.5866 0.0031 0.3239 0.6897 85.9402 0.0000
0.0480 0.5758 186.8261 0.0086 7.9333 0.1667 0.5920 0.0031 0.3348 0.2299 85.0615 0.0000
0.0500 0.5941 188.1479 0.0093 7.2000 0.1667 0.6040 0.0031 0.3560 0.0000 83.4798 0.0000
0.0520 0.6132 187.6658 0.0085 7.6000 0.1667 0.6148 0.0037 0.3788 0.4598 82.2496 0.0000
0.0540 0.6333 187.0770 0.0073 6.6000 0.2000 0.6265 0.0025 0.4039 0.0000 80.6678 0.0000
0.0560 0.6451 189.1809 0.0079 5.6000 0.2000 0.6345 0.0037 0.4188 0.0000 79.7891 0.0000
0.0580 0.6647 189.5367 0.0079 6.6667 0.1667 0.6457 0.0037 0.4444 0.0000 78.3831 0.0000
0.0600 0.6751 189.7965 0.0077 6.4667 0.2000 0.6532 0.0031 0.4583 0.2299 77.6801 0.0000
Original accuracies:K-means=92.79%, SVMlight = 96.49%.




Appendix H7: the Sparsified SVD-based data modification: s-SVD on WDBC
(569× 30). rank = 25, ǫv = 0.02
s-SVD Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
ǫu RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
Maintain Maintain
0.0200 0.1667 183.6507 0.0186 8.0667 0.3333 0.2850 0.0600 0.0500 0.0000 87.8735 0.0000
0.0220 0.2171 185.7795 0.0165 6.8667 0.4000 0.3561 0.0427 0.0636 0.2299 89.4552 0.0000
0.0240 0.2733 184.5114 0.0141 3.8667 0.5333 0.4223 0.0303 0.0865 0.0000 70.8260 0.0000
0.0260 0.3139 184.9035 0.0129 5.6667 0.4333 0.4612 0.0254 0.1083 0.0000 77.1529 0.0000
0.0280 0.3476 185.5289 0.0120 4.2667 0.4000 0.4879 0.0173 0.1291 0.2299 82.2496 0.0000
0.0300 0.3934 184.5729 0.0131 5.8667 0.4333 0.5178 0.0099 0.1618 0.2299 86.8190 0.0000
0.0320 0.4194 186.6777 0.0107 5.0667 0.5000 0.5310 0.0074 0.1822 0.2299 88.9279 0.0000
0.0340 0.4591 186.1159 0.0114 4.5333 0.4667 0.5478 0.0080 0.2163 0.0000 88.9279 0.0000
0.0360 0.4886 187.1899 0.0103 4.5333 0.4667 0.5571 0.0043 0.2436 0.0000 90.8612 91.9156
0.0380 0.5038 186.3745 0.0105 5.8667 0.3333 0.5619 0.0043 0.2584 0.4598 90.6854 92.6168
0.0400 0.5229 187.9503 0.0108 6.8667 0.1667 0.5684 0.0043 0.2775 0.0000 89.1037 0.0000
0.0420 0.5402 186.3731 0.0100 7.0667 0.1667 0.5747 0.0012 0.2956 0.2299 87.8735 0.0000
0.0440 0.5552 185.6280 0.0092 6.8000 0.1667 0.5808 0.0087 0.3119 0.0000 86.6432 0.0000
0.0460 0.5662 187.3252 0.0088 7.9333 0.1667 0.5866 0.0043 0.3239 0.0000 85.9402 0.0000
0.0480 0.5758 187.3245 0.0089 7.8667 0.1667 0.5920 0.0031 0.3348 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
0.0500 0.5941 187.5421 0.0089 7.4000 0.1667 0.6040 0.0019 0.3560 0.0000 83.4798 0.0000
0.0520 0.6132 186.4991 0.0088 7.8000 0.1667 0.6148 0.0037 0.3788 0.2299 82.2496 0.0000
0.0540 0.6333 187.2439 0.0076 6.6000 0.2000 0.6265 0.0050 0.4039 0.0000 80.6678 0.0000
0.0560 0.6451 189.7227 0.0078 5.6000 0.2000 0.6345 0.0043 0.4188 0.0000 79.7891 0.0000
0.0580 0.6647 189.4450 0.0076 5.6000 0.2000 0.6457 0.0043 0.4444 0.2299 78.3831 0.0000
0.0600 0.6751 189.8929 0.0079 6.4667 0.1667 0.6532 0.0012 0.4583 0.4598 77.6801 0.0000
Original accuracies:K-means=92.79%, SVMlight = 96.49%.




Appendix H8: the Sparsified SVD-based data modification: s-SVD on WDBC
(569× 30). rank = 27, ǫv = 0.02
s-SVD Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
ǫu RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
Maintain Maintain
0.0200 0.1667 184.4560 0.0186 8.0667 0.3333 0.2850 0.0600 0.0500 0.2299 87.8735 0.0000
0.0220 0.2171 185.1629 0.0165 6.8667 0.4000 0.3561 0.0427 0.0636 0.2299 89.9824 0.0000
0.0240 0.2733 186.5994 0.0152 3.7333 0.5333 0.4223 0.0303 0.0865 0.4598 70.8260 0.0000
0.0260 0.3139 186.0260 0.0136 5.6667 0.4333 0.4612 0.0254 0.1083 0.0000 77.1529 0.0000
0.0280 0.3476 185.3991 0.0125 4.2667 0.4000 0.4879 0.0173 0.1291 0.4598 82.2496 0.0000
0.0300 0.3934 185.4814 0.0128 6.4000 0.4333 0.5178 0.0099 0.1618 0.0000 86.8190 0.0000
0.0320 0.4194 187.5504 0.0112 5.0667 0.5000 0.5310 0.0074 0.1822 0.0000 88.9279 0.0000
0.0340 0.4591 185.6567 0.0111 4.6000 0.4333 0.5478 0.0080 0.2163 0.0000 88.9279 0.0000
0.0360 0.4886 186.0928 0.0108 4.6000 0.4333 0.5571 0.0043 0.2436 0.2299 90.8612 92.2671
0.0380 0.5038 186.0368 0.0116 5.8667 0.3333 0.5619 0.0043 0.2584 0.2299 90.6854 91.9156
0.0400 0.5229 187.0673 0.0113 6.8667 0.1667 0.5684 0.0043 0.2775 0.2299 89.1037 0.0000
0.0420 0.5402 185.9545 0.0106 7.0667 0.1667 0.5747 0.0012 0.2956 0.2299 87.8735 0.0000
0.0440 0.5552 186.2619 0.0091 6.8000 0.1667 0.5808 0.0080 0.3119 0.0000 86.6432 0.0000
0.0460 0.5662 185.9756 0.0091 7.9333 0.1667 0.5866 0.0043 0.3239 0.0000 85.9402 0.0000
0.0480 0.5758 186.6963 0.0094 7.8667 0.1667 0.5920 0.0050 0.3348 0.0000 85.0615 0.0000
0.0500 0.5941 187.8497 0.0095 7.4000 0.1667 0.6040 0.0025 0.3560 0.0000 83.4798 0.0000
0.0520 0.6132 187.5231 0.0095 7.6000 0.1667 0.6148 0.0043 0.3788 0.4598 82.2496 0.0000
0.0540 0.6333 187.9401 0.0076 6.6000 0.2000 0.6265 0.0050 0.4039 0.0000 80.6678 0.0000
0.0560 0.6451 190.2349 0.0084 5.6000 0.2000 0.6345 0.0056 0.4188 0.0000 79.7891 0.0000
0.0580 0.6647 189.0025 0.0081 5.6000 0.2000 0.6457 0.0019 0.4444 0.0000 78.3831 0.0000
0.0600 0.6751 189.5523 0.0082 6.4667 0.2000 0.6532 0.0043 0.4583 0.2299 77.6801 0.0000
Original accuracies:K-means=92.79%, SVMlight = 96.49%.




Appendix H9: the Sparsified SVD-based data modification: s-SVD on WDBC
(569× 30). rank = 1, ǫv = 0.02
s-SVD Data Value Distortion Data Pattern Distortion (- % - %) Mining Accuracy (%)
ǫu RE RP RK CP CK DistVal Dist CorrVal Corr K-means SVMlight
Maintain Maintain
0.0200 0.1872 199.7647 0.0049 9.1333 0.2000 0.2847 0.0340 0.0483 0.2299 86.8190 0.0000
0.0220 0.2329 199.6620 0.0043 9.1333 0.2000 0.3554 0.0278 0.0612 0.2299 86.6432 0.0000
0.0240 0.2858 199.5709 0.0049 9.1333 0.2000 0.4217 0.0198 0.0841 0.2299 88.9279 0.0000
0.0260 0.3246 199.6294 0.0046 9.1333 0.2000 0.4612 0.0167 0.1057 0.2299 90.8612 0.0000
0.0280 0.3570 199.5579 0.0041 9.1333 0.2000 0.4886 0.0118 0.1266 0.2299 82.2496 0.0000
0.0300 0.4014 199.9155 0.0040 9.1333 0.2000 0.5198 0.0093 0.1592 0.2299 86.8190 0.0000
0.0320 0.4265 199.7323 0.0042 9.1333 0.2000 0.5338 0.0037 0.1796 0.2299 88.9279 0.0000
0.0340 0.4654 200.0318 0.0037 9.1333 0.2000 0.5524 0.0068 0.2138 0.2299 88.9279 0.0000
0.0360 0.4943 199.8766 0.0037 9.1333 0.2000 0.5622 0.0025 0.2414 0.2299 90.8612 0.0000
0.0380 0.5092 200.0475 0.0037 9.1333 0.2000 0.5674 0.0074 0.2562 0.2299 90.6854 0.0000
0.0400 0.5279 200.2960 0.0033 9.1333 0.2000 0.5737 0.0043 0.2756 0.2299 89.1037 0.0000
0.0420 0.5449 200.5802 0.0034 9.1333 0.2000 0.5800 0.0050 0.2937 0.2299 87.8735 0.0000
0.0440 0.5597 200.8043 0.0033 9.1333 0.2000 0.5864 0.0043 0.3101 0.2299 86.6432 0.0000
0.0460 0.5704 200.9503 0.0033 9.1333 0.2000 0.5915 0.0037 0.3222 0.2299 85.9402 0.0000
0.0480 0.5800 200.9996 0.0032 9.1333 0.2000 0.5969 0.0037 0.3332 0.2299 85.0615 0.0000
0.0500 0.5980 201.2574 0.0032 9.1333 0.2000 0.6074 0.0037 0.3545 0.2299 83.4798 0.0000
0.0520 0.6169 201.6301 0.0032 9.1333 0.2000 0.6185 0.0025 0.3774 0.2299 82.2496 0.0000
0.0540 0.6369 201.8900 0.0029 9.1333 0.2000 0.6306 0.0074 0.4026 0.2299 80.6678 0.0000
0.0560 0.6485 202.0480 0.0029 9.1333 0.2000 0.6380 0.0019 0.4176 0.2299 79.7891 0.0000
0.0580 0.6680 202.0944 0.0028 9.1333 0.2000 0.6509 0.0050 0.4433 0.2299 78.3831 0.0000
0.0600 0.6783 202.1714 0.0029 9.1333 0.2000 0.6581 0.0025 0.4572 0.2299 77.6801 0.0000
Original accuracies:K-means=92.79%, SVMlight = 96.49%.
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